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᧚ᚷֵ̖నҫ్൛్֖͇
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Ѷ
GENERAL TERMS
ǊǊ̾ʽ߿ၸ̅ᩏᛠଡΘᄉథ᧚ᚷֵ̖֖నҫᬌ̅ᩏᛠф߿ଡΘᄉ᧚ᚷֵ̖֖నҫࣲڙᥕߵၸᄉ˖ڍ
ก।ԢกᄉґଡʽὈǌ˝ᛪᤗழΦ˧ᄫᄉὋڙఴ్൛్֖͇ᮉʽὋଡԢþ˖ڍÿௐःૈ˖ӧ̠ඞР֖ڍͭʿӉ
હᯭຠྱѾᛠஊӜǋ་᫂ྱѾᛠஊӜ֖ԻັὈǌ
The following sections are applicable to all facilities and services (subject to availability and compliance with applicable laws and regulations of China) provided by the Bank. For the convenience of expression, under these terms
and conditions, reference to “China” hereunder shall mean the People's Republic of China (excluding Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region, Macau Special Administrative Region and Taiwan).

1

ࣿᝒ
Introduction
1.1 ǊǊఴ్൛్֖͇ౝࠆਖ਼ࣂኣᎷ˧धਖ਼ႁឯᛪᄉʶᦉѫὋࣲРՎౝࡂᩏᛠᄫґԢ࠱ࠆਖ਼धበᄉ᠌ਖ਼ଡΘᄉՉዜ᧚
ᚷֵ̖నҫʿ௦ϱᗧবᤆ௦અᠪύ൛বὈᔴࠆਖ਼ͺ˝ᩏᛠࠆਖ਼ˀᩏᛠСጆᄉՋՎǌ
These terms and conditions form part of the account opening application the Customer has signed and together form the contract which governs the Customer's relationship with the Bank as the Bank's client on the Bank's present and future products or
services through any account (whether of a deposit, investment or borrowing nature).
1.2 ǊǊඇʶሗ᧚ᚷֵ̖నҫڨԺளᬃҪνஇ్൛Ὃзథ᧚ᚷֵ̖ྱड़ૈलᄉб࠴бߔᬣௐҪ̾ᛩЌ֖ν
இὋԩࠪఴ్൛్֖͇ᄉ͉ʹνஇᄉጝోፑሥ˝þᛩЌνஇ͇ÿ
Ὀ
ǌࠆਖ਼ՎὋᩏᛠథాф߿ԺᖸˉᎩཁМᇧǋ̠ࢹᤞǋ
ࠪ᠌Ӭ݂࠘ǋζѥǋႂߔᥪ͇ǋႂពǋᆀζ֖  ᎩቢМնኍழय˖ᄉʶሗіሗՓࠆਖ਼ԦᤞᛩЌ͇ǌᬓᖸˉᎩཁМᇧ֖Ꭹቢ
МնᅻܰὋᩏᛠ࠱Փࠆਖ਼ᄅڙᩏᛠᄉణளڦڠǋႂពႂߔᥪԦᤞᛩЌ  νஇ͇ǌᤞ࠘ࢹ̠̾ݟழयὋᛩЌ  νஇ͇
˧ᤞ࠘ڙ˝ᤞᔩ̾ᥪ࠘ழयὋᛩЌ  νஇ͇࠘ڙѢ˧Րᄉ̊Ю˝ᤞ̾ݟႂߔᥪ͇ǋႂព֖ᆀζழयὋᛩЌ
νஇ͇ڙԦᤞ˧˝ᤞ̾ݟᩏᛠᖸˉڣМᇧᩏᛠᎩቢМնழयὋᛩЌ  νஇ͇ڙМնϡѢՐᄉ̊Юᤞǌࠆਖ਼
ՎὋᔩࠆਖ਼ڙஅҁᜁ˝அҁឞኍᛩЌ  νஇ͇ՐᄉʻӠܸЮథጻൢఴ్్͇֖൛ࠆਖ਼᠌ਖ਼ὋѶ˝ࠆਖ਼ଋԩ֖Վ
ឞኍᛩЌ νஇ͇ࠪࠆਖ਼ХథጝోҦԀᩏᛠࣲలஅҁࠆਖ਼ᄉኣߙᆷᝢٿ੯Ὀ
ǌ
Each product or service may be subject to new or additional or amended terms or supplemented from time to time by a bro
chure or pamphlet containing applicable product features or guidance or any amendments to these terms and conditions (the
“Supplementary Document” ). The Customer agrees that the Bank has the right to determine, at its own discretion, to send the
Customer the Supplementary Document in one or more of the following methods: public announcement in service outlets, delivery in person, enclosure in account statements, letter, email, telephone, SMS and /or website notice. Except for the public
announcement in service outlets and website notice, the Bank will, at its own discretion, send a Supplementary Document per
the latest address, telephone number or email address provided by the Customer. In circumstances where the Supplementary
Document is delivered in person, the Customer shall be deemed as having received the Supplementary Document on the date of
service; under the circumstances of service by mail, the Customer shall be deemed as having received the Supplementary Document upon 5 days of the dispatch date; where the Supplementary Document is sent electronically by email, telephone or SMS,
the Customer shall be deemed as having received the Supplementary Document on the delivery date; if the Supplementary
Document is served by a public announcement in service outlets or on website, the Customer shall be deemed as having
received the Supplementary Document upon 5 days after such notice is made. The Customer agrees that if the Customer utilizes any new product or service provided in relevant Supplementary Documents or if the Customer does not terminate these
terms and conditions or any existing accounts within 30 days from receipt or deemed receipt by the Customer of the Supplementary Documents relating to any amendments to these terms and conditions or (as the case may be) any amendments to
the terms to which such existing accounts/products/services are subject (whichever is earlier), the Customer will be deemed
(even though the Bank has not received the Customer's signed acknowledgement) to have received and accepted the terms of
such Supplementary Documents as binding on the Customer.
1.3 ǊǊඇᮉ̓ᄉጹᓫ࠱ڙᅻ˹ᆷᝢ˹˖ѴѢὋథᄉ̓ৰхᄉ᜵࠱߿య᠌ࠪڙӬᄰСֵ̖థᅻ˹˖ǌࠆਖ਼
Վ࠱ཱఴ్൛్֖͇ನࠪథСЮࠓᄉэᆷবǌ
Details of each transaction will be set out in an advice or confirmation, and all transactions will be summarized periodically in a
statement or the relevant product holding statement . The Customer agrees to verify the correctness of their contents in
accordance with these terms and conditions.
1.4 ǊǊఴ్൛్֖͇̾Ԣ̾ʼଡԢᄉథᬃҪ్൛֖͇ǋᅻ˹ǋᆷᝢ˹Ԣࠪ᠌Ӭࡂ͉ʹᄫᄉᏪᝒڨౝʶ˓߸ஞᄉӨᝫὋ˄
࠱ጝోˀᩏᛠᩏᛠʿௐᤈᛠᄉКᦉ̓ὋՠѶᩏᛠʿ͗ᤈᛠ͉ʹኍ̓ǌ
These terms and conditions and all such additional terms and documents, advice, confirmation and statement as referred to
above shall constitute an entire agreement for all purposes and govern all transactions from time to time concluded with or
through the Bank, it being understood that the Bank would not otherwise enter into any such transaction.
1.5 ǊǊఴ్൛్֖͇̾˖ᔭ˹ࡂǌᔩథʿʶᒰὋ̾˖ྟ˝эǌ
These Terms and Conditions are written in both Chinese and English. In case of discrepancies, the Chinese version shall prevail.
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2
2.1 ǊǊࠆਖ਼Ժᑞ᜵යᩏᛠଡΘᄉ᧚ᚷֵ̖֖నҫᄉᔴډӉહᩏᛠڙథၸᄉ˖ڍก।ǋก֖ஊንЉᄉᔴډЮʿௐф߿ଡΘ
ᄉߚ൛ǋᩏᛠζǋઅᠪ̾ԢФ̴᧚ᚷֵ̖֖నҫǌᩏᛠԺʿௐᆷ߿ࠆਖ਼̯̂̓ᄉణͯԢ  ణᰳ᧚ᮨ͈Ϙǌ
The range of products and services that the Customer may request from the Bank includes any deposit, banking facility, investment and other products and services that the Bank determines from time to time to the extent permitted by all applicable laws,
regulations and policies of China. The Bank may from time to time fix the minimum and/or maximum amount or value for any
2.1 ǊǊࠆਖ਼Ժᑞ᜵යᩏᛠଡΘᄉ᧚ᚷֵ̖֖నҫᄉᔴډӉહᩏᛠڙథၸᄉ˖ڍก।ǋก֖ஊንЉᄉᔴډЮʿௐф߿ଡΘ
transaction to be conducted by the Customer.
ᄉߚ൛ǋᩏᛠζǋઅᠪ̾ԢФ̴᧚ᚷֵ̖֖నҫǌᩏᛠԺʿௐᆷ߿ࠆਖ਼̯̂̓ᄉణͯԢ  ణᰳ᧚ᮨ͈Ϙǌ
The range of products and services that the Customer may request from the Bank includes any deposit, banking facility, invest2.2 ǊǊߚ൛ԵӉહߚஉڙᩏᛠܪᄉߚ൛ǌ
ment
andonly
other
products
and services
the Bank determines from time to time to the extent permitted by all applicable laws,
Deposits
include
deposits
with thethat
Bank.
regulations and policies of China. The Bank may from time to time fix the minimum and/or maximum amount or value for any
to be conducted by the Customer.
2.3 transaction
ǊǊઅᠪԺӉહߚ൛֖͉ʹবᄉઅᠪὋӉહڙʽѴՉᮉ˖ᄉˀʽѴՉᮉᄰСᄉઅᠪὙߚݟ൛ǋӬͮζ੫ǋϗ҅ǋʿՏߚӬǋ
᠍ࣈࣉڣᇽǋܰǋѽညǋ᧚ᚷయ᠍ǋૈֵஜ͉ʹФ̴ૈஜǋԟᏥૈஜǋဗ᠍ǋయ᠍ǋࢿஜǋయాǋ૿యǋકᩘᛡ
2.2 ǊǊߚ൛ԵӉહߚஉڙᩏᛠܪᄉߚ൛ǌ
ၶ߶ଅࢿᮨՋՎǌ
Deposits
onlymay
include
deposits
with the
Investments
include
deposits
andBank.
investments of any nature including those in or linked to deposits, unit trusts, bonds,
bearer certificate of deposits, money market instruments, foreign exchange, interest rate, financial futures, commodity index or
2.3 ǊǊઅᠪԺӉહߚ൛֖͉ʹবᄉઅᠪὋӉહڙʽѴՉᮉ˖ᄉˀʽѴՉᮉᄰСᄉઅᠪὙߚݟ൛ǋӬͮζ੫ǋϗ҅ǋʿՏߚӬǋ
any other index, indicator, or spot, forward, margin, option, swap, netting or derivative arrangements or contracts for differences.
᠍ࣈࣉڣᇽǋܰǋѽညǋ᧚ᚷయ᠍ǋૈֵஜ͉ʹФ̴ૈஜǋԟᏥૈஜǋဗ᠍ǋయ᠍ǋࢿஜǋయాǋ૿యǋકᩘᛡ
2.4 ၶ߶ଅࢿᮨՋՎǌ
ǊǊܲЊӐઅᠪʶᓉবतᝫ
Investments
may include
deposits and investments of any nature including those in or linked to deposits, unit trusts, bonds,
General Diversification
Reminders
bearer certificate of deposits, money market instruments, foreign exchange, interest rate, financial futures, commodity index or
other index, indicator, or spot, forward, margin, option, swap, netting or derivative arrangements or contracts for differences.
ǊǊॆࠆਖ਼Ꮵᘼઅᠪֵ̖ᄉௐϊὋઅᠪጷՋᄉܲЊӐःͺ˝ʶ˓᧗᜵ᄉᏥᘼځገǌᬶ˖ӐᄉઅᠪԺᑞ᜵ඊʶ˓ܲЊӐᄉઅᠪጷ
a. any
Ջ᮲ᬖఝܷǌ
2.4 ǊǊܲЊӐઅᠪʶᓉবतᝫ
Portfolio diversification is an important element for the Customer to consider when making investment decisions. Concentrated
General
Reminders
positionsDiversification
may entail greater
risks than a diversified portfolio.
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ǊǊॆࠆਖ਼Ꮵᘼઅᠪֵ̖ᄉௐϊὋઅᠪጷՋᄉܲЊӐःͺ˝ʶ˓᧗᜵ᄉᏥᘼځገǌᬶ˖ӐᄉઅᠪԺᑞ᜵ඊʶ˓ܲЊӐᄉઅᠪጷ
a.
b. ǊǊݟ౦Ե௦ͤࠆਖ਼ᔈூ˖᠌ڍਖ਼ʼᄉઅᠪὋ౼̎ѻறࠆਖ਼ᄉઅᠪጷՋ௦ՠᡛܴܲЊӐᄉॕֽځገԺᑞʿ͗߸К௬ဗѢǌ
Ջ᮲ᬖఝܷǌ
ځࠆਖ਼ःॆ̲ጹڠͤథᄉઅᠪጷՋὋᤇಧᑞᆷγઅᠪጷՋᑞܴ໗ᡛࠆਖ਼ᄉઅᠪᮔయࣲ˄ࠆڙਖ਼ᄉ᮲ᬖԩᔴ˧ډЮὋ
Portfolio
diversification is an important element for the Customer to consider when making investment decisions. Concentrated
Ӊહࠆਖ਼ࠪᠪ̖ܲಧӐ֖Ԧᛠ̠ܲಧӐᄉ᜵යǌ
positions
may entail
risks
than a diversified
portfolio.
Certain factors
that greater
affect the
assessment
of whether
the Customer overall investment portfolio is sufficiently diversified may
not be evident from a review that only includes the Customer's Citi account(s). It therefore is important that the Customer careb. ǊǊݟ౦Ե௦ͤࠆਖ਼ᔈூ˖᠌ڍਖ਼ʼᄉઅᠪὋ౼̎ѻறࠆਖ਼ᄉઅᠪጷՋ௦ՠᡛܴܲЊӐᄉॕֽځገԺᑞʿ͗߸К௬ဗѢǌ
fully review the Customer's entire investment portfolio to ensure that it meets the Customer's investment goals and is within the
ځࠆਖ਼ःॆ̲ጹڠͤథᄉઅᠪጷՋὋᤇಧᑞᆷγઅᠪጷՋᑞܴ໗ᡛࠆਖ਼ᄉઅᠪᮔయࣲ˄ࠆڙਖ਼ᄉ᮲ᬖԩᔴ˧ډЮὋ
Customer's risk tolerance, including the Customer's objectives for asset and issuer diversification.
Ӊહࠆਖ਼ࠪᠪ̖ܲಧӐ֖Ԧᛠ̠ܲಧӐᄉ᜵යǌ
Certain factors that affect the assessment of whether the Customer overall investment portfolio is sufficiently diversified may
c. ǊǊݟ౦ࠆਖ਼ਆ˿ᝌఝܲС̅ᠪ̖ѫᦠ֖Ժᑞᄉን႔ᬋͯ౼ᮉᬶ˖Ӑઅᠪᄉ᮲ᬖ֖จҮবὋࠆਖ਼ԺˀФᔈூˉҫ̼ᛪᐎጆǌ
not
be evident
from
a review
that
only includes
the Customer's
Citi
account(s).
It therefore
important that
the Customer
careTo discuss
asset
allocation
and
potential
strategies
to reduce the
risk
and /or volatility
of a is
concentrated
position,
the Customer
fully
review
the
Customer's
entire
investment
portfolio
to
ensure
that
it
meets
the
Customer's
investment
goals
and
is
within
the
may contact his/her Citi representative.
Customer's risk tolerance, including the Customer's objectives for asset and issuer diversification.
2.5 ǊǊԀᩏᛠࣂឲڙʶൿௐᫍЮଡΘγ͉ʹ᠌ਖ਼᧚ᚷֵ̖ǋనҫǋՋՎ̓ὋᩏᛠԺʹ͉ڙௐϊፂፋ̀ࠆਖ਼
c. ǊǊݟ౦ࠆਖ਼ਆ˿ᝌఝܲС̅ᠪ̖ѫᦠ֖Ժᑞᄉን႔ᬋͯ౼ᮉᬶ˖Ӑઅᠪᄉ᮲ᬖ֖จҮবὋࠆਖ਼ԺˀФᔈூˉҫ̼ᛪᐎጆǌ
ᅻՐὋఆϢǋС᫆ጻൢឞ͉ʹ᠌ਖ਼᧚ᚷֵ̖ǋనҫǋՋՎ̓ὋᏪᮋઝ᠉͉ͺѢᠸϩǌʶፂᩏᛠ᜵යὋࠆਖ਼
To
discuss asset allocation and potential strategies to reduce the risk and /or volatility of a concentrated position, the Customer
ڙឞᮉ᧚ᚷֵ̖ǋనҫǋՋՎ̓ʽᄉϗҫᮋበ҈ҁయ˄ᮋበ҈ஂ̶ፋᩏᛠǌ
may
contact
his/her
representative.
The Bank
may
block,Citi
close
or terminate any account or product, service, contract or transaction at any time by notice to the Customer without liability or compensation although the Bank may have committed to provide or maintain the same for a period of
2.5 ǊǊԀᩏᛠࣂឲڙʶൿௐᫍЮଡΘγ͉ʹ᠌ਖ਼᧚ᚷֵ̖ǋనҫǋՋՎ̓ὋᩏᛠԺʹ͉ڙௐϊፂፋ̀ࠆਖ਼
time. Upon the Bank's demand, the Customer's liabilities under such product, service, contract or transaction shall become immeᅻՐὋఆϢ
ǋС᫆ጻൢឞ͉ʹ᠌ਖ਼᧚ᚷֵ̖ǋనҫǋՋՎ̓ὋᏪᮋઝ᠉͉ͺѢᠸϩǌʶፂᩏᛠ᜵යὋࠆਖ਼
diately due and
payable to the Bank.
ڙឞᮉ᧚ᚷֵ̖ǋనҫǋՋՎ̓ʽᄉϗҫᮋበ҈ҁయ˄ᮋበ҈ஂ̶ፋᩏᛠǌ
The Bank may block, close or terminate
any account
or product, service, contract or transaction at24࠴ௐႂពᩏᛠὋ᫇ᩏᛠՉ
any time by notice to the Cus2.6 ǊǊݟ౦ࠆਖ਼ਆ᜵અឃԺ̾ષ੩
800-830-1880
˖ܑڍЮὈ8620Ὀ38801267ᒰႂᔈூ
tomer
without liability or compensation although the Bank may have committed to provide or maintain the same for a period of
ѫஂὈᛠὋᄅेᔈூᎩʼᩏᛠwww.citibank.com.cnὈᐎጆੇ͂ǌ
time.
the Bank's
demand, the
Customer's
such
product, Banking
service, contract
or transaction
shall
become
immeIf the Upon
Customer
has a complaint,
the
Customerliabilities
may call under
24- hour
CitiPhone
at 800-830-1880
(within
China)
or (8620)
diately
due
and
payable
to
the
Bank.
38801267, visit the Bank's branches, or contact us via Citibank Online (www.citibank.com.cn).
2.6 ǊǊݟ౦ࠆਖ਼ਆ᜵અឃԺ̾ષ੩ 800-830-1880˖ܑڍЮὈ8620Ὀ38801267ᒰႂᔈூ 24࠴ௐႂពᩏᛠὋ᫇ᩏᛠՉ
ѫஂὈᛠὋᄅेᔈூᎩʼᩏᛠwww.citibank.com.cnὈᐎጆੇ͂ǌ
If the Customer has a complaint, the Customer may call 24- hour CitiPhone Banking at 800-830-1880 (within China) or (8620)
38801267, visit the Bank's branches, or contact us via Citibank Online (www.citibank.com.cn).
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૾ాኣߙ̠ԦѢᄉૈᇧ
Instructions Given by Authorised Signatories
4.1 ǊǊࠆਖ਼ࠆਖ਼᠌ਖ਼ᤁͺށ੫˹͉ʹ૾ా˹͉ᄉ૾ాኣߙ̠Ժ̾ՓˀᩏᛠኣᎷǋᄥብԦѢ͉ʹˀʽѴ̂ᮉథСᄉ
ૈᇧǋӨᝫФ̴͇̾ʽሥ˝þૈᇧÿ
Ὀ
Ὑ
The Customer or the signatories appointed under the Customer's mandate for account operation or any letter of authority may
execute, seal or deliver any instructions, agreement or other documents (collectively “Instructions” ) with or to the Bank in
relating to the following items:
1)ǊǊࠆਖ਼ᄉ᠌ਖ਼ᄉधበǋС᫆ୱͺӉહஇԪԦѢ᠌ਖ਼ᄰСૈᇧᄉழयὈ

Opening or closing of the Customer's account and its operation, including any change in the manner of giving instruction;
2)ǊǊͺѢፆຌ͉ʹઅᠪ
Making or liquidating any investment;
3)ǊǊ࠱ྫྷֵ̓̅ᩏᛠγክԨٿឞኍྫྷֵ
Depositing items for safekeeping or withdrawal thereof;
4)ǊǊԨ३ଡΘፋࠆਖ਼͉ʹύ൛̠ᄉஉ൛Ф̴ᩏᛠనҫᚷᠪ߶ଅ
Obtaining advances or other banking facilities or accommodation to the Customer or any borrower;
5)ǊǊ˝˿ࠪឞኍᩏᛠనҫᚷᠪ߶ଅଡΘઝγὋᏪ᠌ʹ͉ڙਖ਼ԢФ˖ᄉઅᠪʼበ͉ʹ႐ᎵФ̴ઝγాᄝ̾γᬩᩏᛠᄉѽᄝ
Encumbering or creating any lien or other security interest over any account and investment therein securing such facilities
and accommodation in the Bank's favor;
6)ǊǊ˝˿ᩏᛠᄉ᧚ᚷֵ̖నҫՓᩏᛠଡΘγǋᛩϩγԥᛩϩγ
The giving of any guarantee, indemnity or counter-indemnity to the Bank for the Bank's products or services;
7)ǊǊࠆਖ਼ڙఴ͇˖ᄉాᬌ֖ాҦᄉށ੫֖ᣀށ੫
The delegation and sub-delegation of the Customer's authorities and powers herein;
8)ǊǊኣᎷӉહ᮲ᬖ᭚ܥڙЮᄉ͉ʹᄰС͇ǌ
Execution of any related documents including any risk disclosure statements.
4.2 ǊǊࠆਖ਼ࠪ૾ాኣߙ̠ᄉఝ૰Եథڙᩏᛠࣂஅҁࠆਖ਼ૈᇧ̾Ԣథᡛܴௐᫍᩏᛠᑞڙୱͺጆፑ˖ЌѫेឞૈᇧՐὋழథǌ
Any change of authorized signatories by the Customer will only be effective after the Bank has received the Customer's Instruction and sufficient time has elapsed to enable the Bank to fully record the Instruction in the Bank's operation system.
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ႂពǋԯܿФ̴ૈᇧ
Telephone, Oral or Other Instructions
5.1 ǊǊࠆਖ਼ྱ૾ాᩏᛠͭᩏᛠࣲ᭣ॸᮋὈଋԩὙ
The Bank is hereby authorised (but are not obliged) by the Customer to accept any Instructions given by
a. ǊǊ͉ʹ̠ࠆਖ਼˧͉ʹ૾ాኣߙ̠ᒰႂ̝ᒬЏ˙ၸࠆਖ਼᠌ਖ਼ՁᆉԢ˓̠ខѾࠚᆉӉહၿࠆਖ਼Ꮅᄉࠚᆉ֖  ᩏᛠଡΘ
ᄉҮখᰍࠚᆉὈᩏᛠᤈᛠನࠪᭉᄉФ̴ጹᓫՐͺѢᄉ͉ʹૈᇧὋԀࠆਖ਼ށ੫˹Ժᑞࣂ߿᠌ਖ਼ၿܲ̅ʶ̠ୱͺ˶ʶಧ
Ꮷ
Any Instruction via telephone by any person, or from any of the Customer's authorized signatories orally or in person, quoting
the Customer's account number, the Customer's identification code (including PIN which is set by the Customer and/or One
Time Password which is provided by the Bank) or other details as requested for validity check even though the Customer's
mandate may have provided for account operation by more than one person; or
b. ǊǊܥሥ௦ࠆਖ਼ᄉ૾ాኣߙ̠ᄉ̠̾ႂ͛ǋζѥǋ͛ᄽᏧ̾˹᭦्यͺѢᄉૈᇧᏧ
Telex, mail, facsimile transmission or in writing purportedly given by the current authorized signatory; or
c. ǊǊҪᄥʶ˓ˀᩏᛠ˧ᮔ႐ӾᤂͪᄉӾᄉૈᇧᏧ
The affixation of a chop which closely resembles the specimen that was previously recorded with the Bank; or
d. ǊǊၸࠆਖ਼Ꮅᄉࠚᆉ֖  ᩏᛠଡΘᄉҮখᰍࠚᆉᄉႂߔழयͺѢᄉՉᮉૈᇧὋᩏᛠࠪԺᒬᛠф߿ᮋࠪͺѢឞኍ
ૈᇧᄉ̠տᄉ૾ాǋᢵ͊ǋૈᇧᄉᄽ͡ᤈᛠᤈʶನࠃᆷᝢǌ
Electronic means through the use of PIN which is set by the Customer and/or One Time Password which is provided by the
Bank; and the Bank on its own discretion may not further check the authority or identity of the person giving such instructions
or their authenticity.
5.2 ǊǊڙᩏᛠଋԩᄉґଡʽὋࠆਖ਼Վၸࠆਖ਼Ꮅᄉࠚᆉ֖  ᩏᛠଡΘᄉҮখᰍࠚᆉࠃஶႂߔኣՏὋᤈᛠˀఴ్൛్֖͇ᮉ
ʽᄉᄰС᠌ਖ਼ǋ᧚ᚷֵ̖నҫᄰСᄉૈᇧǋୱͺ̓ǌࠆਖ਼ᅻ௳ࣲଋԩὋၸࠚᆉ֖ ҮখᰍࠚᆉࠃஶႂߔኣՏᄉก।
Ր౦ݟʽὙ
Subject to the Bank’ s acceptance, the Customer agrees to use PIN which is set by the Customer and/or One Time Password
which is provided by the Bank as electronic signature to give Instructions, make operations or enter into transactions in relation
to the accounts, products and services under this Terms and Conditions. The customer understands and accepts that the legal
consequences of applying PIN and/or One Time Password as electronic signature are as follows:
a. ǊǊၸࠚᆉ֖  ҮখᰍࠚᆉࠃஶႂߔኣՏᄉὋԀᛪᇧࠆਖ਼ᆷᝢᄰСૈᇧǋୱͺ̓ᄉКᦉЮࠓࣲՎԩФጝో
The Customer confirms the entire content of relevant Instructions, operations or transactions by using PIN and/or One Time
Password as electronic signature, and agrees to be bound by them;
b. ǊǊᩏᛠᩏᛠᄉ߶Кርࣿࠪၸࠚᆉ֖  ҮখᰍᆉࠃஶᄉႂߔኣՏ߸ᰍὋԀᛪᩏᛠࣂ߸ࠪࠆਖ਼ᄉᢵ͊ᰍ
The authentication of identity of the Customer shall be deemed to be completed upon Bank’ s verification of the PIN and/or
One Time Password as electronic signature according to Bank’ s security procedures;
c. ǊǊၸࠚᆉ֖  ҮখᰍࠚᆉࠃஶႂߔኣՏᄉ͉ʹૈᇧǋୱͺ̓ڨ˝ࠆਖ਼ఴ̠ᄉᛠ˝Ὃځ̖ၶᄉᄰःୱͺ  ̓
े˝ڨᄰСᩏᛠˉҫᄉథњ
Any Instructions, operations or transactions made by using PIN and/or One Time Password shall be deemed to be made by the
Customer himself/herself, and the records resulting thereof shall be the valid evidences of related business;
d. ǊǊࠆਖ਼ၸࠚᆉ֖  ҮখᰍࠚᆉᄉႂߔኣՏ௦Ժ᭤ᄉႂߔኣՏὋˀࠆਖ਼ᄉзኣՏХథՎኍก।Ҧ
The electronic signature by Customer’ s using of PIN and/or One Time Password is reliable electronic signature and shall have
same legal effect as Customer’ s handwriting signature;
e. ǊǊࠆਖ਼Վᛩϩᩏᛠځ੯ᛠឞኍૈᇧǋୱͺ̓Ꮺ̖ၶᄉ͉ʹ૮ܾǋఴ֖ၸǌ
The Customer undertakes to indemnity the Bank against any loss, damages, costs and fees it suffers from the execution of such
Instructions, operations or transactions.
ǊǊ
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5.3 ǊǊᩏᛠڙథСૈᇧᛠ̂ґԺ̾᜵යࠆਖ਼̾ႂព̾Ф̴ழयᆷᝢ̾ʼᤗழयͺѢᄉૈᇧǌࠆਖ਼Վᩏᛠࠪࠆਖ਼ˀᩏᛠᄉ
థႂពࠪពᤈᛠेᮂǌݟᩏᛠᝢ˝ࠆਖ਼˧ૈᇧథդዹʿʶᒰ˧ܪὋڙᩏᛠᝢ˝ឞդዹʿʶᒰᖌ३໗ᝌф˧ґὋᩏᛠԺʿ
ኍૈᇧᛠ̂ǌ
The Bank may require the Customer to confirm by telephone or other means the Customer's Instructions given as aforesaid
before acting upon such Instructions. The Customer agrees to the Bank's recording all the Customer's telephone conversations
with the Bank. If in the Bank's opinion, there is any ambiguity or conflict in respect of the Customer's Instructions, the Bank may
choose not to act upon them until the ambiguity or conflict has been resolved to the Bank's satisfaction.
5.4 ǊǊڙᥕߵ͉ʹၸᄉ˖ڍก।֖กᄉґଡʽὋԵ᜵ࠆਖ਼ቿՋᩏᛠᄉನᰍ᜵යὋࠆਖ਼ԀԺႂពФ̴ழयὋၸࠆਖ਼ࣂኣ
Ꮇᄉधਖ਼ႁឯᛪ˖ၸᄉՎʶՏ˦धበఝܲ᠌ਖ਼ὋᏪᮋвኣᎷԲʶ͊धਖ਼ႁឯᛪǌࠆਖ਼Ժ᧓ၸࠆਖ਼͉ʹဗథ᠌ਖ਼ᄉ͉ʹဗథ
ኣߙಧఴὋͺ˝ளधበܘ᠌ਖ਼ᄉኣߙಧఴǌ
Subject to any applicable laws and regulations of China, the Customer may open more accounts carrying the same title as the
account opening application the Customer has signed, via telephone or other means, without signing another account opening
application, as long as the Customer has satisfied the Bank's validity check. For signature specimens of new or additional
accounts, the Customer may adopt any of the existing signature specimens from any of the Customer's existing account.
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ࠪ᠌Ӭǋᅻ˹ǋնᇧኍᄉଋஅ
Receipt of Statement, Advice, Notice, etc.
6.1 ǊǊᩏᛠԦѢᄉ͉ʹࠪ᠌Ӭǋᅻ˹ǋᆷᝢ˹ǋնᇧǋѥ͇͇ݟԦᒯࠆਖ਼ڙᩏᛠᄅᄉణளڦڠԀ˝థԦѢὋࣲ˝ڙ
ឞᝬழयᄉ࣡ᤞௐᫍЮࣂၿࠆਖ਼அԨǌ͉ʹࠪ᠌Ӭǋᅻ˹ǋᆷᝢ˹ǋնᇧǋѥ͇͇̾ݟႂߔζোழयԦᤞҁࠆਖ਼
ڙᩏᛠᄅᄉణளႂߔᥪ͇ڦڠὋឞኍᅻःᜁ˝በԀᤞǌ
Any statement, advice, confirmation, notice, communication or document to be given by the Bank will be validly given if
dispatched to the Customer's address latest registered with the Bank and will be deemed to have been received by the Customer within a generally acceptable time for that means of communication. Any statement, advice, confirmation, notice, communication or document sent by an electronic message to the Customer's e-mail address latest registered with the Bank shall be
deemed to have been received immediately.
6.2 ǊǊࡂႂߔᥪ͇ᝬழयᏪᝒὋᩏᛠࣂፂ᧓Ԩ˿౼̎ଏஶ˝ࠆਖ਼ᄉႂߔᥪ͇ᝬଡΘ߶КဖܑǌཨᏪὋ۲̅̈ᐎᎩᄉဗࠃৰхὋ
ᩏᛠกγᝬζোᄉγࠚবǌ
ࠆਖ਼ՎࣲᆷᝢὋ
ڙ̈ᐎᎩᄉᝬ˖Ὃ
ᩏᛠԦፋࠆਖ਼௦ࠆਖ਼ԦፋᩏᛠᄉӉહͭʿᬌ̅᠌Ձǋ
ߚ൛ǋ̓ǋֵ̖థСᄉζোὋᦏԺᑞԦၶढឧǋˎܾ֖ᜁኃʻழ᫇ҁǌࠆਖ਼ՎࣲᆷᝢὋᩏᛠࠪᒬᢵЮᦉጆፑ̾ܰᄉஜ
߶К֖γࠚʿઝ᠉͉ǌᬓ᭣ځᩏᛠᄉ᧗ܷܾᄯଋ࠭ᒰᄉᬓܰὋᩏᛠࠪځᩏᛠกՋူଌ҃ᄉ͉ʹ͛ᣤᏧᝬ
ஶ˖̖ၶᄉ͉ʹढᤌᏧܾឧलᡐᄉԦᤞፋࠆਖ਼ᄉζোᄉ͉ʹᤌឧˎܾʿઝ᠉͉ǌ
ǊǊࡂᥪ࠘ᤞ֖̠ࢹᤞᏪᝒὋࠆਖ਼ᆷᝢФڙᩏᛠᄅᄉ͉ʹڦڠዜۋӉહͭʿᬌ̅ͰڦǋӬͮڦڠǋᥪ࠘ڦڠኍὈʽᄉ
ణள˝ڦڠథᤞڦڠὋၸᔴډӉહ᭣ឃௐఴ్൛్֖͇ᮉʽᄉՉዜᅻǋ͇̾Ԣఴ్൛్֖͇Ԧၶጬᄉก।˹ᄉ
ᤞڦڠὋӉહ́ᝫᤈЙඞ̂ឃርࣿՐᄉʶࠅǋ̃ࠅǋвࠅ֖੯ᛠርࣿ˖ᄉᤞǌ̾ځʽৰ्࠭ᒰᅻǋ͇֖ก।˹ల
ᑞᜁࠆਖ਼ଋஅᄉὋΙཨ̖ၶᤞᄉก।Ր౦Ὑ B ࠆځਖ਼ଡΘᆷᝢᄉᤞڦڠʿэᆷᄉ C ᤞڦڠԪఝՐలԢௐ˹᭦նᅻᩏ
ᛠ֖̠ඞกᬒᄉ D ࠆਖ਼ધፏኣஅᄉǌԦၶʼᤗৰ्ௐὋᥪ࠘ᤞᄉὋ̾ᅻǋ͇֖ก।˹ᤝ˧ٿ˝ᤞ˧ᄯ
ଋᤞᄉὋᤞ̠ॆᤞڙڣٿ੯ʼৰх˧˝ᤞ˧ǌ
With regard to the communications via email, the Bank has taken certain steps to provide a secure environment for the Customer's personal information via email. However, due to the nature of the Internet, the Bank cannot guarantee the confidentiality of such information. The Customer hereby agrees and acknowledges that communications sent to the Customer by the Bank
or by the Customer to the Bank via the Internet, including but not limited to the information relating to, or any particulars of, the
Customer's account, any deposits held with the Bank, any transactions and/or products, could be delayed, lost and/or accessed
by third parties in the course of such communications being sent to or by the Customer. The Customer agrees and acknowledges that the Bank accepts no liability for the security and confidentiality of data outside its own internal systems. Except the
delays or errors are directly caused by wilful misconduct or gross negligence of the Bank, the Bank is not responsible for any
delays or errors or lost in any information sent to the Customer, as a result of any delay or error occurred in any transmission
or telecommunication facilities beyond the reasonable control of the Bank.
The Customer agrees that if any notices, files or legal documents related to the dispute arising from the Terms and Conditions
(including the first instance, second instance, retrial and enforcement procedure after such dispute is brought into civil legal
proceeding) is served in person or via mail, the latest address(s) the Customer provides to the Bank under any type of address
(including but not limited to residential address, company address or mailing address) shall be the effective address(s) for
service to the Customer. Any notice, file or legal document shall be deemed to have been served and lead to the legal consequences of service even if it is not acknowledged receipt by the Customer due to the following reasons: (a) the address for
service provided or confirmed by the Customer is not accurate; (b) any change of the address for service is not notified to the
Bank and the court in written; (c) the Customer refuses to sign for receipt. Under above circumstances, any notice, file or legal
document shall be deemed to have been served on the date of it being returned if it is served via mail, or on the date when the
person serving it records the situation on return receipt if it is served in person.
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ࠪ᠌Ӭǋᅻ˹ᆷᝢ˹
Statement, Advice or Confirmation
7.1 ǊǊѴ᠌ਖ਼ύᮉ֖ᮉᄉࠪ᠌Ӭ̾Ԣࠆਖ਼̓ᄉ᜵࠱ၿᩏᛠతڙፆኪՐᄉӠܸٽЮԦѢǌᬓԲథᆷ߿ܰὋᅻ˹
ᆷᝢ˹ၿᩏᛠ̓ʹ͉ڙาҮԦၶՐᄉӠܸٽЮԦѢǌ᠌ࠪڙݟӬॆతࠆਖ਼లԦၶ͉ʹ̓ὋѶᩏᛠథా˖ൢՓࠆਖ਼ଡΘࠪ
᠌Ӭᄯᒯளᄉ̓าҮԦၶǌ
A statement of account setting out debits and credits to an account and a summary of the Customer's transaction will be issued
by the Bank monthly and within 14 days following the statement cycle day. Unless otherwise expressly provided, the Bank will
issue an advice or confirmation within 14 days of any transaction. In the event that no transaction occurs in the statement cycle
month, the Bank may suspend the Customer's statement till the occurrence of any new transaction.
7.2 ǊǊࠆਖ਼Վःᒬᛠ᠆᠉ᆷγඇ͊ࠪ᠌Ӭǋᅻ˹ᆷᝢ˹ڙՋူௐᫍЮၿࠆਖ਼ԢௐஅԨὋԢݟలᑞԢௐஅԨௐःበ҈Փ
ᩏᛠͺѢಉលࣲጉԨឞኍ͇ǌࠆਖ਼ឲನࠃඇ͊ࠪ᠌Ӭǋᅻ˹ᆷᝢ˹ᄉэᆷবὋԢݟФेጹᓫథ͉ʹᅷᄳǋ᥋
ǋᩱឧʿэᆷ˧ܪὋࠆਖ਼࠱ڙஅҁᜁ˝அҁʼᤗ͉ʹ͇ՐᄉʻӠܸЮ˹᭦ᅻᩏᛠǌʻӠܸయ໗ՐὋᩏᛠᄉ
ेԢࠪ᠌Ӭǋᅻ˹ᆷᝢ˹ᄉសৰὋࠪࠆਖ਼ᏪᝒὋः௦ф߿বᄉὋࠪ̅߱͂ᄉэᆷবᮋᤈʶᄉὋͭࠆਖ਼ࣂ
ʼᤗழय˹᭦ᅻᩏᛠᄉ͉ʹૈሥᄉᩱឧ˄ᩏᛠࠪឞኍФᩱឧʿэᆷᄉेͺѢុஞ֖νஇᄉᬓܰǌ
The Customer agrees that it is the Customer's sole responsibility to ensure that every statement, advice or confirmation
is received in due time and to enquire with and obtain the same from the Bank forthwith if not duly received. The Customer
undertakes to verify the correctness of each statement, advice or confirmation, and to notify the Bank in writing within 30
days from its receipt or deemed receipt of any discrepancies, omissions, errors or wrong or incorrect entries or details. At
the end of the period of 30 days, the Bank's records and the details of the statement, advice or confirmation shall be
conclusive evidence against the Customer without any further proof that they are correct except as to any alleged errors
so notified in writing and subject to the Bank's right to adjust and amend such entries or details wrongly or mistakenly
made by the Bank.
7.3

ᬓʽѴৰхܰὋᩏᛠࡂ᧪ࠪథС᠌ਖ਼ԢథСࠪ᠌Ӭǋᅻ˹ᆷᝢ˹˖ᣑᄉ̓ጹᓫଡѢᄉ͉ʹጉᠸʿઝ᠉͉ὋԀ
᠌ڙਖ਼ेǋࠪ᠌Ӭǋᅻ˹ᆷᝢ˹˖థᅷᄳǋ᥋ǋᩱឧǋʿэᆷʿൣᆷᄉेសৰὋԀឞኍᅷᄳǋ᥋ǋᩱឧǋ
ʿэᆷʿൣᆷᄉेសৰ௦ၿ̅͡ᤴǋ൚គǋᎤ˫૾ాǋ႟ᤆ௦Ф̴ԓځᄉेǋ̶ஂူܪ࠭ᒰὙ
The Bank shall be free from all claims in respect of the account and the particulars of the transaction contained in the state
ment, advice or confirmation notwithstanding any discrepancies, omissions, errors or wrong or incorrect entries or details as so
stated whether made, processed or paid out as a result of forgery, fraud, lack of authority, negligence or otherwise by any
person whatsoever except:

a. ǊǊᩏᛠᄉᬷտǋ̼ူ̠տࢹᄉ͡ᤴ൚គᛠ˝लᡐᄉల૾ా̓
Unauthorized transactions arising from forgery or fraud by any of the Bank's employees, agents or servants; or
b. ǊǊᩏᛠᩏᛠᄉᬷտǋ̼ူ̠տࢹᄉ᧗ܷܾलᡐᄉФ̴ల૾ా̓ǌ
Other unauthorized transactions arising from the default or gross negligence on the Bank's part or on the part of any employ
ees, agents or servants of the Bank.
7.4 ǊǊԀࠆਖ਼ల࡞ᛠ͉ʹࠪ᠌Ӭǋᅻ˹ᆷᝢ˹ᮋࠆਖ਼ኣߙᆷᝢࣲ˄࠘˧ٿ᜵යὋఴ్ᄉґᤗ߿ࠪࠆਖ਼̮ХጝోҦǌ
The foregoing provisions of this Clause shall be binding on the Customer notwithstanding any statement, advice or confirmation
may call for signed acknowledgement and return by the Customer which the Customer has not so arranged.
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Ժፆኪᠪ᧚
Cleared Funds
ǊǊథᄉଡ൛અᠪԵథࠆڙਖ਼᠌ਖ਼˖థᡛܴԢԺፆኪᄉᠪ᧚ԺͺѢǌࠆݟਖ਼ᄉᠪ᧚ʿᑞፆኪὋࠆਖ਼ͺᄉ͉ʹଡ൛અᠪ࠱ၿ
ࠆਖ਼ॅᤆǌࠆਖ਼Վᩏᛠڙ۲ᆨʼ᠓Йဗథஂᇽᇽǌ
The Customer against cleared and sufficient funds in the Customer's account may only make all withdrawals or investments.
The Customer will repay any withdrawal or investment made by the Customer if the Customer's funds are not cleared. The
Customer agrees all checks or drafts will be purchased or discounted by the Bank on this basis.
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ܰࣈ֖๗ܰஅЙႁઐ
Foreign Currency and Reporting for Receipt from Abroad
9.1 ǊǊᩏᛠԺઁ͉ʹ൛ᮉᣀЙ͉ʹ᠌ਖ਼Ὃʽᤗኃ ్߿કᩘ͉ʹ᠌ਖ਼˖ᄉழፆͷʿҁయˀՠὈၸ̾ஂ̶ࠆਖ਼ᄉ͉
ʹઅᠪፆຌࠆਖ਼ᄉ͉ʹϗҫǌݟథСᄉ᠌ਖ਼ၸᄉ௦ʿՎࣈሗὋᩏᛠԺᩏᛠၸᄉည࠱థСஜᮨВ૰ᄰःࣈሗǌ
The Bank may transfer any amount to any account or, in accordance with Clause 12 below, set off any credit balance in any
account (whether matured or not) for making payment for any investment or for settling any of the Customer's liabilities. If the
relevant account is denominated in a different currency, the Bank may convert any relevant sum into the appropriate currency
at the Bank's applicable exchange rate.
9.2 ǊǊݟᠪ᧚̾ܰࣈ्यᜁᒯԲʶ˓ڙࠑڍԲʶ˓̶ஂࠑڍὋឞᠪ᧚࠱͗ᩏᛠᄉज़ᛠ̼ူᛠॆௐၸᄉᛠ˻Йည
В૰ឞ̶ஂࣈ᠍ڍፋஅ൛̠Ὃͭࣂ̂ЎͺѢФ̴߶ଅᄉᬓܰǌ
If funds are sent to or paid in a country in a foreign currency, the funds will be payable to the payee in the currency of that country at the prevailing buying rate of the Bank's correspondent or agent unless other prior arrangements have been made.
9.3 ǊǊᔩࠆਖ਼̠̾ඞࣈФ̴ܰࣈВ૰˝અᠪࣈሗઅᠪ̅̾ឞઅᠪࣈሗ͈ᄉֵ̖Ὃ࠱ڙឞઅᠪࣈሗᣀ૰ٿԓథࣈሗௐὋԺᑞځ
ညԪҮᏪᥒԩఴ᧚ᄉ૮ܾὋᩏᛠࠪឞኍ૮ܾʿઝ͉ʹ᠉͉ǌ
If the Customer invests in any product denominated in an investing currency by converting RMB or other foreign currency to
such investing currency, the Customer may incur losses on its principal when converting such investing currency back to the
original currency. The Bank shall not be held liable for such losses.
9.4 ǊǊС̅ᮋՓܰࠑڍክူࡌႁઐᄉ๗ܰஅЙὋࠆਖ਼థ˦ҫΙ߿Ὃڙ߿ႁઐௐЮ߸ႁઐǌࠆਖ਼ڙ૾ాᩏᛠڙᄰС
ก̽ԺᄉᔴډЮὋ̼ᛪࠆਖ਼܌зՉᮉႁઐ̂ࠁὋ˄ᩏᛠᤈ᠌Ӭ܌зᄉႁઐӬᮉʽᄉՉᮉЮࠓὋڨ˝ࣂᜁࠆਖ਼ᆷᝢ֖ଋԩὋ
ࣲၿࠆਖ਼ઝႁઐፆ౦ǌ
For receipt from abroad, which must be reported to SAFE, the Customer has the responsibility to report within valid time. The
Customer hereby authorizes the Bank to report on his/her behalf, to the extent permitted by the regulator, based on incoming
message of receipt. The Customer acknowledges and confirms the content of the report and the Customer shall be liable for the
report.
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அԢѽো
Fees and Interest
10.1ǊǊథనҫ࠱ၸᄉ˖ڍก।߿̾ԢᩏᛠࡒௐథᄉஅᛪஅԨၸὋᩏᛠࠆڙਖ਼᜵යௐᮋՓࠆਖ਼ଡΘᩏᛠࡒௐథᄉ
அᛪǌᩏᛠՓࠆਖ਼ଡΘᄉథ൛Ԣ૾ζనҫڨᬃࣛѽোὋ˄ࠆਖ਼ᮋࡂឞኍ൛Ԣ૾ζనҫՓᩏᛠᎠ̓నҫࣱݟథὈ
ǋ߿
యణͯᤆ൛ஜᮨ̾Ԣ᥀ݟయஂ̶Ὀ᥀య̶൛ᎮোὋည˝ᩏᛠཱథСᄉ˖ڍก।֖กࡂనҫʿௐᆷ߿ᄉညǌ
All services will be charged in accordance with applicable law of China and the Bank's then prevailing fee schedule and a prevailing fee schedule of the Bank is available to the Customer upon request. All loan and credit facilities extended by the Bank to the
Customer shall carry interest and be subject to payment of annual service fee (if applicable), periodic minimum repayment
amount and (in case of late payment) late charge or default interest in the Bank's favour at the rates from time to time respectively fixed by the Bank for facilities in accordance with relevant laws and regulations of China.
10.2ǊǊࠆਖ਼ᄉ૾ా˹Ὃࠆਖ਼ˀᩏᛠ˧ᫍᄉጝ߿ڙၸᄉ˖ڍก।ЉᄉৰхʽὋᩏᛠԺ᠌ʹ͉ڙਖ਼˖੭ᬓࠆਖ਼ःஂ̶ᄉ
͉ʹሯᮉǋၸǋѽোǋ᥀య̶൛ǋᎮোǋஅधஂǌᩏᛠԺ࠱ᩏᛠ˧ၸஅӉહڙᩏᛠՓࠆਖ਼ઐ˝ࠆਖ਼Ҩူ
ᄉઅᠪᄉ͈ಪညЮὋࣲγ႐ឞኍၸஅͺ˝ᩏᛠᄉஅᄝǌ
In accordance with the Customer's authorization letter or the agreement between the Customer and the Bank or as permitted
under the applicable laws of China, the Bank may debit any account with the amount of any tax, fee, interest, late charge,
default interest, charge or expense payable by the Customer. The Bank may also include the Bank's fee or charge in the price or
rate for the investment the Bank quotes to or transacts for the Customer and retains such fee or charge for the Bank's benefit.

10.3ǊǊᩏᛠԺࡂ˝ࠆਖ਼Ҩူᄉ͉ʹ̓ଋԩᒬ͉ʹᔈூᬶڃౝኃʻழᄉᤄᤆǋ̶ԢФ̴्यᄉ̶൛ὋԢ˝ᩏᛠᄉѽᄝγ
႐ʼᤗ൛ᮉǌ
The Bank may accept rebates, fees and other forms of payment from any Citigroup Organization or third party on any transaction effected for the Customer and retain the same for the Bank's benefit.
10.4ǊǊᩏᛠ˝γ႐ǋγએ੯ᛠᩏᛠᄉాѽᏪ̖ၶᄉКᦉఴ֖धஂӉહ।࣍Ԣ˝ݒయγϘǋуક̓ዜͪՋՎԦၶᄉ
ၸὈ
Ὃፂᩏᛠ᜵යၿࠆਖ਼ፋ̀ᛩϩὋၸᄉ˖ڍก।߿ःၿᩏᛠઝᄉᬓܰǌ
All costs and expenses (including legal costs and costs for hedging, unwinding or similar contracts) incurred by the Bank in connection with the preservation, protection or enforcement of the Bank's rights will be reimbursed by the Customer upon the
Bank's demand, except those to be borne by the Bank as provided by the applicable laws of China.
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ሯஅ
Taxes
11.1ǊǊࠆਖ਼ఴ్൛్֖͇ఴ్൛్֖͇ʽ̶̓ᄉ͉ʹӬͺѢᄉ͉ʹஂ̶ʿ௦ఴ᧚ǋѽোǋၸФ̴൛ᮉὈः
ʿԩ͉ʹဗᛠ࠱ᄉሯஅǋड़ሯǋСሯǋђᬓǋஅᮔଡሯԢథథСᄉ᠉͉ॕֽ੭ᬓὋͭࠪыஅЙड़அᄉሯஅ֖Ꮎ
ڍԢФ͉ʹஊउᦉ᫂ᄉКᦉ३ሯԢྱፂᖸాሯஅᬓܰథኍ᭣ᬓܰሯஅፑሥ˝þሯஅÿ
Ὀ
ǌݟ౦ࠆਖ਼Ιกᮋ̯ఴ్൛్֖
͇ʽᄉ̶൛ЮͺѢ͉ʹឞዜ੭ᬓὋ
Any and all payments (whether of principal, interest, fee or otherwise) to be made by the Customer under these terms and conditions or under any instrument delivered hereunder shall be made free and clear of and without deduction for any present or
future taxes, levies, imposts, deductions, charges, or withholdings, and all liabilities with respect thereto, excluding taxes
imposed on net income and all income and franchise taxes of the United States and any political subdivisions thereof (all such
non-excluded taxes hereinafter referred to as “Taxes” ). If the Customer shall be required by law to make any such deduction
from any payment hereunder,
a. ǊǊࠆਖ਼ः̶ᄉ൛ᮉᮋܘҪὋ३ڙͺѢ᜵යᄉ੭ᬓӉહࠪఴ్ᮉʽः̶ᄉᮨܰ൛ᮉᄉ੭ᬓὈՐὋᩏᛠࠃᬄஅҁᄉஜᮨኍ
̅ڙలͺኍ੭ᬓᄉৰхʽᩏᛠःԺஅҁᄉஜᮨ
The sum payable by the Customer shall be increased as may be necessary so that after making all required deductions (including deductions applicable to additional sums payable under this Clause) the Bank receives an amount equal to the sum the Bank
would have received had no such deductions been made;
b. ǊǊࠆਖ਼ᮋͺѢឞዜ੭ᬓԢ
The Customer shall make such deductions; and
ὋՓథСሯҫॆࡌФ̴ᦉ᫂КஜᎠ̶੭ᬓ᧚ᮨǌ
c. ǊǊࠆਖ਼ᮋཱၸᄉก।ก 24.3్߿˦Ὀ
The Customer shall pay the full amount deducted to the relevant taxation authority or other authority in accordance with applicable Law or Regulation (as defined in Clause 24.3).
ǊǊܰὋࠆਖ਼Վஂ̶ځΙఴ్൛్֖͇ͺѢ̶൛ځኣᎷǋ̶̓ᄅఴ్൛్֖͇ʽԦѢᄉӬˀ˧థСᄉФ̴̂ᮉ
Ꮺ̖ၶᄉဗ࠱ڙᄉ͉ʹӾᔈሯࡂ͇ड़அᄉሯ͉ʹФ̴๖ሯ᠈̖ሯஅዜͪᄉड़ሯፑሥ˝þФ̴ሯᮉÿ
Ὀ
ǌ
In addition, the Customer agrees to pay any present or future stamp or documentary taxes or any other excise or property
taxes, charges or similar levies which arise from any payment made hereunder or from the execution, delivery or registration of,
or otherwise with respect to, any instrument delivered hereunder (hereinafter referred to as “Other Taxes” ).
11.2ǊǊࠆਖ਼࠱ՓᩏᛠКᮨᛩϩᩏᛠஂ̶ᄉሯஅФ̴ሯᮉӉહ͉ʹՂกክᣧӜࠪఴ్Ꭰ̶ᄉ൛ᮉड़அᄉሯஅФ̴ሯᮉὈ
Ф̴ځᏪ̖ၶ˧ϗҫӉહᎮ᧚ǋѽোԢஂѢὈ
ὋʿኍሯஅФ̴ሯᮉ௦ՠ˝ൣᆷΙกड़அǌఴᮉᛩϩःڙᩏᛠଡѢ˹
᭦ஂ̶᜵යՐᄉʻӠܸЮͺѢǌ
The Customer will indemnify the Bank for the full amount of Taxes or Other Taxes (including any Taxes or Other Taxes imposed
by any jurisdiction on amounts payable under this Clause) paid by the Bank or any liability (including penalties, interest and
expenses) arising therefrom or with respect thereto, whether or not such Taxes or Other Taxes were correctly or legally asserted. This indemnification shall be made within 30 days from the date the Bank makes written demand therefor.
11.3ǊǊڙᎠ̶ሯஅФ̴ሯᮉՐᄉʻӠܸЮὋࠆਖ਼࠱ՓᩏᛠଡΘஅᄉൣఴፂࠃᄉҝఴឞኍ̶൛ǌݟ౦͉ʹ̶൛ᮋᎠ
ጩሯஅФ̴ሯᮉὋࠆਖ਼࠱Փᩏᛠଡ̓ၿॆᄉሯҫᦉ᫂ԦѢᄉ˹Ὃʶ͊ᩏᛠଋԩᄉ˃ˉᮎ᫇˹Ὃܥឞ̶൛Б̅
ᮋஂ̶ሯஅФ̴ሯᮉǌ
Within 30 days after the date of any payment of Taxes or Other Taxes, the Customer will furnish to the Bank the original or certified copy of a receipt evidencing payment thereof. If no Taxes or Other Taxes are payable in respect of any payment, the Customer will furnish to the Bank a certificate from each appropriate taxing authority, or an opinion of counsel acceptable to the
Bank, in either case stating that such payment is exempt from or not subject to Taxes or Other Taxes.
11.4ǊǊࠆڙਖ਼Ꭰ̶ఴ్൛్֖͇Ԣఴ్൛̶్֖͇̓ӬᮉʽᄉКᦉఴ᧚֖ѽো˧ՐὋࠆਖ਼ᄉʼᤗӨᝫԢ˦ҫः̮ཨߚڙǌ
ఴ్߿ڙఴ్൛్֖͇ᮉʽʿॕֽࠆਖ਼ᄉФ̴Өᝫ֖˦ҫᄉߚ፝ǌ
Without prejudice to the survival of any of the Customer's other agreements and obligations hereunder, the Customer's above
agreements and obligations shall survive the payment in full of principal and interest hereunder and under any instrument delivered hereunder.
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કᩘా
Right of Set Off
ǊǊࠆਖ਼Վᬓ˿ᩏᛠڙก।ʼథᄉాѽܰὋᩏᛠԺՓࠆਖ਼ԦѢᅻ࠱ࠆਖ਼ᄉ͉ʹథ᠌ਖ਼ʿክܪʹڙԢ˝ʹᄫᄉڙᩏᛠधበὋ
˶ʿҁయˀՠὈˀࠆਖ਼ᩏᛠᄉϗҫՋࣲὋࣲ࠱ߚஉࠆڙਖ਼͉ʹ᠌ਖ਼Юᄉ൛ᮉѲ̶ፋᩏᛠὋၸ̾ຌϩકᩘࠆਖ਼ᩏᛠᄉϗҫὋ
ឞኍϗҫ௦˞ϗҫᤆ௦ઝγϗҫὋ˓Ѿᄉᤆ௦ᤋࣛᄉὋᤆ௦̾Ф̴᠍ࣈ˝Ӭͮǌឞኍຌϩકᩘᒬᅻҁࠆਖ਼ௐၶǌ˝ᄫᄉὋ
ࠆਖ਼ڙʿԺୣᩘా૾ڠᩏᛠ࠱ࠆਖ਼ᄉ͉ʹ᠌ਖ਼Юᄉͷᮨᩏᛠᒬᛠᆷ߿ᄉညВ૰ࠆਖ਼൛ᄉፆኪࣈሗ̾ຌϩકᩘࠆਖ਼ᩏᛠ
ᄉలᤆϗҫǌ
The Customer agrees that in addition to rights to which the Bank may be entitled at law, the Bank may, with notice to the Customer, combine or consolidate any or all of the Customer's accounts (wherever situate and maintained with the Bank for
whatever purpose and whether matured or not) with the Customer's liabilities to the Bank and set off or transfer any sum or
sums standing to the credit of any of the Customer's accounts in or towards satisfaction of the Customer's liabilities to the
Bank, whether such liabilities be primary, collateral, several, joint or in other currencies. Such repayment or set-off will take
effect once the notice reaches the Customer. Toward this end, the Customer hereby irrevocably authorizes the Bank to convert any sum or sums standing to the credit of any of the Customer’s accounts at the exchange rate in Bank's own discretion
to the currency of the Customer's liabilities to the Bank, in order to repay or set off the Customer's liabilities to the Bank.
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અᠪᠪˀᩏᛠԢᩏᛠᬷտ˧በڣ
Investment Information and Position of the Bank and Its Staff
ǊǊࠆਖ਼ឯයᩏᛠࡂᩏᛠᝢ˝ࠪࠆਖ਼Ժᑞథѽᄉ͉ʹઅᠪ͗Վࠆਖ਼ᐎጆǌࠆਖ਼ЌѫူᝌὙ
The Customer requests the Bank to contact the Customer on any investment opportunities that the Bank believes may be of interest
to the Customer. The Customer fully understands that:
a. ǊǊᩏᛠࣲ˦ҫՓࠆਖ਼ଡΘ͉ʹ᧚ᚷǋࣉڣઅᠪழ᭦ᄉᠪǋतᝫ̭Ὃͭݟᩏᛠᤈᛠʼᤗᛠ˝Ὃᩏᛠࣲ̕᭣̾ᮎ᫇ᢵ
͊ᛠ̂
The Bank is not obliged to provide the Customer with any financial, market or investment information, suggestion or recommendation, but if the Bank so acts, the Bank does not act as an adviser;
b. ǊǊࡉክᒬᩏᛠᝢ˝Ժ᭤ᄉຘ᥊Ὃឞዜᠪǋतᝫ̨̭Θࠆਖ਼ԟᏥԢၸὋ˄ʿౝᩏᛠՓࠆਖ਼Ѣឞኍઅᠪᄉ᜵ጝὋ
ᩏᛠࣲʿࡂ͉ʹᠪǋतᝫ̭ᄉэᆷব߸ܫবԢࠆਖ਼அҁՐᤈᛠઅᠪᄉٿઐፆ౦ͺѢ͉ʹܥǋឲγὋ˶ʿ
ઝ͉ʹ᠉͉
Such information, suggestion or recommendation, although based on sources believed by the Bank to be reliable, are for the
Customer's own use and consideration only and will not constitute the Bank's offer to sell such investment to the Customer, and
the Bank makes no representation, warranty or guarantee as to, and shall not be responsible for, their accuracy or completeness, or the performance or outcome of any investment made by the Customer after their receipt;
c. ǊǊᩏᛠᄉտࢹԺᖌэ˝ФᒬᢵѽᄝᤈᛠઅᠪԢܰ̓ǌڙৰхʽὋᩏᛠ࠱҃߿˹᭦ஊንࣲ᜵යտࢹᥕߵ
The Bank's employees may be permitted to enter into investment and foreign exchange transactions on their own account, and
in such event, the Bank will have a written policy communicated to the Bank's employees for their compliance;
d. ǊǊᩏᛠᩏᛠᄉ͉ʹտࢹԺΙґᤗcὈൿ߿˝ᒬᢵѽᄝʹ͉ڙௐϊˀࠆਖ਼ᤈᛠࠪᄧ̓ǌ
The Bank or any of the Bank's employees transacting on its or his own account under paragraph (c) above may at any time take
an opposite position.
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᠉͉ᬌ҃ˀᛩϩ
Limitation of Liability and Indemnity
ǊǊࠆਖ਼ՎὋᬓᩏᛠ᧗ܷ႟ᄉʿॆᛠ˝ܰὋᩏᛠࡂఴ్൛్֖͇˖ᤗ͉ʹ̂ࠁ᧓Ԩథ᧓Ԩ͉ʹᛠҮʿઝ᠉͉˄ࠆ
ਖ਼࠱ࡂՓᩏᛠͺѢКᮨᛩϩὋӉહͭʿᬌ̅Ὀ
Ὑ
The Customer agrees that except in the case of the Bank's gross negligence or wilful misconduct, the Bank will not be under and the
Customer will fully indemnify the Bank against any liability for taking or omitting to take any action in relation to any matter herein including (but not limited to) the following:
a. ǊǊᩏᛠఴ్൛్֖͇߿ᤈᛠ͉ʹ᠌ਖ਼ᄉୱͺԢଡΘઅᠪǋγክФ̴నҫ
The operation of any account and the Bank's provision of investment, safekeeping or other services pursuant to the provisions
hereof;
b. ǊǊᩏᛠᤈᛠ͉ʹ̓ᄉᑞҦځᩏᛠกଌ҃ᄉԓځځገᏪԩҁᬌ҃ॕֽ
The Bank's ability to account for any transaction is restricted or affected for any reason or cause beyond the Bank's control;
c. ǊǊ̓ʹ͉ڙ˖͉ʹፂጡ̠ǋ̼ူ̠ǋᐎፎ̠ǋ੫ክ̠̓ࠪழᄉͺ˝ʿͺ˝Ӊહ͉ʹ႟ᤊጝὈ

Any actions or omissions (including any negligence or default) of any broker, agent, correspondent, custodian or counterparty
involved in any transaction;
d. ǊǊᤞ͛ʹ͉ځᝬஶὋܰᦉፆኪጆፑᄉᬩǋᤌढ˖றᏪलᡐᄉ͉ʹ૮ܾ૮ࠎ
Any loss or damage caused by breakdown in or delay or failure of any transmission or communication facilities, or external
clearing systems;
e. ǊǊځሯஅǋક੭ǋᮔଡሯǋСሯઈேǋࣉځڣገ͉ʹᩏᛠกଌ҃ᄉԓځᏪ࠭ᒰࠆਖ਼ᄉᠪ᧚અᠪกଡΘ͈Ϙᬋͯ
Any unavailability or diminution in the value of the Customer's funds or investments due to taxes, deductions, withholdings,
imposts or depreciation, market factors or any cause beyond the Bank's control;
f. ǊǊΙᩏᛠនζڠᝢ˝௦ࠆਖ਼͉ʹథా̼ᛪࠆਖ਼ͺѢૈᇧ˧̠ܢၸ˹᭦ǋԯܿǋႂពǋ͛ᄽႂߔழयԦѢᄉૈᇧᏪͺѢ
ᄉᛠ˝ὋʿክࡒௐৰҸ̓বὋ˶ʿክԦѢஅԨឞኍૈᇧឞኍૈᇧᄉЮࠓ௦ՠథᩱឧǋឧᝌǋ൚គǋ͡ᤴդዹ˧ܪǌ
Acting on any written, verbal, telephone, facsimile or electronic Instructions given by any person whom the Bank believes in
good faith to be the Customer or to have authority to give Instructions on the Customer's behalf, regardless of the prevailing
circumstances or the nature of the transaction and notwithstanding any error, misunderstanding, fraud, forgery or lack of clarity in the giving, receipt or contents of such Instructions.
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ᐎՏ᠌ਖ਼
Joint Account
15.1ǊǊ᠌ʹ͉ݟਖ਼̾ʶ˓̾ʼᄉ̠ᄉՏ˦धበὋѶథࠪþࠆਖ਼Ὃࠆਖ਼ᄉÿଡԢः˝இԪþథࠆਖ਼Ὃథࠆਖ਼ᄉÿ
Ὃ˄ࠆਖ਼
ᄉథӨᝫǋాѽ֖᠉͉˶ᄰःڠ˝௦ᤋࣛᄉǌ
If any account is opened in the names of more than one person, then all references to “the Customer, the Customer's”
will be deemed to be changed to “the Customers, the Customers'” and all agreements, rights and liabilities on the Customer's part shall accordingly be deemed to be joint and several.
15.2ǊǊᩏᛠݟՓࠆਖ਼˧˖͉ʹʶ̠ԦѢᅻὋԀࣂ࡞ᛠᩏᛠࠪࠆਖ਼ᄉᅻ˦ҫǌڙʿॕֽᩏᛠࠪࠆਖ਼˧˖͉ʹФ̴̠ᄉాѽ֖ᛩ
ஐᄉґଡʽὋᩏᛠԺࠪࠆਖ਼˧˖͉ʹʶ̠ᄉϗҫᤈᛠ֖ᝌԪఝὋՓࠆਖ਼˧˖͉ʹʶ̠ᝌᬓઝγଡΘௐᫍࠔᬌǋБФ
̴ᄉࠔБǌ
The Bank's obligation to notify the Customer will be discharged if the Bank notifies any one of the Customers. Without
affecting the Bank's rights and remedies against any other of the Customers, the Bank may compound or vary the liability of, release any security to, or grant time, waiver or other indulgence to, any of the Customers.
15.3ǊǊᐎՏ᠌ਖ਼˖ᄉథઅᠪः˝ၿࠆਖ਼̾РՎԢ࠺లѫҞ͊ᮨᄉ्यథǌ
All investments in a joint account will be deemed to be held by the Customers in joint and undivided shares.
15.4ǊǊڙၸᄉ˖ڍก।กЉᄉᬌऎЮὋᩏᛠԺ࠱Ӊહ̾ࠆਖ਼˧˖ʶ̠̠ܲՏ˦அԨᄉஂᇽ൛ڙЮᄉઅᠪЙࠆਖ਼
ᄉ᠌ਖ਼ǌ
To the extent permitted by applicable laws and regulations of China, the Bank may credit the Customer's account with
investments including checks or remittances received in the name of any one or more of the Customers.
15.5ǊǊࠆਖ਼ڙРՎᆷᝢࣲՎὋʹ͉ڙௐϊὋᩏᛠڨʿࠪࠆਖ਼ᄰ̈˧ᫍځᐎՏ᠌ਖ਼ᏪԦၶᄉ͉ʹ́ᝫᏪઝ͉ʹ᠉͉ǌ
The Customers hereby jointly confirm and agree that the Bank shall at no time be liable for any dispute between the Customers
arising out of the joint account.
15.6ǊǊݟ౦ࠆਖ਼Ԁ᠌ਖ਼థ̠Ὀ˧˖͉ʹʶ˓̠൪̑Ὃၶߚᄉ᠌ਖ਼థ̠ᅻࣲՎὋᩏᛠథాఆϢ੯ᛠၶߚᄉ᠌ਖ਼థ̠ࠪ
ᐎՏ᠌ਖ਼ᄉ͉ʹૈ̽ᄯᒯᩏᛠஅҁథాСӉહͭʿᬌ̅กᬒ֖МܪὈࠪᐎՏ᠌ਖ਼ᮉʽᠪ̖ా࡚̾ԢܪᎵᄉ˹᭦͇Ὃࣲ
ឞ˹᭦͇ᄉ߿ᛠ̂ǌࠪၶߚᄉ᠌ਖ਼థ̠̾Ԣࣂ൪̑ᄉ᠌ਖ਼థ̠ᄉፘ̠˧ᫍᄉځᐎՏ᠌ਖ਼ᏪԦၶᄉ͉ʹ́ᝫὋᩏ
ᛠʿઝ͉ʹ᠉͉ǌ
In the event of death of any one of the Customers (i.e., the accountholders), any of the survival Customers acknowledges and
agrees that the Bank has the right to stop executing any instructions made by the survival Customers about the joint account
unless and until the Bank receives a written order made by a competent authority (including but not limited to a court and a
notary public office) on the ownership or disposal of the assets in the joint account; and the Bank shall take actions based upon
such written order. The Bank shall not be liable for any disputes between the survival Customers and the inheritor of the
deceased Customers arising out of the joint account.
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᠆ϗ˹
Certificate of Indebtedness
ǊǊ͉ʹၿᩏᛠԦѢซࠆਖ਼࠺ᩏᛠ᧚ᮨᄉ˹࠱௦ф߿বᄉࣲࠪࠆਖ਼థጝోҦὋᬓ᭣థ௬ᩱឧǌ
Any certificate issued by the Bank as to the amount at any time owing to the Bank by the Customer will be conclusive and binding
upon the Customer save as manifest error.
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ଡΘԢ᭚ᠪ
Supply and Disclosure of Information
17.1ǊǊࠆਖ਼ःՓᩏᛠଡΘᩏᛠԺᑞʿௐ᜵යᄉឞኍζোࣲཱᩏᛠᄉ᜵යʿௐఝளឞኍζোὋ̾ᩏᛠ֖ᔈூᬶڃౝᑞܴᥕߵ
͉ʹก।ก 24.3 ్߿˦Ὀ
ǌྱѾڠὋᔩࠆਖ਼ʹ͉ڙௐϊ˝Ꮎڍᐎᥧ३ሯᮉʽᄉᎾܢ̠ڍௐὋࠆਖ਼ᮋڙʻӠܸЮᅻ
ᩏᛠὋࣲՓᩏᛠଡ͉̓ʹၸ̅ࠆਖ਼ᄉ̾Ԣᩏᛠʿௐ᜵යᄉᄰСᄉᎾڍሯҫ͇Б͇Ф̴ᄰС͇֖ζোǌ
The Customer shall provide the Bank with such information as the Bank may require from time to time, and shall update that
information as required by the Bank from time to time, to enable the Citigroup Organization to comply with any Law or Regulation (as defined below in Clause 24.3). In particular, if at any time in the future the Customer becomes a US person for purposes
of US federal income tax, the Customer must within 30 days contact the Bank and complete and return to the Bank any relevant US tax or waiver documentation that may apply to the Customer and that the Bank may request from time to time.
17.2ǊǊࠆਖ਼ᄆὋࠆݟਖ਼లᑞࡂФᭉᄉ᧚ᚷֵ̖నҫଡΘᩏᛠ᜵යᄉᠪὋᩏᛠԺᑞʿᑞ˝ࠆਖ਼ଡΘ͉ʹనҫǌ
The Customer understands that the Bank may not be able to provide any service to the Customer if the Customer fails to provide any information requested by the Bank.
17.3ǊǊᩏᛠࠪࠆਖ਼ζো̀̾γࠚͭ௦ࠆਖ਼Ч૾ాᩏᛠԺ˝Փࠆਖ਼ଡΘФᭉᄉ᧚ᚷֵ̖నҫ˧ᄫᄉӉહͭʿᬌ̅˝̓ǋ
ஜူܪǋፑǋሯҫ᜵යǋ᮲ᬖѫౡǋζၸᄢଌǋ᮲ᬖክူ˧ᄫᄉὈ
˝ᥕߵ͉ʹก।ก
 24.3 ్߿˦Ὀ
˧ᄫᄉՓ̾ʽ
Չழʿឞழͮ̅ʹܪὈ̾ԢឞኍՉழᤤસᄉ͉ʹኃʻழʿឞኍኃʻழͮ̅ʹܪὈᤨ᭚ࠆਖ਼ᄉ͉ʹ˓̠Ԣ᠌ਖ਼ᠪेὙ
The Bank will undertake confidentiality on the Customer's information; but the Customer hereby authorizes the Bank to
disclose the Customer's personal and account information or records to any of the following parties (wherever situated) and
any third parties (wherever situated) selected by any of the following parties for the purpose of providing required product or
service (including, without limitation, for transaction, data processing, statistic, tax, risk analysis, credit monitor, risk management) or for compliance with any Law or Regulation (as defined in Clause 24.3).
a. ǊǊ͉ʹᔈூᬶڃౝ
Any Citigroup Organization;
b. ǊǊᩏᛠᩏᛠᄉ͉ʹѫஂᛠᔈூᬶڃౝᄉКᦉ͉ʹᦉѫᠪ̖ˉҫᄉࠃᬄԺᑞᄉԟˀ̠ጞԟˀ̠ǋԩᝧ̠ፘ
̠
Any actual or proposed participant or sub-participant in, or transferee, assignee or successor of, all or any part of the assets or
business of the Bank or any of the Bank's branches or sub-branches or Citigroup Organizations;
c. ǊǊࠪࠆਖ਼ڙఴ͇˖ᄉ˦ҫଡΘଡΘγኃʻழઝγᄉ͉ʹழ
Any party giving or proposing to provide a guarantee or third party security to secure the Customer's obligations herein;
d. ǊǊ͉ʹ᧚ᚷౝǋ̓ࠪழǋᠰ᠌ӴζၸӴԦᛠМՂǋζၸ֦លనҫౝǋ̼ူ̠ǋనҫΘःǋӉਖ਼
Any financial institutions, counterparties, charge or credit card issuing companies, credit reference agencies, agents, service
providers, contractors or merchants;
e. ǊǊ͉ʹࣂፂ࠱͗ˀᩏᛠஅԨឞኍஜᄉ̠तበˉҫСጆᄉ̠ܢὋʿኍ˓̠Ԣ᠌ਖ਼ᠪेʹڙௐ̯ʹܪԨ३ǌ
Ꮺʼᤗ̠ܢౝڨԺڙФᤈᛠ͉ʹˉҫᄉር˖ၸథСᠪ ֖
Any other person who has established or proposes to establish any business relationship with the Bank or recipient of such
data, any of the Customer's personal and account information or records collected at any time and from whatever source, and
any such person or entity may utilize such information in the course of any business carried on by him or it; and
f. ǊǊ͉ʹՂกӜ۪ఴڍܰڍὈЮᄉ͉ʹథాᄉᄢክǋࠢǋሯҫஊउౝࠪᩏᛠᔈூᬶڃౝథጝోҦᄉก।ก
24.3 ్߿˦Ὀ
ǋกᬒǋᄢክᦉ᫂ก।ርࣿ᜵යЉᄉ͉ʹФ̴ழǌ
Any competent regulatory, prosecuting, tax or governmental authority in any jurisdiction, domestic or foreign or any other
party as permitted or required by any Law or Regulation (as defined in Clause 24.3), court, regulator or legal process binding on
Citigroup Organization.

V

ǊǊᩏᛠ࠱᜵යʼᤗՉழ(i) ̨˝ఴ 17.3 ్˧ᄫᄉၸࠆਖ਼ᄉ͉ʹ˓̠Ԣ᠌ਖ਼ᠪेὋࣲ(ii) ၿʼᤗՉழᆷγФᤤસᄉ͉ʹኃʻழ
̨˝ఴ 17.3 ్˧ᄫᄉၸࠆਖ਼ᄉ͉ʹ˓̠Ԣ᠌ਖ਼ᠪेǌځݟʼᤗՉழ֖ Фᤤસᄉ͉ʹኃʻழ᭣˝ఴ 17.3 ్˧ᄫᄉၸࠆਖ਼
ᄉ͉ʹ˓̠Ԣ᠌ਖ਼ᠪेᏪ࠭ᒰࠆਖ਼̖ၶ͉ʹ૮ܾὋᬓ᭣ၸก।Բథ߿Ὃᩏᛠࠪʿઝ͉ʹ᠉͉ǌ
The Bank will require the aforementioned parties (i) to use the Customer's personal and account information or records solely
for the purpose of this Clause 17.3, and (ii) to ensure that any third parties selected by any of the aforementioned parties to
use the Customer's personal and account information or records solely for the purpose of this Clause 17.3. Except the applicable law indicates otherwise, the Bank shall not be liable for any losses incurred by the Customer as a result of any aforementioned parties and/or any third parties selected by any of the aforementioned parties using the Customer's personal and
account information or records for purpose other than that indicated in this Clause 17.3.
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ᤊጝԢጻൢ
Default and Termination
ǊǊڙʿॕֽᩏᛠڙʼᤗኃ2.5 ൛ᮉʽాѽᄉґଡʽὋᩏᛠԺፋ̀ᅻὙ1 ࠆڙਖ਼ᄉ͉ʹ᠌ਖ਼ᤋ፝̊ 5 ˓తలԦၶ͉ʹၿࠆਖ਼Ԧᡐᄉ
̓ ˝ᥗБឧᝌὋ᠌ਖ਼ᒬҮোǋᩏᛠᒬҮ੭ᬓ᠌ਖ਼ክူࣱ֖̾Ԣ࠴ᮨክူʿ࡚̅ࠆਖ਼Ԧᡐᄉ̓ ᤋ፝̊ 5 ˓త᠌ਖ਼ͷ
ᮨ˝ᭅᄉৰхʽ 2 ࠆڙਖ਼ᤊԥఴ్൛్֖͇͉ʹ్൛థС᠌ਖ਼ክူᄉ͉ʹ˖ڍก।กᄉৰхʽ 3 ࠆڙਖ਼లᑞՓᩏᛠଡ
Θʼᤗኃ17.1 ్֖ኃ 17.2 ్ᤗᄉζোᠪᄉৰхʽ 4 ˝ᥕߵ͉ʹก।ก 24.3 ్߿˦Ὀᄉ᜵යὙ
Without prejudice to the Bank's right under Clause 2.5 above, 1) in the event that any of the Customer's account remains inactive without having any customer’s initiated transactions (for avoidance of any doubts, the activities conducted by the bank
to accrue/credit interest and auto-charge account maintenance fee and annual fee are not considered as customer initiated
transactions) for over five(5) months or remain zero balance for over five(5) months, or 2) in the event that the Customer
fails to observe and comply with any terms hereof or any laws and regulations of China regarding the account management,
or 3) in the event that the Customer fails to provide any information or materials mentioned in Clause 17.1 and 17.2, or 4)for
compliance with the requirement of any Law or Regulation (as defined in Clause 24.3), the Bank may with notice:

a. ǊǊఆϢǋС᫆ጻൢࠆਖ਼ᄉᄰС᠌ਖ਼ǋ᧚ᚷֵ̖నҫὋࡒௐࠆਖ਼ࠪᩏᛠ᠆ᄉϗҫὋʿክ௦˞ϗҫᤆ௦ઝγϗҫὋ˓Ѿᄉ
ᤆ௦ᤋࣛᄉὋဗڙᄉǋ࠱ᄉᤆ௦ԺᑞԦၶᄉὋڨበԀҁయः̶ὋԢ  
Block, close or terminate the Customer's relevant account, product or service, and the Customer's liabilities to the Bank at that
time, whether primary, collateral, several, joint, present, future or contingent, shall forthwith become due and payable, and/or

b. ǊǊԪဗѢᩏᛠᝢ˝Ջᄉࠆਖ਼ᄉઅᠪஜᮨ᧓Ԩᩏᛠᝢ˝Ջᄉ֖ॸ᜵ᄉ͉ʹᛠҮϩᤆຌኪࠆਖ̶਼ᩏᛠᄉ͉ʹϗ
ҫᏪᮋࠪࠆਖ਼ઝ᠉͉ǌࠆਖ਼ڙʿԺୣᩘా૾ڠᩏᛠ̼ᛪࠆਖ਼ᛠ̂Ὃᩏᛠథాᒬᛠф߿Ѣຌኪࠆਖ਼અᠪᄉథథС̂ᮉǌ
Without any liability to the Customer, realize or sell so much of the Customer's investments or take all such actions as the Bank
may deem fit and necessary to repay or settle the Customer's liabilities to the Bank. The Customer hereby irrevocably authorizes
the Bank to act on the Customer's behalf. The Bank is entitled to use the Bank's discretion in all aspects on sale or liquidation of the
Customer's investments.
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ᣀᝧ
Assignment
ǊǊᩏᛠԺʹ͉ڙௐϊՓࠆਖ਼ԦѢᣀᝧᅻᄉழयὋ࠱Фڙఴ్൛్֖͇ᮉʽᄉాѽ֖  ˦ҫᣀᝧፋ͉ʹՂกӜ۪
ఴܰڍ
ڍὈЮᄉ͉ʹФ̴ࠃͳ  ̠ܢὋࠆਖ਼ՎឞኍᣀᝧᅻԺ̾ᩏᛠᒬ˞ᦟৰф߿ᄉ͉ʹ˹᭦्यͺѢὋ˄ឞኍᣀᝧᭉԲᛠԨ३ࠆਖ਼ᄉ
ՎэǌࡉክథឞኍᣀᝧὋఴ్൛్֖͇࠱ࠪࠆਖ਼ፘ፝థὋࠆਖ਼Վԩࣲፘ፝ԩఴ్൛్֖͇ᄉጝోǌలፂᩏᛠ˹᭦ՎὋ
ࠆਖ਼ʿ३࠱Фڙఴ్൛్֖͇ᮉʽᄉాѽ֖  ˦ҫᣀᝧፋ͉ʹФ̴ࠃͳ  ̠ܢǌ
The Bank may at any time assign or transfer any of its rights and/or obligations under these Terms and Conditions to any
other entity/person in any jurisdiction, domestic or foreign, by giving a notice of the assignment or transfer to the Customer.
The Customer agrees that the notice of assignment or transfer may be in any written form at the sole discretion of the Bank
and no consent or approval from the Customer is required for such assignment or transfer. These Terms and Conditions will
continue to be effective against the Customer, and the Customer agrees to be bound and continue to be bound by these
Terms and Conditions notwithstanding such assignment or transfer. The Customer may not assign or transfer any of its rights
and/or obligations hereunder to any other entity/person without the Bank's written approval.
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ѽো
Interest
ǊǊࠪ̅ࠆਖ਼ඇᄉ൛ͷᮨὋᩏᛠԺʿௐ߿ᄉোయǋѽညԢஂ̶ௐᫍஅԨѽোǌ᥀య൛ᮉၿᩏᛠڍ˖ڙก।ЉᄉᔴډЮ
ᄰСӨᝫጝ߿ᄉᎮোည̾ԢোழयஅᎮোǌ
Interest will be charged on the daily balance of any amount outstanding from the Customer at such intervals and rates and
payable at such times as the Bank may specify from time to time. Overdue sums will carry interest at the default rate and
with the calculation methodology as indicated in the relevant agreement to the extent permitted by the law of China.
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ʶᓉζ߿
General Credit Provisions
21.1ǊǊࠆਖ਼ྱ࠱ࠆਖ਼ဗڙ࠱֖ڙʽѴՉᮉ˖ᄉథాѽǋథాԢѽᄝὋઘፋᩏᛠࣲፋ̀ᩏᛠኃʶ͕ЎઝγѽᄝὙ
The Customer hereby pledges and grants to the Bank a first priority security interest in, all the Customer's right, title and interest, present and future, in and to
ǋ
a. ǊǊథဗ࠱ڙၿࠆਖ਼˓̠ፂၿᩏᛠᏪ̙థᄉࠆڙਖ਼͉ʹ᠌ਖ਼Юᄉ͉ʹবᄉథߚ൛Ӊહ͉ʹ፝యǋढయܘҪὈ
ѽᄝǋ൛ᮉԢాѽԢ
All deposits of whatever nature (including any renewal, extension or addition), interests, sums and rights which the Customer
individually or through the Bank may now or hereafter have in or to any of the Customer's accounts; and
(a)֖(b)ൿ˖ᤗՉᮉ̾ʽፑሥþ˓̠ᠪ̖ÿ
Ὀͺ˝ࠪஂ̶Ԣຌϩࠆਖ਼ᩏᛠᄉథဗڙԢ࠱Ὃ
b. ǊǊ͉ʹᤉయܰՋՎԢФஅЙὋ
РՎ˓ѾὋᄯଋᫍଋὋࠃᬄԺᑞԦၶᄉϗҫᄉઝγǌ
Any forward foreign exchange contracts and the proceeds thereof, (the items in (a) and (b) collectively, the “Individual
Assets” ) as security for the payment and discharge of all the Customer's present and future, joint or several, direct or indirect,
actual or contingent, liabilities to the Bank.
ǊǊఴઝγ௦ࠪࠆਖ਼ʿௐᩏᛠᄉϗҫᄉణጻͷᮨᄉ፝বઝγὋ
ᬃҪ̅˄ʿ͗૮ࠎॕֽᩏᛠဗ࠱ڙథᄉ͉ʹФ̴કઘǋ
ాѽǋγǋ႐Ꮅాǋ͇Ф̴ઝγὋ˶ʿ͗ˀґᤗՉᮉՋࣲǌ
This security shall be a continuing security securing the ultimate balance of the Customer's liabilities from time to time owing to
the Bank and is in addition to and shall not merge with or otherwise prejudice or affect any other collateral, rights, guarantees,
liens, documents or other securities now or hereafter held by the Bank.
ǊǊࠆਖ਼ᤈʶՎὋࠆڙਖ਼ຌϩࠆਖ਼ᩏᛠᄉКᦉϗҫ˧ґὋࠆਖ਼ဗ࠱֖ڙકઘፋᩏᛠᄉథੜా̖̖ڠӨᝫԢ˹ǋԢ
ဗʹ͉࠱ڙௐϊʿ௦ᆷ˝˿ͺ˝કઘֵǋ߶КγክФ̴ԓځᏪߚஉڙᩏᛠᄉథᐦᇽǋᐦ֖͊Ф̴ԺѢᄉ҅ʿ
௦ՠࠆڙਖ਼ՏʽԢࠆਖ਼௦ՠథాᄝὈ
̾ʽፑሥ

þ҅ÿ
ὈԢʼᤗՉᮉᄉஅᄝڨઘፋᩏᛠὋͺ˝ࠪࠆਖ̶਼ᩏᛠᄉКᦉϗҫӉ
હథѽোǋஅǋधஂԢᩏᛠஂ̶ᄉ।࣍Ὀᄉஂ̶ᄉ፝বઝγǌࠆਖ਼ᤈʶ૾ాᩏᛠஅԨథဗ̬ڙՐࡂ͉ʹ҅
३˧ѽোǋᐦোԢጙѽǌࠆਖ਼ᤈʶՎὋᩏᛠᮋ˝ࠆਖ਼͉ʹ҅ᥒԩᄉ͉ʹ૮ܾ૮ࠎʿၿឹԢʹځलᡐὈᏪ
ઝ͉ʹ᠉͉ǌࠆਖ਼ᤈʶՎὋࠆਖ਼ःᩏᛠᄉ᜵යᬣௐࠆڙਖ਼థᄉᠪ̖ᦉѫᠪ̖ʼᎵઝγଡΘ߶ଅଡΘઝγὋ
ͺ˝ࠪࠆਖ਼ᬣௐ̶ᩏᛠᄉКᦉϗҫᄉઝγǌ
The Customer further agrees that until payment in full of all the Customer's liabilities to the Bank, all title deeds and documents of
title in relation to land property now or at any time hereafter mortgaged to the Bank by the Customer and all stocks, shares and
other marketable securities whether or not in the Customer's name or in which the Customer has any interest, now or at any time
hereafter deposited with the Bank, whether for the express purpose as collateral security, or for safe custody or for any other purpose (hereinafter collectively referred to as “the Securities” ) and their proceeds are pledged and shall remain so pledged to the
Bank as a continuing security for the payment of all the Customer's liabilities to the Bank including all interests, charges, costs and
fees for legal services paid by the Bank. The Customer further authorizes the Bank to collect all interests, dividends and bonuses
now or hereafter payable in respect of any of the Securities. The Customer further agrees that the Bank shall not be answerable or
responsible for any loss or damage whatsoever and howsoever caused which the Customer or any of the Securities may suffer.
The Customer further agrees that the Customer shall at the Bank's request from time to time, create any security interest on any
assets or part of assets owned by the Customer as the security for all the Customer's liabilities from time to time owing to the
Bank.
ǊǊࠆਖ਼ྱʿԺୣᩘ߿ૈڠᩏᛠઝ͉ࠆਖ਼ᄉ̼ူ̠ὋКా̼ᛪࠆਖ਼ǋ̾ࠆਖ਼Տ˦̾Ф̴ழयʿௐ᧓Ԩ͉ʹᛠҮԢኣᎷ͉ʹ
ᩏᛠᝢ˝ᭉ᜵ॆᄉ͇֖  ଡ̓ឞኍ͇ΘࠅǋᄅܫὋ̾ఴ్˧ᄫᄉὋឞኍ͇Ӊહͭʿᬌ̅ߚ൛ڙՂก
ክᣧӜᄉథၸᄉ˖ڍก।ก᜵යᄉ͉ʹథС߸ؒఴ్ઝγѽᄝᄉॆॸ᜵ᄉ͇ǌ
The Customer hereby irrevocably appoints the Bank to be the Customer's attorney, with full authority in the Customer's place and
stead and in the Customer's name or otherwise, from time to time to take any action and to execute and/or submit for approval,
registration or filing any document which the Bank may deem necessary or advisable to accomplish the purposes hereof, including,
without limitation, any documents under any applicable laws and regulations of China as in effect in any of the jurisdictions where
deposits may be made, as desirable or necessary to perfect the security interests hereby created.
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21.2ǊǊࠆڙਖ̶਼ᩏᛠ͉ʹϗҫయᫍὋࠆਖ਼ʿ͗࠱˓̠ᠪ̖ᄉ͉ʹᦉѫၸકઘǋѢᝧǋѢǋᣀᝧǋઘ̾Ф̴ழयူܪ
ᏧՓኃʻழᠱ̀ాѽ࠭ᒰኃʻழథాѽὋʼᤗᠪ̖࠱͗ᜁвઅᠪ̅ᩏᛠૈ߿ᄉՉዜߚ൛˖ǌ
The Customer shall not, for any period during which the Customer has any liabilities to the Bank, charge, assign, sell, transfer,
pledge or otherwise deal with or grant or suffer to arise any third party rights over or against any part of the Individual Assets
which shall be reinvested in such deposit options as specified by the Bank.
ǊǊݟᩏᛠஅҁࠆਖ਼̾Բʶሗ᠍ࣈϩᤆࠆਖ਼͉ʹϗҫᄉ൛ᮉὋឞቷ൛ᮉ̨ϩ̶˿ᩏᛠڙஅҁឞ᠍ࣈ൛ᮉՐᄉኃʶ˓ᖸˉ
࣡ᩏᛠርࣿ̾ឞኍ᠍ࣈ᧚ᮨᑞ᠓˻ҁᄉϗҫ᠍ࣈᄉ᧚ᮨǌݟ᠓Йᄉ᠍ࣈ᧚ᮨ࠴̅ࠆਖ਼ϗҫ᧚ᮨὋԀกᬒథѻфὋͺ˝ʶ
ᮉ࿗በᄉ˦ҫὋࠆਖ਼ःࠪᩏᛠᥒԩᄉ͉ʹ૮ܾፋ̀ᛩϩǌ
The receipt by the Bank of any of the Customer's liabilities in a different currency shall discharge such liabilities only to the
extent that, on the first day on which the Bank is open for business immediately following such receipt, the Bank shall be able, in
accordance with normal banking procedures, to purchase the currency of the liabilities with the currency received. If the
amount of the currency so purchased shall be less than the amount of the Customer's liabilities, the Customer shall, as a separate obligation and notwithstanding any judgment of any court, indemnify the Bank against any loss sustained by the Bank.
ǊǊᩏᛠࣲ˦ҫ᧓Ԩఴኃ21 ్ᤗ͉ʹᛠҮǌᩏᛠʹ͉ڙௐϊԺᒬᛠф߿உपᩏᛠࠪథСࠆਖ਼ᄉϗҫᄉ͉ʹྱ߿ઝγ̙థ
ᄉాѽὋͭʿ͉͗̾ʹழयॕֽ૮ࠎᩏᛠڙఴኃ21 ్˖ᄉ͉ʹాѽǌ
The Bank shall not be obligated to take any action herein described. The Bank may at the Bank's discretion at any time relinquish the Bank's rights as to any particular security given in respect of the Customer's liabilities without in any way affecting or
prejudicing any of the Bank's rights hereunder.
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ஂ̶˦ҫ
Payment Obligations
ǊǊڙᥕߵ˖ڍก।Ӊહ͉ʹஊउᛠ˝ǋ̽ǋᜆ߿֖กὈ
ᄉґଡʽὋఴ్൛్֖͇ᮉʽᄉథஂ̶˦ҫः̨ၿࠆਖ਼धበ᠌ਖ਼ᄉ
Хͳѫ  ஂᛠઝǌ
All obligations hereunder are payable solely at and by the specific branch/sub-branch where the Customer's account is held, subject
to the laws of China (including any governmental actions, orders, decrees and regulations).
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ᮔଡሯ
Withholding Tax
ǊǊࠆਖ਼ՎὋᩏᛠᔈூᬶڃౝФՉᒬኃʻழనҫଡΘ24.5 ్߿˦Ὀథాʿௐၸᄉก।ก24.3 ్߿˦Ὀ
ᄉ᜵යࠪՓࠆਖ਼ஂ̶ᄉᒬ̶ᒯࠆਖ਼᠌ਖ਼͉ʹ᠌ਖ਼ᄉ൛ᮉͺѢ͉ʹሯஅФ̴ழ᭦ᄉᮔଡ੭ђӉહࠪѽোड़அᄉ३ሯὋ
Ջሥ˝þᮔଡ൛ÿ
Ὀ
ǌᩏᛠᔈூᬶڃౝФՉᒬኃʻழనҫଡΘథాก।ก24.3 ్߿˦Ὀᄉ᜵ය࠱͉ʹᮔଡ൛Ԣ
ௐᎠ̶ᒯ͉ʹՂกӜ۪ఴڍܰڍὈЮథాᄉᄢክǋࠢǋሯҫஊउౝὋࣲࡂឞኍᎠ̶ڙՋူԺᛠᄉৰ्ʽࡉঋᅻࠆਖ਼ǌ
ࠆ
ਖ਼ᝢԺᩏᛠ࠱ʿ͗ࡂፂၿ͉ʹஂ̶۲ᆨஶଡΘ 24.4 ్߿˦Ὀᮔଡ੭ђᄉ൛ᮉᛩϩࠆਖ਼ǌܰὋڙᩏᛠ͉ʹᔈூᬶڃ
ౝ͉ʹФኃʻழనҫଡΘࣂፂ࠱᜵̾Фᒬᢵᠪ᧚Փ͉ʹՂกӜ۪ఴڍܰڍὈЮథాᄉᄢክǋࠢǋሯҫஊउౝஂ̶͉
ʹःၿࠆਖ਼Ꭰጩᄉᮔଡ൛ᄉᔴډЮὋࠆਖ਼ःᛩϩឞኍஂ̶ᄉ൛ᮉӉહ͉ʹᬃࣛᄉѽোᎮ൛Ὀ
ǌࠆਖ਼ူᝌᩏᛠᭉ͉ࠪʹՂกӜ۪ఴ
ڍܰڍὈЮథాᄉᄢክǋࠢǋሯҫஊउౝᄉឞኍᎠ̶᜵යᤈᛠઇᣲǌ
The Customer agrees that the Bank or the Citigroup Organizations or Bank's or their Third Party Service Providers (as
defined in Clause 24.5) is entitled, at any time, to withhold any tax or levies in respect of any payment made to the Customer,
or to or from the Customer's account or any account (including interest income tax, together “Withholding Amount” ) in
accordance with applicable Law or Regulation (as defined in Clause 24.3). The Bank or the Citigroup Organizations or Bank's
or their Third Party Service Providers has the right to timely pay the Withholding Amount to any competent regulatory, prosecuting, tax or governmental authority in any jurisdiction, domestic or foreign, in accordance with the requirement of Law and
Regulation (as defined in Clause 24.3), and notify the Customer of such payment as soon as reasonably practicable. The Customer acknowledges that the Bank will not reimburse the Customer for any amount withheld or deducted through a Payment
Infrastructure Provider (as defined in Clause 24.4). Further, to the extent the Bank or any Citigroup Organization or any of its
and their Third Party Service Providers pays or has paid or will pay from its own funds to a competent regulatory, prosecuting, tax or governmental authority in any jurisdiction, domestic or foreign, in respect of a Withholding Amount which should
have been paid by the Customer, the Customer shall indemnify the Bank for such payment, plus any interest and penalties
thereon. The Customer understands that the Bank is not required to contest any demand made by a competent regulatory,
prosecuting, tax or governmental authority in any jurisdiction, domestic or foreign, for such payment.
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Ф̴
Miscellaneous
24.1ǊǊఴ్൛్֖͇˖Ὃ
þࠆਖ਼ÿૈᩏᛠᄉࠆਖ਼ὋԀڙᩏᛠበ᠌ਖ਼ᄉథ̠ὋࣲӉહʶ˓ʶ˓̾ʼᄉ˓̠ǌ
“Customer” in this Terms and Conditions refers to a client of the Bank, being holder of the accounts maintained with the Bank
and including one or more individuals.
24.2ǊǊఴ్൛్֖͇˖Ὃ
þᩏᛠÿૈࠆਖ਼धበ᠌ਖ਼ᄉᔈூᩏᛠ ˖ ڍథᬌМՂᄉХͳѫ  ஂᛠǌ
“Bank” in this Terms and Conditions refers to the specific branch/sub-branch of Citibank (China) Co., Ltd. where the Customer
opened an account.
24.3ǊǊఴ్൛్֖͇˖Ὃ
þก।กÿૈ͉ʹՂกӜ۪ఴڍܰڍὈЮᄉก।กˀ͉ʹՂกӜ۪ఴڍܰڍὈЮᄉ͉
ʹథాᄉᄢክǋࠢǋሯҫஊउౝᝠበᄉឞኍౝ˧ᫍᝠበᄉ͉ʹӨᝫǌ
"Law or Regulation" in this Terms and Conditions refers to the law or regulation of any jurisdiction, domestic or foreign, or any
agreement entered into with or between any competent regulatory, prosecuting, tax or governmental authority in any jurisdiction, domestic or foreign.
24.4ǊǊఴ్൛్֖͇˖ þҮখᰍࠚᆉÿþᆀζᰍᆉÿૈᩏᛠᆀζழयὋՓࠆਖ਼ᄅซбڙᩏᛠᄉథՁԦᤞᄉҮ
খᰍࠚᆉǌ
“One Time Password” in this Terms and Conditions refers to the dynamic authentication password sent by the Bank via SMS to
the effective mobile phone number registered by the Customer with the Bank.
24.5ǊǊఴ్൛్֖͇˖Ὃ
þኃʻழనҫଡΘÿૈᩏᛠᔈூᬶڃౝФክူ̠տǋᗈ̂ǋտࢹǋ̼ူ̠ǋ̼ᛪǋ˃ˉᮎ᫇ኃ
ʻழనҫଡΘᤤસᄉՓФଡΘనҫᄉǋ᭣ஂ̶۲ᆨஶଡΘᄉኃʻழǌኃʻழనҫଡΘᄉΒߔӉહశనҫଡΘǋˉ
ҫึርܰӉనҫଡΘ֏֖Զ˖ॶనҫଡΘǌ
“Third Party Service Provider” in this Terms and Conditions refers to a third party selected by Citigroup Organization or its
officers, directors, employees, agents, representatives, professional consultants or Third Party Service Providers to provide
services to it and who is not a Payment Infrastructure Provider. Examples of Third Party Service Providers include technology
service providers, business process outsourcing service providers and call centre service providers.
24.6ǊǊᬓԲథ߿ܰὋఴ్൛్֖͇ၸᄉӬஜःӉહ˿ܬஜὋԥ˧̕ཨᛪᇧʶሗবѾᄉជឥःӉહ˿ՉሗবѾǌ
As used here, the singular or plural number shall each include the other and words importing a gender shall include every
gender unless the context otherwise indicates.
24.7ǊǊඇʶᮉ̓ˀФథСᄉઅᠪ᧚ᚷࢹХःԩФڙՂกክᣧӜᄉก।ክᣧὋՎௐ˶ԩథథСஊउԢФ̴ᄢክᦉ᫂Ԣ
ౝӉહὋݟၸὋథСయా̓ǋ̓ࣉڣὈᄉѶǋ߿ǋߵѶԢஊንݟథὈᄉ҃ጝǌڙᤈᛠ̓ር˖Ὃࠆਖ਼
ឲᥕߵࠆਖ਼ͰڠڙՂกክᣧӜ֖  ̓ˀ̓థСᄉઅᠪ᧚ᚷࢹХڙՂกክᣧӜథၸᄉӉહͭʿᬌ̅థС͉
ʹሯҫǋܰᠪఴክ҃Ὃஂ̶ǋႁઐܫὈᄉก।ǋกԢѶὋࣲ᧓Ԩ௦ᩏᛠ᜵යᄉФ̴ὈʶѬᛠҮᩏᛠ३
̾ᥕߵథၸᄉก।ǋกԢѶǌ
Each transaction or its underlying investment or instrument shall be subject to the laws of the jurisdiction where it is made or
located and also the rules, regulations, codes and policies of all relevant governmental and other regulatory bodies and agencies, including applicable options, exchanges or markets, if any. In undertaking any transaction, the Customer undertakes to
comply with, and to take all action (either at the Bank's request or otherwise) to enable the Bank to comply with, all of the applicable laws, regulations and rules (with respect to, including, without limitation, any tax, foreign exchange or capital controls,
payment, reporting or filing requirements) of jurisdiction of Customer's citizenship, domicile or residence and/or where the
transaction or its underlying investment or instrument being made or located.
24.8ǊǊᩏᛠథాԪఝఴ్൛్֖͇˖ᄉ͉ʹ్൛ǌᔩᩏᛠԪఝνஇఴ్൛ˀ్͇ᄉὋᩏᛠ࠱ᅻࠆਖ਼ǌᔩࠆਖ਼ڙᅻᤞՐᄉ
30 ܸЮథ᜵යଡґጻൢఴ్൛్֖͇С᫆ဗథ᠌ਖ਼ᄉὋ˝ࠆਖ਼ࣂፂՎࣲଋԩឞኍνஇᄉ్൛్֖͇ὋڙሗৰхʽὋ
ᩏᛠᮋஅҁࠆਖ਼ᄉኣߙᆷᝢٿ੯ǌ
The Bank may change any term hereof. If the Bank changes or revises this terms and conditions, the Bank will notify the Customer. If the Customer fails to request early termination of these terms and conditions or close the existing account within 30
days after receipt of such notification, it will be deemed that the Customer has consented to and accepted such revised terms
and conditions and in such circumstance, the Bank is not required to receive the signed acknowledgement from the Customer.
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24.9ǊǊᩏᛠʿ͗ࡂᩏᛠଡΘፋࠆਖ਼ᄉ͉ʹ᧚ᚷֵ̖నҫଡΘ͉ʹก।ǋሯҫ͗ǌࠆਖ਼ः᠆᠉࠱ࠆਖ਼ڙᩏᛠᄉઅᠪǋߚ
൛Ф̴ՋՎႁઐ໗ᡛ͉ʹՂกክᣧӜᄉФ̴᜵යǌ
The Bank will not give any legal, tax or accounting advice to the Customer regarding any of the Bank's products and services
provided to the Customer. The Customer shall be responsible for any filing or other requirements of any jurisdiction relating to
any of the Customer's investments, deposits or other contracts with the Bank.
24.10
ǊǊࠆਖ਼ڙྱѾ૾ాᩏᛠΙၸᄉ˖ڍก।กᄉ߿ࣲڍ˖ڙก।ЉᄉᔴډЮՓᄰСᄉஊउౝҨူˀࠆਖ਼ᄉઅᠪǋ
ߚ൛Ф̴ՋՎᄰСᄉႁઐǋܫФ̴፝ὋӉહͭʿᬌ̅ՓథСᄉܰክူࡌҨူڍᬄஂ̶ႁઐ፝ǌ˝ґᤗᄫᄉὋࠆਖ਼
࠱ՓᩏᛠଡΘឞኍႁઐǋܫ፝ॸᮋᄉᡛܴζোὋࣲࠪឞኍζোᄉᄽࠃবઝКᦉ᠉͉ǌᩏᛠःࠪࠆਖ਼ଡΘᄉႁઐζো
ࠃᛠːಪγࠚ҃ऎǌ
The Customer hereby specially authorizes the Bank to declare, file or complete other procedures in relation to the Customer's
investment, deposit or other contract with relevant governmental authorities in accordance with provisions of applicable laws
and regulations of China and to the extent permitted by the law of China, which includes the completion of the declaration of
international payment with relevant SAFE. For above purpose, the Customer will provide to the Bank with sufficient information
necessary for such declaration, filing or procedures and shall be responsible for the authenticity of such information. The Bank
shall strictly keep confidential the Customer's declaration information.
24.11
ǊǊᔩࠆਖ਼૾ాᩏᛠఴ్൛్֖͇͉ʹᛩЌ͇̾ࠆਖ਼ᄉՏ˦˝ᩏᛠᄉѽᄝᛠ̂ὋᩏᛠథాὋͭ˦ҫὋݟᛠ̂ǌ
Where the Customer authorizes the Bank to act on the Customer's behalf for the Bank's interest and benefit under these terms
and conditions or any Supplementary Document, the Bank shall have the right but not the obligation to do so.
24.12
ǊǊᩏᛠʿःᜁ˝ࣂͺѢपాὋᬓ᭣ឞपా̾˹᭦्यͺѢǌᩏᛠڙ੯ᛠఴ్൛్֖͇˖߿ᄉ͉ʹ్్͇൛ௐͺѢᄉ
͉ʹࠔᬌǋࠓॼǋढᤌढయὋᩏᛠፋ̀ࠆਖ਼ᄉௐᫍࠔᬌὋ࠱ʿ͗૮ࠎǋॕֽᬌ҃ᩏᛠᄉాѽԢాҦǌ͉ࠪʹᤊጝஉपᤜ
ቂ˶ʿ͗ౝ͉ࠪʹՐᄉᤊጝஉपᤜቂǌఴ్ᣑᩏᛠᄉాѽ֖ᛩஐ˝ጌᄉὋ˄ʿଅᬓ˖ڍก।߿ᄉ͉ʹФ̴ాѽᛩஐǌ
The Bank shall not be deemed as having given a waiver unless such waiver is given in writing. No relaxation, forbearance, delay
or indulgence by the Bank in enforcing any of the terms and conditions hereof or the granting of any time by the Bank to the
Customer shall prejudice, affect or restrict the Bank's rights and powers nor shall any waiver of any breach operate as a waiver
of any subsequent breach. The Bank's rights and remedies herein provided are cumulative and not exclusive of any other rights
or remedies provided by the law of China.
24.13
ǊǊࠆݟਖ਼ଡΘፋᩏᛠᄉஜᠪథ͉ʹԪఝὋࠆਖ਼ःࡉঋ̾˹᭦्य࠱ឞኍԪఝᅻᩏᛠǌ
Should there be any change to the Customer's information or data which the Customer has provided to the Bank, the Customer
shall notify the Bank in writing of such change as soon as possible.
24.14
ǊǊݟఴ్൛్֖͇ᄉ͉ʹ్൛ᜁ͉ʹၸᄉ˖ڍก।ᝢ߿˝ǋ᭣กʿԺ੯ᛠὋʿःॕֽఴ్൛్֖͇Ф̴్൛ᄉҦὋ
˶ʿःॕֽឞ్൛͉ʹФ̴ՂกክᣧӜᄉก।ХథᄉՋกব֖Ժ੯ᛠবǌ
If any provision hereof is void, illegal or unenforceable by any applicable law of China to which it is subject, it shall not affect the
remaining provisions hereof, and it shall not affect the legality and enforceability of that provision under the law of any other
jurisdiction.
24.15
ǊǊᬓ᭣Բథᄰԥᄉᆷ߿Ὃఴ్൛్֖͇ၸ˖ڍก।ǌࠆਖ਼ڙʿԺୣᩘڠଋԩ˖ڍกᬒᄉክᣧࣲஉपࠆਖ਼Ԣࠆਖ਼᠈
̖Б̅ก।ឃᄉБాǌ
Subject to any express provision herein to the contrary, the law in effect from time to time in China governs these terms and
conditions. The Customer hereby irrevocably submits to the jurisdiction of the Chinese Courts and waives any immunity from
legal process in respect of the Customer itself and the Customer's assets.
24.16
ǊǊఴ్൛్֖͇̾˖ᔭ˹ࡂǌᔩథʿʶᒰὋ̾˖ྟ˝эǌ
These Terms and Conditions are written in both Chinese and English. In case of discrepancies, the Chinese version shall prevail.
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᧚ᚷֵ̖Ԣనҫᬌ̅ၸᄉ˖ڍก।ʽᩏᛠԺଡΘᄉֵ̖֖నҫὈ
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES (SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY UNDER APPLICABLE LAW OF CHINA)
ǊǊ̾ʽᦉѫഏᤗ˿ᩏᛠڙቿՋၸᄉ˖ڍก।ԢกᄉґଡʽԺଡΘᄉ᧚ᚷֵ̖֖నҫǌᩏᛠԺʿௐՓࠆਖ਼̭
ፀФ̴ᄉ᧚ᚷֵ̖ԢనҫὋԀࠆਖ਼ࣲల˹᭦ᆷᝢၸ̅ឞዜ᧚ᚷֵ̖ԢనҫᄉᬃҪ్൛Ὃᩏᛠ̮ԺЉࠆਖ਼
ၸឞዜ᧚ᚷֵ̖Ԣనҫǌ͉ʹৰхʽὋᬓఴ్൛్֖͇˧ܰὋࠆਖ਼ၸᄉ͉ʹ᧚ᚷֵ̖Ԣనҫ࠱ԩʽѴၸ్൛
ԢФՉᒬᄉᬃҪ్൛్֖͇ጝోὙ
The following sections outline some of the products and services, which may subject to the Bank's availability and
compliance with applicable laws and regulations of China be offered by the Bank. The Bank may from time to time
introduce other products and services to the Customer, and the Bank may allow the Customer to utilise the same
even if the Customer does not provide the Bank with a written acknowledgement of any additional terms and
conditions governing such products and services. In any event, any products and services utilized by the Customer
will be subject to, in addition to the Terms and Conditions, the terms set out in the following relevant sections
insofar as they are applicable and their respective additional terms and conditions:
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ፆኪ᠌ਖ਼Ԣาయϱᗧ᠌ਖ਼
Settlement Accounts and Savings Accounts
25.1 ǊǊࠆਖ਼Վᥕߵፆኪ᠌ਖ਼֖ϱᗧ᠌ਖ਼ᄉథ߿్൛ǌ
The Customer agrees to observe all rules or terms applicable to the Settlement Accounts and the Saving Accounts.
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ᅻߚ൛ ߿యߚ൛ԢܷᮨߚӬ
Notice Deposits, Time Deposits, and Certificate of Deposit
26.1ǊǊᅻߚ൛Ὃ߿యߚ൛ԢܷᮨߚӬԺڙᩏᛠߚஉǌඇߚ൛ᄉХͳ్൛్֖͇Ӊહѽညǋߚ൛యᬌǋࣈሗԢ͉ʹᮔ߿В૰ညὈ
ःڙФበ˧ௐၿԤழጝ߿ǌ
Notice deposits, Time Deposits, and Certificate of Deposit may be placed with the Bank. Precise terms and conditions for each
deposit including interest rate, tenor, type of currency and any pre-determined exchange rate will be agreed at the time of its
set-up.
26.2ǊǊݟᩏᛠలஅҁࠆਖ਼፝ढଡԨ͉ʹᅻ߿యߚ൛ᄉૈᇧὋᩏᛠԺΙၸᄉ˖ڍก।ǋก֖߿ߚူܪ൛˧ఴোǌ
If the Bank does not receive from the Customer any Instruction for renewal or withdrawal of any notice or time deposit, the
Bank may dispose the principal as well as the interest accrued in accordance with the applicable laws and rules of China.
26.3ǊǊ߿యߚ൛ڙҁయґʿᑞଡԨጻൢǌݟᩏᛠՎڙҁయґጻൢὋࠆਖ਼ՎᩏᛠԺᒬᛠф߿࠱ԓጝ߿ᄉ߿యߚ൛ѽညԪ˝ॆ
ௐၸᄉาయߚ൛ѽညǌ
A time deposit may not be withdrawn or terminated prior to maturity. If the Bank consents to pre-mature termination, the Customer agrees the Bank may at the Bank's sole discretion change the original agreed interest rate for time deposit into the prevailing interest rate for current account.
26.4ǊǊᩏᛠԺ˪ৰхʿௐՓࠆਖ਼ଡΘܷᮨߚӬὋХͳ్్ֵ̖͇֖൛ԩֵ̖ឬ˹ኍᄰСᩘ͇ᄉጝోǌ
The bank may, subject to availability, offer to the customer the Certificate of Deposit. The specific product terms and conditions
shall be subject to the product sales documents including but not limited to product factsheet.
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ζనҫ
Credit Facilities
ǊǊᩏᛠԺৰх˝ࠆਖ਼ଡΘζనҫὋӉહͭʿᬌ̅൛ǋζၸӴǋኃʻழγǋζၸǋФ̴ᩏᛠζనҫὋڨԩᩏᛠˀࠆ
ਖ਼ԲᛠኣᝠᄉᄰСӨᝫ్൛ጝోǌࠆਖ਼̕ՎࡂᩏᛠڙଡΘ͉ʹዜζనҫௐ̖ၶᄉథఴǋၸǋϗҫԢ˦ҫͺѢКᮨᛩϩǌ
Subject to availability, the Bank may make available to the Customer Credit Facilities including, without limitation, loans,
credit cards, third party guarantees, letters of credit, trading or other banking facilities which may be subject to the terms of
the separate agreement between the Bank and the Customer. The Customer also agrees to fully indemnify the Bank against
all costs, expenses, liabilities and obligations incurred by the Bank in connection with the Bank’ s provision of any such Credit
Facilities.
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ᩏᛠူ᠈ֵ̖֖̼ᩘֵ̖
Bank's Investment Products and Third Party Issued Products
29.1 ǊǊᩏᛠԺ˪ৰхʿௐՓࠆਖ਼ଡΘၿᩏᛠԦᛠᄉူ᠈ֵ̖ὋӉહͭʿᬌ̼̅ࠆܑܰူ᠈ֵܑ̖ܰ۲᧚ǋ̼ࠆܑܰူ᠈ֵܑ̖ܰ
ϗ֖̼҅ࠆܑܰူ᠈ֵܑ̖ܰፆౝবᇽǌ
The Bank may, subject to availability, offer to the Customer investment products from time to time. The investment
products include but not limited to QDII Mutual Funds, QDII Bond, QDII Structured Notes which are investment products
as per the scheme of qualified domestic institutional investors ("QDII Products").

29.2ǊǊᩏᛠူ᠈ֵ̖ᄉХͳ్൛్֖͇ၿᩏᛠˀࠆਖ਼ԲᛠኣᎷࣲԩឞኍХͳ్൛్֖͇ጝోǌ̼ࠆܑܰူ᠈ֵ̖ᄉ్్͇֖൛ԩ̼
ࠆܑܰူ᠈ᄉܑܰઅᠪށ੫్൛̾ԢХͳ̼ࠆܑܰူ᠈ֵ̖ᄉ్൛ጝోὋၿᩏᛠ֖ࠆਖ਼ԲᛠӬ࿗ኣᎷǌ
The specific terms and conditions governing the Bank's issued investment products shall be agreed by separate agreement and term sheet between the Bank and the Customer. The terms of QDII agency agreement and the product terms
governing the specific QDII Product shall be agreed by separate agreement between the Customer and the Bank.
29.3ǊǊᩏᛠԺৰхʿௐՓࠆਖ਼ᩘၿኃʻழԦᛠᄉֵ̖ὋӉહͭʿᬌ̅γᬖֵ̖ǋ҅અᠪ۲᧚֖ᠪ̖ክူѲǌγᬖֵ̖ǋ
҅અᠪ۲᧚֖ᠪ̖ክူѲᄉઅᠪǋႁ᠓ǋᝢ᠓ǋᠴٿኍ̓ԩឞኍֵ̖͇ᄉጝోǌ
The bank may, subject to availability, sell to the Customer the products that are issued by a third party. The third party
issued product includes insurance product, mutual fund and asset management scheme. The investment, subscription,
redemption and etc. of such third party issued product shall be subject to the relevant product documents.
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ᤉርᩏᛠనҫ
Remote Banking Services
30.1ǊǊᤉርᩏᛠనҫӉહႂពᩏᛠనҫ֖Ꭹʼᩏᛠ  ଁʼᩏᛠనҫὋၸ̅ࠆਖ਼̾ᤉርழयՓᩏᛠԦᤞᄉథ᧚ᚷֵ̖֖నҫᄉૈ
ᇧ ႁឯࣲ࠱ጝోࠆਖ਼֖ࠆਖ਼᠌ਖ਼ڙᄉᔈூᩏᛠХͳѫஂᛠǌ
Remote Banking Services include Phone Banking Services and Online Banking/Mobile Banking Services, which will apply
to each and all instructions/applications related to the products and services made by the Customer to the Bank by
remote channel and are binding on the Customer and the specific Citibank (China) Co., Ltd branch/sub-branch where the
Customer's account is held.
30.2ǊǊᔩࠆਖ਼ᤉርᩏᛠనҫ̓અᠪֵ̖Ӊહֵ̖᮲ᬖኍጞ˝  ጞԢ̾ʼᰳ᮲ᬖֵ̖Ὀ
Ὃࠆਖ਼ՎࣂЌѫူᝌឞઅᠪֵ̖ᄉ
ྱবὋᅻ௳ᄰС᮲ᬖǌ
Under the circumstances where the Customer conducts investment products (including risk rating 4 and above high risk
products) transactions via any of the Remote Banking Services, the Customer agrees that the Customer has fully understood the investment product feature and related risks.
30.3ǊǊႂពᩏᛠనҫ
Phone Banking Service
a. ǊǊࠆਖ਼˿ᝌࣲՎὙᔩൣᆷᣤЙࠆਖ਼ᄉႂពᩏᛠࠚᆉὋ͉ʹ̠ԀԺႂពᤈᛠˀࠆਖ਼Ԣࠆਖ਼᠌ਖ਼ᄰСᄉՉሗᩏᛠЉᄉ
ୱͺԢ̓Ӊહͭʿᬌ̅ᠪ᧚ѲᣀǋڦڠԪఝǋֵ̖અᠪኍὈ
ǌࠆਖ਼ᤈʶՎᬓឞႂពᩏᛠࠚᆉܰὋᩏᛠ͉ʹ˦ҫࣲᭉ
ࠪࠆਖ਼ᢵ͊ᤈʶϡѢ͉ʹ्यᄉನࠃᆷᝢǌ
The Customer understands and agrees that with the correct input of the Customer's T-PIN, anyone can make permitted
operations and transactions related to the Customer and the Customer's account (including but not limited to fund
transfer to third party, change of the Customer address and transaction of investment products), and the Customer further agrees that the Bank is by no means obliged or need to further check and verify the Customer's identity in any form
other than T-PIN.
b. ǊǊࠆਖ਼ူᝌၸႂពᩏᛠࠚᆉᤈᛠˀࠆਖ਼Ԣࠆਖ਼᠌ਖ਼ᄰСᄉՉሗୱͺԢ̓Ὃ࠱ܘҪᩱឧǋ߶К֖ᬤሒԢ൚គኍ᮲ᬖǌࠆ
ਖ਼Ќѫ˿ᝌʼᤗ᮲ᬖὋͭࠆਖ਼̮࣎భၸႂពᩏᛠࠚᆉࣲਜଋԩᄰС᮲ᬖǌࠆਖ਼ឲ࠱ݼጻՋူᎵǋؒݯγክǋፂ࣡ఝ૰
ࣲൣᆷၸႂពᩏᛠࠚᆉὋࣲʹ͉ڙৰхʽڨʿःՓ͉ʹኃʻழ᭚ǌ
The Customer understands that the use of T-PIN for account operations and transactions related to the Customer and
the Customer's account is at an increased risk of errors, breach of security and privacy and fraudulent activities. The
Customer has fully been aware of such risks and nevertheless wishes to use T-PIN and accepts all associated risks. The
Customer undertakes to properly set, safely keep, frequently change and correctly use T-PIN at all times, and shall not
release to any third party under any circumstances.
c. ǊǊࠆਖ਼ᆷᝢ͉ʹၸႂពᩏᛠࠚᆉᤈᛠᄉՉᮉୱͺ֖̓ڨ˝ࠆਖ਼ᄉᛠ˝Ὃࠆਖ਼̕ᆷᝢ̖ၶᄉᄰःႂߔԢႂពेᮂेڨ
˝ᄰСᩏᛠˉҫᄉథњǌࠆਖ਼ឲԩՉᮉୱͺ֖̓ጝోࣲՎᛩϩᩏᛠځ੯ᛠឞኍ֖̓ୱͺ̖ၶᄉ͉ʹ૮ܾǋఴ֖
ၸǌ
The Customer acknowledges that any account operation and transaction made by using T-PIN shall be deemed to be
made by the Customer himself/herself, and the electronic and phone records shall be the valid evidences of related business. The Customer undertakes to be bound by any such account operations and transactions and to indemnify the Bank
against any loss, damages, costs and fees it suffer from the execution of such operation and transaction.
d. ǊǊࠪ̅ࠆਖ਼ՓᩏᛠԦᤞᄉ͉ʹႂពૈᇧὋࠆਖ਼ՎᩏᛠԺ̾ͭ˦ҫὈ᧓Ԩ̾ʽᄉʶᮉіᮉ߶Кርࣿᤈᛠୱͺǌ
For all Phone Instructions, Customer agrees that Bank may (but not obligated to) take one or more security procedures
as listed below to operate the Phone Instructions.
i)
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ࠪႂពૈᇧ߿ʶ˓̓ᬌᮨὋᩏᛠథాʿူܪᡓᩏᛠ̓ᬌᮨᄉႂពૈᇧǌ
To set a daily limit for Phone Instructions and Bank is entitled not to process any Phone Instructions over such daily
limit.

ii) ̓বǋ̓ஜᮨ֖ႂពૈᇧζোᄉ߸ஞবǋэᆷব֖ЌѫবࠪႂពૈᇧᤈᛠನࠃὋݟలನࠃὋᩏᛠథాʿ
ii) ̓বǋ̓ஜᮨ֖ႂពૈᇧζোᄉ߸ஞবǋэᆷব֖ЌѫবࠪႂពૈᇧᤈᛠನࠃὋݟలನࠃὋᩏᛠథాʿ
̀੯ᛠឞ̓ǌ
̀੯ᛠឞ̓ǌ
To verify the Phone Instructions according to the transaction nature, transaction amount, completeness, accuracy
To verify
the Phone
Instructions
according
to the
transaction
nature, transaction
completeness,
accuracy
and
sufficiency
of the
information
contained
in the
Phone Instructions
and Bankamount,
is entitled
not to process
such
and
sufficiency
the information
contained
in the Phone
Instructions and Bank is entitled not to process such
transaction
if theofPhone
Instruction fails
to be confirmed
by Bank.
transaction if the Phone Instruction fails to be confirmed by Bank.
iii) ̓বǋ̓ஜᮨ֖ႂពૈᇧζোᄉ߸ஞবǋэᆷব֖ЌѫবࠪႂពૈᇧథᤤસᄉᤈᛠႂពेᮂࠅಉὋࠪ̅
iii) ̓বǋ̓ஜᮨ֖ႂពૈᇧζোᄉ߸ஞবǋэᆷব֖ЌѫবࠪႂពૈᇧథᤤસᄉᤈᛠႂពेᮂࠅಉὋࠪ̅
లಉᄉ̓Ὃᩏᛠథాु҃੯ᛠᠴ  ٿଡґጻൢǌ
లಉᄉ̓Ὃᩏᛠథాु҃੯ᛠᠴٿ
 ଡґጻൢǌ
To check the Phone Instructions by next-day
review of telephone recording on selective basis according to the
To
check the
Phonetransaction
Instructions
by next-day
review of
telephone
basis according
transaction
nature,
amount,
completeness,
accuracy
andrecording
sufficiencyonofselective
the information
containedto
in the
transaction
nature, and
transaction
amount,to
completeness,
accuracy and
sufficiency
of the Instructions
information contained
in the
Phone Instructions
Bank is entitled
redeem the investment
product
if the Phone
fails to pass
Phone
Instructions
and Bank is entitled to redeem the investment product if the Phone Instructions fails to pass the
nextday
review.
nextday review.
iv) ᜵යՓᩏᛠʿௐૈ߿ᄉХథेᮂҩᑞᄉႂពՁᆉԦᤞ̓ૈᇧ ᩏᛠథాʿ̯ူܪʿХेܫᮂҩᑞᄉႂពஅҁᄉ̓ૈᇧǌ
iv) ᜵යՓᩏᛠʿௐૈ߿ᄉХథेᮂҩᑞᄉႂពՁᆉԦᤞ̓ૈᇧ
ᩏᛠథాʿ̯ူܪʿХेܫᮂҩᑞᄉႂពஅҁᄉ̓ૈᇧǌ
To request Phone Instructions be transmitted to the phone
number/phone with recording function designated by
To
request
Phone
transmitted
to the phone
number/phone
with
recording
function
by
Bank
from time
to Instructions
time. Bank isbe
entitled
not to process
any Phone
Instructions
received
from
phone designated
machines with
Bank
from time
to time. Bank is entitled not to process any Phone Instructions received from phone machines with
no recording
function.
no recording function.
e. ǊǊࠆਖ਼ᆷᝢᩏᛠథాધፏ੯ᛠᡓᬌᮨՓలᮔЎᄅᄉஅ൛̠ᤈᛠᄉୱͺԢࣲ̓ᭉࡂឞኍધፏፋ̀ࠆਖ਼͉ʹᅻǌ
e. The
ǊǊࠆਖ਼ᆷᝢᩏᛠథాધፏ੯ᛠᡓᬌᮨՓలᮔЎᄅᄉஅ൛̠ᤈᛠᄉୱͺԢࣲ̓ᭉࡂឞኍધፏፋ̀ࠆਖ਼͉ʹᅻǌ
Customer acknowledges that the Bank is entitled to reject any operation or transaction application exceeding
The
Customer
acknowledges
that with
the Bank
is entitled to reject
any operation
transaction
application
pre-set
daily amount
limit or made
non-pre-registered
beneficiaries,
and the or
Bank
does not need
to give exceeding
any notice
pre-set
daily amount
limit or
made
with non-pre-registered beneficiaries, and the Bank does not need to give any notice
to the Customer
regarding
such
rejections.
to the Customer regarding such rejections.
f. ǊǊࠆਖ਼Ժ̾ᬣௐષ੩ႂពᩏᛠབጲ800-830-1880Ꮷҁѫஂᛠ᧗Ԩ๖ႂពᩏᛠࠚᆉǌ
f. The
ǊǊࠆਖ਼Ժ̾ᬣௐષ੩ႂពᩏᛠབጲ800-830-1880Ꮷҁѫஂᛠ᧗Ԩ๖ႂពᩏᛠࠚᆉǌ
Customer may at any time reset or cancel T-PIN by either dialing Citiphone 800-830-1880 or come visit branch or
The
Customer may at any time reset or cancel T-PIN by either dialing Citiphone 800-830-1880 or come visit branch or
sub-Branch.
sub-Branch.
g. ǊǊᩏᛠࠪʹ͉ځԓ࠭ځᒰᄉల߸͉ʹୱͺ̓ڨʿઝ͉ʹ᠉͉ǌࠆਖ਼˿ᝌႂពᩏᛠԢႂពᩏᛠࠚᆉԵ௦ᩏᛠଡΘᄉన
g. ǊǊᩏᛠࠪʹ͉ځԓ࠭ځᒰᄉల߸͉ʹୱͺ̓ڨʿઝ͉ʹ᠉͉ǌࠆਖ਼˿ᝌႂពᩏᛠԢႂពᩏᛠࠚᆉԵ௦ᩏᛠଡΘᄉన
ҫழय˧ʶὋᩏᛠࣲʿᬌ҃ࠆਖ਼ଡΘՎዜనҫᄉФ̴ຘ᥊ᤈᛠ̓ǌʹሗԓځᤴกႂពᩏᛠႂពᩏᛠࠚᆉ
ҫழय˧ʶὋᩏᛠࣲʿᬌ҃ࠆਖ਼ଡΘՎዜనҫᄉФ̴ຘ᥊ᤈᛠ̓ǌʹሗԓځᤴกႂពᩏᛠႂពᩏᛠࠚᆉ
ᤈᛠୱͺ̓Ὃࠆਖ਼ԺᤤસᩏᛠଡΘᄉᎩཁ಄᭦ǋᒬүܫኍФ̴నҫफ़Ὃ̕ԺᄯଋˀᩏᛠᄰС̠տᤈᛠᐎጆǌ
ᤈᛠୱͺ̓Ὃࠆਖ਼ԺᤤસᩏᛠଡΘᄉᎩཁ಄᭦ǋᒬүܫኍФ̴నҫफ़Ὃ̕ԺᄯଋˀᩏᛠᄰС̠տᤈᛠᐎጆǌ
The
Bank shall not be held liable for any uncompleted operation or transaction for any reasons. The Customer underThe
Bank
shall not
be heldand
liable
foris
any
operation
transaction
for
any and
reasons.
The does
Customer
understands
telephone
banking
T-PIN
oneuncompleted
of the service
methodsor
provided
by the
Bank,
the Bank
not limit
the
stands
telephone
and and
T-PIN
is one of the
provided
by the
Bank,
andevent
the Bank
not limit the
Customer
to makebanking
operations
transactions
byservice
way of methods
other service
methods
alike.
In the
thatdoes
any operation
or
Customer
tocannot
make operations
transactions or
byTPIN,
way ofthe
other
servicecan
methods
alike.
In available
the eventservice
that any
operation
or
transaction
be made byand
phone-banking
Customer
choose
other
methods
such
transaction
cannot
be made by
phone-banking
or TPIN,with
the the
Customer
choose other available service methods such
as bank counter,
self-service
device
or contact directly
Bank's can
staffs.
as bank counter, self-service device or contact directly with the Bank's staffs.
30.4 ǊǊᎩʼᩏᛠనҫ  ଁʼᩏᛠనҫ
ǊǊᎩʼᩏᛠనҫ
 ଁʼᩏᛠనҫ
30.4Online
Banking/Mobile
Banking Services
Online Banking/Mobile Banking Services
a. ǊǊథС̅ᔈூᩏᛠᎩʼᩏᛠ֖ଁʼᩏᛠనҫᄉ్͇ˀ్൛Ꮅ̅ੇᛠᎩʼᩏᛠซбႌ᭦ǌࠆਖ਼ڙ༎าᎩʼᩏᛠԢଁʼᩏᛠґः
a. ǊǊథС̅ᔈூᩏᛠᎩʼᩏᛠ֖ଁʼᩏᛠనҫᄉ్͇ˀ్൛Ꮅ̅ੇᛠᎩʼᩏᛠซбႌ᭦ǌࠆਖ਼ڙ༎าᎩʼᩏᛠԢଁʼᩏᛠґः
ᝢᄽឳࣲଋԩੇᛠᎵ̅ᎩʼᄉᔈூᎩʼᩏᛠԢଁʼᩏᛠనҫ్൛్֖͇ǌࠆਖ਼ଋԩੇᛠᎵ̅ᎩʼᄉᔈூᎩʼᩏᛠԢଁʼᩏᛠ
ᝢᄽឳࣲଋԩੇᛠᎵ̅ᎩʼᄉᔈூᎩʼᩏᛠԢଁʼᩏᛠనҫ్൛్֖͇ǌࠆਖ਼ଋԩੇᛠᎵ̅ᎩʼᄉᔈூᎩʼᩏᛠԢଁʼᩏᛠ
నҫ్൛్֖͇௦ࠆਖ਼༎า֖ၸឞኍనҫᄉґଡ్͇ǌ
నҫ్൛్֖͇௦ࠆਖ਼༎า֖ၸឞኍనҫᄉґଡ్͇ǌ
Citibank
Online Banking and Mobile Banking Terms and Conditions are on the registration session of online banking. CusCitibank
Onlineread
Banking
and Mobile
Banking
Termsof
and
Conditions
areConditions
on the registration
session
of online
banking.
Customer should
and accept
the online
version
the
Terms and
for Citibank
Online
Banking
and Mobile
tomer
should
and accept
version
of the Terms
and Conditions
for version
CitibankofOnline
Banking
Mobile
Banking
beforeread
activating
thesethe
twoonline
services.
Customer's
acceptance
of the online
the Terms
and and
Conditions
Banking
before
activating
two services.
acceptance
of the online
of the
Terms and Conditions
for Citibank
Online
Bankingthese
and Mobile
BankingCustomer's
is the precondition
for activation
andversion
use of such
services.
for Citibank Online Banking and Mobile Banking is the precondition for activation and use of such services.
b. ǊǊࠆਖ਼༎าᎩʼᩏᛠԢଁʼᩏᛠԀՎௐӉહᒬүᣀ᠌ҩᑞᄉधǌࠆਖ਼ڙၸᎩʼᩏᛠԢଁʼᩏᛠᒬүᣀ᠌ᄉௐϊὋᆷᝢࣲ
b. ǊǊࠆਖ਼༎าᎩʼᩏᛠԢଁʼᩏᛠԀՎௐӉહᒬүᣀ᠌ҩᑞᄉधǌࠆਖ਼ڙၸᎩʼᩏᛠԢଁʼᩏᛠᒬүᣀ᠌ᄉௐϊὋᆷᝢࣲ
˄ᅻ௳ၸᎩʼᩏᛠԢଁʼᩏᛠᄉ᮲ᬖࣲ˄ਜઝᄰः᮲ᬖǌ
˄ᅻ௳ၸᎩʼᩏᛠԢଁʼᩏᛠᄉ᮲ᬖࣲ˄ਜઝᄰः᮲ᬖǌ
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Self-service
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will be and
opened
simultaneously
after the
activates
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Banking
andto
Mobile
Banking. Customer
using Online
Banking
Mobile
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shallcustomer
acknowledge
the risks
and
be willing
take
Banking.
Customer using
Online
Banking and
Mobile Banking
services
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risks and be willing to take
the risks associated
with the
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via Online
Bankingshall
and acknowledge
Mobile Banking
services.
the risks associated with the transactions conducted via Online Banking and Mobile Banking services.
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ᮔЎᄅஅ൛̠నҫ
Beneficiary Pre-registration Service
31.1ǊǊൗຊҪѺᬓᮔЎᄅஅ൛̠ः̂ЎՓᩏᛠᤫ̓அ൛̠ᮔЎᄅ  ซᩘႁឯǌႁឯ̠ࠪᮔЎᄅஅ൛̠ᄉԪఝԵథڙᩏᛠࣂ
அҁࠆਖ਼ᄉૈᇧࣲథᡛܴᄉௐᫍڙୱͺጆፑ˖ЌѫेឞԪఝՐὋழథǌ
In case applicant(s) needs to add or delete pre-registered beneficiaries with the Bank, she/he/they shall submit Beneficiaries
registration/Cancellation Application upfront. Any change of pre-registered beneficiaries will be effective only after the Bank
has received the Applicant(s)' application and has sufficient time to fully record the change in Bank's operation system.
31.2ǊǊᮔЎᄅஅ൛̠ࠪᔈூႂពᩏᛠǋᎩʼᩏᛠԢФ߱ᤉርᩏᛠనҫຘ᥊ᤈᛠᄉᠪ᧚ѲՎಧథǌ
Pre-registered beneficiaries will be applicable to funds transfer via CitiPhone, Citibank Online and all other remote-banking
channels.
31.3ǊǊࠪᒯᮔ႐அ൛̠ᄉ൛ႁឯὋᩏᛠԺᒬᛠф߿థᤤસᄉᤈᛠٿႂᆷᝢǌ
For any funds transfer applications to the pre-registered beneficiaries, the Bank may confirm with telephone callback on selective basis at the Bank's sole discretion.
31.4ǊǊݟᮔ႐அ൛̠ˀႁឯ̠˧ᫍᄉ̝࡚СጆԦၶ͉ʹԪఝὋႁឯ̠ᮋԢௐնᅻᩏᛠὋՠѶႁឯ̠ਜઝᩏᛠၿԦၶᄉʶѬ
૮ܾǋఴ֖ၸǌ
In case there is any change of the relative relationship between pre-registered beneficiaries and Applicant(s), Applicant(s) shall
timely notify the Bank; otherwise, the Applicant(s) shall indemnify the Bank all its loss, cost and fees arising therefrom.
31.5ǊǊᩏᛠࠪᒯᮔЎᄅஅ൛̠ᄉ᭣಄᭦ຘ᥊൛ࠃᛠ൛̓ቷஜᬌ҃ ጌᬌᮨԢࣱ൛ጌᬌᮨǌ͉ʹᡓᬌᮨᄉ
൛ႁឯ࠱ᜁધፏ੯ᛠǌ
The Bank will set daily amount limits, transaction number limits and annual amount limits for funds transfer made through
remote channels to pre-registered beneficiaries. Any funds transfer application exceeding such limit will be rejected.
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ύӴ
Debit Card
32.1ǊǊ˝ᔴᔈூᩏᛠ˖ڍὈథᬌМՂύӴ̾ʽኤሥþᔈூ˖ڍύӴÿ
ὈᄉԦᛠ֖ၸὋఝ˝ڠݝᔈூ˖ڍύӴӴ̠
ଡΘၸӴనҫὋᔈூᩏᛠ˖ڍὈథᬌМՂ̾ʽኤሥþᔈூ˖ڍÿþԦӴౝÿ
ὈǑᩏᛠӴˉҫክူҨกǒ
ǋ
ǑᩏᛠӴᐎ
ᎩᐎՋˉҫᔴǒኍก।กብὋ҃߿ఴብርǌ
The Terms and Conditions are formulated by Citibank (China) Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as "Citibank China" or "Card
Issuer") according to laws and regulations including measures for the Administration of Bank Card Business, Business Specification for the Interoperable Service of Bank Card and etc., with a view to standardize the issuance and operation of debit card of
Citibank (China) Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as "Citibank China Debit Card") and to provide better services to holders of
Citibank China Debit Card.
32.2ǊǊᔈூ˖ڍύӴ௦ၿᔈூ˖ڍԦᛠᄉὋၿӴ̠ఴብርᄉ߿ڙᔈூ˖ڍᖸˉᎩཁǋႂពᩏᛠǋᎩʼᩏᛠǋܲͳጻ
ቪኍᒬүྱ֖ܫጝӬͮᐎᎩጻቪʼၸᄉύӴǌ
Citibank China Debit Card is a type of debit card issued by Citibank China and used by Card Holders on Citibank China business
sites, telephone banking, online banking, self-service multimedia terminals and online terminals of special designated venues
according to the Terms and Conditions hereunder.
32.3ǊǊᔈூ˖ڍύӴᄉԦᛠࠪ៵˝ቿՋᔈூ˖ڍ߿ᄉႁᮖ్͇ᄉ˖ܑڍЮХథ߸Кඞ̂ᛠ˝ᑞҦᄉᒬཨ̠Ӊહ˖ڍМඞǋ
ܑЮᄉܰዙ̠ܢǋຠ་ԻՎᑉὈ
ǌᔈூ˖ڍύӴႁᮖःቿՋࠃࠑڍՏ҃థС߿Ὃधਖ਼ः᧓ၸࠃՏǌ
Citibank China Debit Card is issued to natural persons who are qualified to apply according to Citibank China provisions and with
full capacity for civil conduct residing in the territory of China (including Chinese citizens, foreigners in China and compatriots
from Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan). National regulations for real name should be observed when the Citibank China Debit Card
is applied. Users shall use their real name to open the account.
32.4ǊǊቿՋႁᮖ్͇ᄉ˓̠ႁᮖᔈூ˖ڍύӴὋᮋڙԦӴౝधበ˓̠̠ඞࣈᩏᛠፆኪ᠌ਖ਼ǌᡐߚ᧚ᮨʿᬌὋࣲԺᬣௐ፝ߚὋ
ԦӴౝཱ˖̠ڍඞᩏᛠ߿ᄉᄰСߚ൛ѽညԢኪҨก̶ѽোὋࣲΙก̼੭̼Ꭰѽোሯǌᔈூ˖ڍύӴ᠌ਖ਼ःγᡛ
ܴͷᮨ̶̾ஂܫǌӴ̠᠓ྫྷǋ๖ԢߚԨဗ᧚ኍʶѬஅ̶൛ᮉڙڨФ᠌ਖ਼˖ࠃௐҨူǌᔈூ˖ڍʿ˝Ӵ̶̠ۘᠪ᧚ǌ
Persons with qualification of applying for Citibank China Debit Card shall open an individual RMB settlement account with Card
Issuer. There is no limitation for initial amount of the RMB settlement account and user can continue to deposit at any time.
Card Issuer will calculate and pay interest according to the deposit rate as specified by People's Bank of China and also will withhold from the Amount Payable any tax payable in accordance with applicable laws and regulations of the People's Republic of
China. Card User shall maintain adequate balance for his/her Citibank China Debit Card account for payment purpose. All deposit or payment procedures related to shopping, consumption or cash deposit or withdrawal will be processed in a real-time
manner in Card Holder's account. Citibank China does not offer cash advance to any Card Holder.
32.5ǊǊႁឯ̠ႁᮖᔈூ˖ڍύӴௐὋःԦӴౝ᜵යଡΘథॸᭉᄉႁឯᠪὋ܌ࠃݟзႁឯᛪǌႁឯ̠ఴ̠ڙႁឯᛪʼኣߙὋ
ԀᛪᇧᅻԦӴౝథС߿ǌࠪଡΘᠪᄉᄽࠃব᠆᠉Ὃࠪ܌Юࠓᄉᄽࠃব᠆᠉ࣲᥕߵఴብርǌԦӴౝథాф߿௦ՠ
эႁឯ̠ᄉᮖӴႁឯǌࠪቿՋႁᮖ్͇ᄉႁឯ̠̀̾ԦӴǌ
Applicant applying for Citibank China Debit Card shall provide all necessary application information required by Card Issuer and
fill in the application form in a truthful manner. Signing on the application form indicates that the applicant understands the provisions stipulated by Card Issuer, that the applicant is responsible for the truthfulness of the information he or she provides, and
that the applicant agrees to comply with the Terms and Conditions hereunder. Card Issuer has the right to approve or reject the
card application and issue cards to the qualified persons only.
32.6ǊǊڙளԦӴᛩ૰ӴྞௐὋᔈூ˖࠱ڍᒬᛠф߿ॆ᭦ᤫ̓ڙӴ̠᜵යՎ˄ၿӴ̠ᒬᛠઝ࠘ᤞ᮲ᬖᄉৰхʽ
ᥪ࠘ழयՓӴ̠ᤫ̓ᔈூ˖ڍύӴӴྞǌӴ̠ᮖԨᔈூ˖ڍύӴௐὋःበԀڙᔈூ˖ڍύӴᐿ᭦ᄉኣՏಜЮኣ
ʼˀႁឯᛪʼᄰՎᄉހՏὋࣲڙၸӴௐၸኣՏǌ
Upon the issuance or replacement of the card, Citibank China has the right to determine, in its own discretion, to deliver the
card to the Card Holder in person, or through mail upon request or consent from Card Holder and at his or her own risk. Once
receiving Citibank China Debit Card, Card Holder shall immediately sign his/her name the same as indicated in the card application form on the signature line on the back of the Card and underwrite the same signature when making use of the Card.
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32.7
ǊǊႁឯᔈூ˖ڍύӴॸᮋ߿ࠚᆉǌїၸࠚᆉᤈᛠᄉ̓ὋԦӴౝڨ˝Ӵ̠ఴ̠˝ὋԦӴౝܾᬓܰǌїΙ
32.7 ǊǊႁឯᔈூ˖ڍύӴॸᮋ߿ࠚᆉǌїၸࠚᆉᤈᛠᄉ̓ὋԦӴౝڨ˝Ӵ̠ఴ̠˝ὋԦӴౝܾᬓܰǌїΙ
ࠚᆉኍႂߔζোҨူᄉՉዜ̖̓ၶᄉႂߔζোे˝ڨឞᮉ̓ᄉథњǌїలၸࠚᆉᤈᛠᄉ̓ὋѶᄅథӴ
ࠚᆉኍႂߔζোҨူᄉՉዜ̖̓ၶᄉႂߔζোे˝ڨឞᮉ̓ᄉథњǌїలၸࠚᆉᤈᛠᄉ̓ὋѶᄅథӴ
̠ኣՏᄉ̓њ˝ឞᮉ̓ᄉథњǌԦӴౝథా࠱Ӵ̠ၸᔈூ˖ڍύӴᄉஅஂ൛ᮉὋၸЙФ᠌ਖ਼ǌ
̠ኣՏᄉ̓њ˝ឞᮉ̓ᄉథњǌԦӴౝథా࠱Ӵ̠ၸᔈூ˖ڍύӴᄉஅஂ൛ᮉὋၸЙФ᠌ਖ਼ǌ
32.7 ǊǊႁឯᔈூ˖ڍύӴॸᮋ߿ࠚᆉǌїၸࠚᆉᤈᛠᄉ̓ὋԦӴౝڨ˝Ӵ̠ఴ̠˝ὋԦӴౝܾᬓܰǌїΙ
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ࠚᆉኍႂߔζোҨူᄉՉዜ̖̓ၶᄉႂߔζোे˝ڨឞᮉ̓ᄉథњǌїలၸࠚᆉᤈᛠᄉ̓ὋѶᄅథӴ
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conducted
through electronic
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as password
is considered
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valid proof
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transactions conducted without password, the transaction proof with signature of the Card Holder shall be deemed as the valid
proof of such transactions. Card Issuer has the right to debit such payment and fees into the Card Holder's account.
32.8
ᔈூ˖ڍύӴԵᬌӴ̠ఴ̠ၸὋʿ३ށ੫̴̠̼ူၸὋʿ३ѢሜὋᣀύᣀᝧὋՠѶὋၿलᡐᄉ᮲ᬖὋ૮ܾԢ
32.8
ᔈூ˖ڍύӴԵᬌӴ̠ఴ̠ၸὋʿ३ށ੫̴̠̼ူၸὋʿ३ѢሜὋᣀύᣀᝧὋՠѶὋၿलᡐᄉ᮲ᬖὋ૮ܾԢ
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32.8Citibank
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ᔈூ˖ڍύӴԵᬌӴ̠ఴ̠ၸὋʿ३ށ੫̴̠̼ူၸὋʿ३ѢሜὋᣀύᣀᝧὋՠѶὋၿलᡐᄉ᮲ᬖὋ૮ܾԢ
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by the
the Card
Card Holder.
Holder.
gation
Citibank China Debit Card is to be used by the Card Holder only, and shall not be used by any other person entrusted. Card
Holder is not allowed to rent, lend or transfer Citibank China Debit Card to any other persons, otherwise any risk, loss and ob
32.9
ǊǊᔈூ˖ڍύӴ᠌ਖ਼ᄉᠪ᧚̾Ӵ̠థᄉဗ᧚ߚЙ̾Фࢹᠪব൛ᮉ̾Ԣ࡚̅˓̠ᄉՋกҶҫઐᦰǋઅᠪٿઐኍஅЙᣀ
32.9ǊǊᔈூ˖ڍύӴ᠌ਖ਼ᄉᠪ᧚̾Ӵ̠థᄉဗ᧚ߚЙ̾Фࢹᠪব൛ᮉ̾Ԣ࡚̅˓̠ᄉՋกҶҫઐᦰǋઅᠪٿઐኍஅЙᣀ
gation arising from such acts will be assumed by the Card Holder.
᠌ߚЙǌːሄ࠱МՂᄉ൛ᮉߚЙ˓̠Ӵ᠌ਖ਼ǌ
᠌ߚЙǌːሄ࠱МՂᄉ൛ᮉߚЙ˓̠Ӵ᠌ਖ਼ǌ
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Card
ǊǊᔈூ˖ڍύӴ᠌ਖ਼ᄉᠪ᧚̾Ӵ̠థᄉဗ᧚ߚЙ̾Фࢹᠪব൛ᮉ̾Ԣ࡚̅˓̠ᄉՋกҶҫઐᦰǋઅᠪٿઐኍஅЙᣀ
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᠌ߚЙǌːሄ࠱МՂᄉ൛ᮉߚЙ˓̠Ӵ᠌ਖ਼ǌ
The Card Holder deposits the fund in Citibank China Debit Card account in the form of cash, or salary, or personal labor compen32.10
ǊǊᔈூ˖࠱ڍᒬᛠф߿ॆ᭦ᤫ̓ᄉழय࠱ࠚᆉ̓ፋӴ̠ᏧଡΘॆܫၿӴ̠ᒬᛠ߿ࠚᆉǌӴ̠Ժ̾ᬣௐ
32.10ǊǊᔈூ˖࠱ڍᒬᛠф߿ॆ᭦ᤫ̓ᄉழय࠱ࠚᆉ̓ፋӴ̠ᏧଡΘॆܫၿӴ̠ᒬᛠ߿ࠚᆉǌӴ̠Ժ̾ᬣௐ
sation, or investment return. It is forbidden to deposit company fund into personal card account.
ॆᄉܫνஇᔈூ˖ڍύӴࠚᆉǌ
ॆᄉܫνஇᔈூ˖ڍύӴࠚᆉǌ
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ǊǊᔈூ˖࠱ڍᒬᛠф߿ॆ᭦ᤫ̓ᄉழय࠱ࠚᆉ̓ፋӴ̠ᏧଡΘॆܫၿӴ̠ᒬᛠ߿ࠚᆉǌӴ̠Ժ̾ᬣௐ
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ॆᄉܫνஇᔈூ˖ڍύӴࠚᆉǌ
through proper
proper equipment
equipment at
at any
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time.
through
Citibank China, at its own discretion, delivers the password to Card Holder face to face or provides Card Holder with proper
equipment to set password by himself/herself. Card Holder may change the password for his/her own Citibank China Debit Card
32.11
ԦӴౝࣂѢႂពᩏᛠὋᎩʼᩏᛠ֖ଁʼᩏᛠኍႂߔᩏᛠనҫὋ̾ԢҨူ᠌ਖ਼ಉលὋߚ൛ᣀ᠌ፆኪኍˉҫǌӴ̠ၸ
32.11
ԦӴౝࣂѢႂពᩏᛠὋᎩʼᩏᛠ֖ଁʼᩏᛠኍႂߔᩏᛠనҫὋ̾ԢҨူ᠌ਖ਼ಉលὋߚ൛ᣀ᠌ፆኪኍˉҫǌӴ̠ၸ
through
proper equipment at any time.
ᤇ̎నҫ֖ˉҫௐὋःឞᥕߵԦӴౝᄉᄰС߿ǌ
ᤇ̎నҫ֖ˉҫௐὋःឞᥕߵԦӴౝᄉᄰС߿ǌ
Ӵ̠Ժњᔈூ˖ڍύӴ֖ࠚᆉڙҪЙᩏᐎᎩፎᎩᐎᎩፎᄉྱጝਖ਼๖Ӵ̠˶ԺၸᔈூύӴፄ߿ஂ̶ࠂ֖ॱ
Ӵ̠Ժњᔈூ˖ڍύӴ֖ࠚᆉڙҪЙᩏᐎᎩፎᎩᐎᎩፎᄉྱጝਖ਼๖Ӵ̠˶ԺၸᔈூύӴፄ߿ஂ̶ࠂ֖ॱ
32.11
ԦӴౝࣂѢႂពᩏᛠὋᎩʼᩏᛠ֖ଁʼᩏᛠኍႂߔᩏᛠనҫὋ̾ԢҨူ᠌ਖ਼ಉលὋߚ൛ᣀ᠌ፆኪኍˉҫǌӴ̠ၸ
ζஂ̶ኍኃʻழஂ̶ᤈᛠᣀ᠌֖๖ኍ̓ǌ˝˿γᬩӴ̠ᄉ᠌ਖ਼ᠪ᧚߶КὋᔈூ˖࠱ڍʿௐᎵඇጌ๖᧚ᮨᄉʼᬌǌ
ζஂ̶ኍኃʻழஂ̶ᤈᛠᣀ᠌֖๖ኍ̓ǌ˝˿γᬩӴ̠ᄉ᠌ਖ਼ᠪ᧚߶КὋᔈூ˖࠱ڍʿௐᎵඇጌ๖᧚ᮨᄉʼᬌǌ
ᤇ̎నҫ֖ˉҫௐὋःឞᥕߵԦӴౝᄉᄰС߿ǌ
ᔩӴ̠ྱڙጝਖ਼ᄉ๖ᡓឞʼᬌὋԺᔈூ˖ڍႂពᩏᛠଡᰳʼᬌǌӴ̠Ժњᔈூ˖ڍύӴ֖ࠚᆉڙᩏᐎᎩፎᄉ
ᔩӴ̠ྱڙጝਖ਼ᄉ๖ᡓឞʼᬌὋԺᔈூ˖ڍႂពᩏᛠଡᰳʼᬌǌӴ̠Ժњᔈூ˖ڍύӴ֖ࠚᆉڙᩏᐎᎩፎᄉ
Ӵ̠Ժњᔈூ˖ڍύӴ֖ࠚᆉڙҪЙᩏᐎᎩፎᎩᐎᎩፎᄉྱጝਖ਼๖Ӵ̠˶ԺၸᔈூύӴፄ߿ஂ̶ࠂ֖ॱ
ᒬҮ಄տʼଡԨဗ᧚ǌʶषᔈூ˖ڍύӴඇڙᒬҮ಄տʼጌଡ൛ᮨʿ३ᡓ̠ඞࣈ20,000Њǌ
ᒬҮ಄տʼଡԨဗ᧚ǌʶषᔈூ˖ڍύӴඇڙᒬҮ಄տʼጌଡ൛ᮨʿ३ᡓ̠ඞࣈ20,000Њǌ
ζஂ̶ኍኃʻழஂ̶ᤈᛠᣀ᠌֖๖ኍ̓ǌ˝˿γᬩӴ̠ᄉ᠌ਖ਼ᠪ᧚߶КὋᔈூ˖࠱ڍʿௐᎵඇጌ๖᧚ᮨᄉʼᬌǌ
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Card Holder may use Citibank China Debit Card and the password to withdraw cash from Automated Teller Machines (ATM)
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Card Holder may use Citibank China Debit Card and the password to withdraw cash from Automated Teller Machines (ATM)
32.12
ڙʿॕֽԦӴౝᄉాѽ֖ᛩϩᄉৰхʽὋ˝ᔴ൚គǋ᭣ก̓᭣ൣ࣡̓Ӊહͭʿᬌ̅ᤋ፝ܲ̾ऩ࣡ܲᄉஜ
China Union Pay network. The accumulated amount withdrawn by the Card Holder from the ATM for each card shall
32.12under
ڙʿॕֽԦӴౝᄉాѽ֖ᛩϩᄉৰхʽὋ˝ᔴ൚គǋ᭣ก̓᭣ൣ࣡̓Ӊહͭʿᬌ̅ᤋ፝ܲ̾ऩ࣡ܲᄉஜ
not
exceed
the maximum of RMB20,000 per day.
ᤋ፝ଡ൛Ὀ
ὋԦӴౝథాધፏэ͉ʹύ̓ఆϢύӴᄉҩᑞǌ
ᤋ፝ଡ൛Ὀ
ὋԦӴౝథాધፏэ͉ʹύ̓ఆϢύӴᄉҩᑞǌ
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32.12Without
any
ڙʿॕֽԦӴౝᄉాѽ֖ᛩϩᄉৰхʽὋ˝ᔴ൚គǋ᭣ก̓᭣ൣ࣡̓Ӊહͭʿᬌ̅ᤋ፝ܲ̾ऩ࣡ܲᄉஜ
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for the
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ᤋ፝ଡ൛Ὀ
ὋԦӴౝథాધፏэ͉ʹύ̓ఆϢύӴᄉҩᑞǌ
to unusually
unusually cumulative
cumulative cash
cash withdraw
withdraw continuously)
continuously) solely.
solely.
to
Without any prejudice to Card Issuer's rights and remedies, the Card Issuer has the right to reject any debit card transaction
suspend the debit card functions for the purpose of preventing fraud, illegal or abnormal transactions (including but not limit
to unusually cumulative cash withdraw continuously) solely.
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32.13ǊǊύӴ̨Ժၸ̅Ջก̓ǌԦӴౝ࠱ʿЉύӴᜁၸ̅ᤈᛠ͉ʹ࠱͗ᤊԥ͉ʹՂกክᣧӜ۪ʽᄉก।ᄉύӴ̓ǌ
ࠪԦӴౝকႠ๗Ԣ᭣กᛠ˝ᄉ͉ʹ̓ὋԦӴౝγ႐ધፏ̶ஂူܪᄉాѽǌ
Debit Card shall be used for lawful transactions only. Card Issuer will not allow the Debit Card to be used for any transaction
that is in violation of any laws of any jurisdiction. For any transaction that is suspected for illegal act, Card Issuer reserves
the right to reject processing or payment.
32.14ǊǊӴ̠ᮋԦӴౝᄉ߿ࣱᎠጩࣱὋၿԦӴౝ̯ᔈூ˖ڍύӴ᠌ਖ਼ᒬҮ੭அǌݟӴ̠ڙᔈூ˖ڍύӴ
᠌ਖ਼˖ᄉͷᮨʿᡛ̾ஂ̶ࣱὋӴ̠ՎԦӴౝԺ̯Ӵ̠धበ̅ᔈூᩏᛠ˖ڍὈథᬌМՂԢФѫஂᛠᄉ͉ʹʶ˓᠌ਖ਼
˖੭ᬓᄰСࣱǌݟӴྞ૮ڭὋӴ̠ःఴ̠థᢵ͇͊ҁԦӴౝҨူᛩ૰ளӴ፝ǌӴ̠धҨளӴځӴ̠
ၸʿॆ࠭ᒰӴྞ૮ڭᏪᛩ૰ளӴᭉᎠጩ፝ǌӴ̠˶Ժ᧓ԨԦӴౝʿௐՎᄉФ߱ழกҨူᛩ૰ளӴ፝ǌ
Card Holder shall pay annual service fee according to provisions of Card Issuer. Card Issuer automatically deducts annual
service fee from Citibank China Debit Card account. Card Holder agrees that Card Issuer may deduct such annual service fee
from any accounts established by Card Holder in Citibank China Co., Ltd and/or its branches/sub-branches in case the
balance of Card Holder's Citibank China Debit Card account is insufficient to pay the annual service fee. In the event that the
Card is damaged, Card Holder shall go to Card Issuer with his or her valid identification certificate and replace it with a new
card. Card Holder shall pay service fees to set up a new card or to replace the card damaged due to Card Holder's misuse
with a new one. Card Holder may also use other methods that are announced by Card Issuer from time to time to replace the
old card with a new one.”
Ǌ
32.15ǊӴ̠ڙፆຌКᦉ̓൛ᮉ֖థСၸՐὋԺ̝ᒬᒯԦӴౝႁឯҨူᩘਖ਼ǌԦӴౝԩူՐὋԀԺҨူᩘਖ਼፝ǌ
ǊǊԦӴౝథాϢൢӴ̠ၸᔈூ˖ڍύӴǌځӴ̠ᤊԥก।กఴብርᄉ߿Ὃځᔈூ˖ڍύӴ᠌ਖ਼ͷᮨ
ʿᡛ࠭ᒰࣱ੭அʿҩὋԦӴౝԺᬣௐϢൢՓӴ̠ଡΘᄰःనҫǌ
ǊǊ᧚Ӵ ᄆ᧚ӴᨚᆂӴ௦ԦӴౝ˝ࠕࠆਖ਼ԦᛠᄉύӴὋХథᮨܰᄉࠕᇩ᥄ǌݟ౦Ӵ̠ʿв௦ᔈூᩏᛠ˖ڍὈథ
ᬌМՂᄉࠕࠆਖ਼ὋԦӴౝథాϢൢӴ̠ၸ᧚Ӵᄆ᧚ӴᨚᆂӴǌӴ̠ः࠱᧚Ӵᄆ᧚ӴᨚᆂӴ̓ٿԦӴౝὋࣲ
ᭉ᜵ႁᮖӴǌ
ǊǊԦӴౝځФ̴ԓځϢൢӴ̠ၸᔈூ˖ڍύӴᄉὋःଡґᅻӴ̠ǌ
After all payment transactions and charges are settled, Card Holder may cancel the Citibank China Debit card and the
account with the Card Issuer in person. Card Issuer shall process the cancellation after such request is accepted.
Card Issuer has the right to cease Card Holder's right of using Citibank China Debit Card. Under the circumstances that Card
Holder is in violation of laws, regulations or the Terms and Conditions, or fails to pay annual service fee due to insufficient
amount of balance left in the Card, Card Issuer may stop providing the corresponding services to Card Holder at any time.
Gold/Platinum/Diamond Card is issued to CitiGold customers with additional privileges. If the Card Holder is no longer qualified for the CitiGold/Diamond status, Card Issuer has the right to cease the Card Holder's right of using Gold/Platinum/Diamond card. Card Holder shall return the Gold/Platinum/Diamond card to the Card Issuer and apply for a blue card if necessary. If Card Issuer stops Card Holder from using Citibank China Debit Card due to any other reasons, Card Issuer shall notify
Card Holder in advance.
32.16ǊǊӴ̠ः࠱ύӴγߚ̅߶К֖Ժ᭤ᄉڠழࣲᆷγࠚᆉʿᜁ͉̅ʹኃʻழὋࣲ˄Ӵ̠ः᧓ԨథᰠԢᮔଏஶ̾
ൢ͉ʹథСύӴǋ˓̠ࠚᆉᄉ͡ᤴǋ൚គǋ᥋ܾᜁᄦǌ
ǊǊᔈூ˖ڍύӴ᥋ܾᄉὋӴ̠ःࡂᤂԢௐҨူ˹᭦ેܾႂពᩏᛠҨူԯܿેܾǌ
ǊǊҨူ˹᭦ેܾὋӴ̠ᭉఴ̠థᢵ͇͊Ὃ̝ᒬҁԦӴౝᖸˉᎩཁҨူὋࣲःԦӴౝᄉ᜵යଡΘӴՁὋਖ਼ՏὋ
ͰڦԢधӴయኍζোǌેܾՐݟᭉᛩҨளӴὋԺњఴ̠థᢵ͇͊ҨူᛩӴ፝Ὃᛩ૰ளӴᭉᎠጩ૰ԦӴ፝ǌӴ̠
˶Ժ᧓ԨԦӴౝʿௐՎᄉФ̴ழกҨူᛩ૰ளӴ፝ǌ
Card Holder shall keep the Debit Card in a safe and secure place to make sure the password will not be disclosed to any third
party. Card Holder shall also adopt any necessary measures to prevent the Card and password from being falsified, faked,
lost or stolen.
In the case that Citibank China Debit Card is lost, Card Holder shall file a written report on loss of card to a nearby business
site or through oral report on loss of card by telephone banking in a timely manner.
For report such loss in writing, Card Holder shall bring valid identification certificates, come to business sites of Card Issuer in
person, and present required information such as card number, account name, address and date of activation. After such
loss is reported, if Card Holder wants to obtain a new card, he or she may use valid identification certificate to apply for a
new card. Card Holder needs to pay production cost of the new card. Card Holder may also use other methods that are
announced by Card Issuer from time to time to apply for a new card.

V

ǊǊેܾၶґેܾܾՐӴ̠ځ᥋ܾὋᜁᄦࠚᔈூ˖ڍύӴ̖ၶᄉʶѬፂ฿૮ܾὋԦӴౝʿઝ᠉͉ǌӴ̠
ःࠪឞኍ᥋ܾὋ
ᜁᄦࠚՐԦၶᄉథύӴ̓᠆᠉
ʿ௦ၿ̅ឞύӴࠚᆉలፂ૾ాၸФ̴ԓځᏪ࠭ᒰ˿ឞኍ̓Ὀ
ǌ
ǊǊӴ̠᥋ঃᔈூ˖ڍύӴࠚᆉὋःњఴ̠థᢵ͇֖͊ᔈூ˖ڍύӴὋՓԦӴౝ˹᭦ႁឯࠚᆉેࣲܾҨူࠚᆉ᧗
Ꮅ፝ǌӴ̠˶Ժ᧓ԨԦӴౝʿௐՎᄉФ̴ழกҨူࠚᆉ᧗Ꮅ፝ǌ
Card Issuer is not liable for any economic losses incurred before loss report takes effect or after the loss report expires due
to Citibank China Debit Card loss, theft, or password leakage. Card Holder shall be responsible for all transactions through
Debit Card occurred after such card loss, theft or password leakage (no matter if such transaction occurs due to unauthorized use of password or other reasons).
In the case that Card Holder forgets the password of Citibank China Debit Card, Card Holder shall report password loss in
writing by presenting valid identification certificates and Citibank China Debit Card to the Card Issuer for password reset.
Card Holder may also use other methods that are approved by Card Issuer from time to time to reset the password.
32.17
ǊǊԦӴౝՓӴ̠ଡΘಉលὋࠪ᠌ὋેܾὋ֦លὋઅឃኍనҫǌӴ̠Ժၸᔈூ˖ڍύӴԢࠚᆉᔈூ˖ڍᄉႂពᩏᛠὋ
ᎩʼᩏᛠὋଁʼᩏᛠὋԦӴౝᖸˉᎩཁኍழयಉលᔈூ˖ڍύӴᮉʽᄉ᠌ҫζোǌ
ǊǊӴ̠͉ࠪʹ᠌ҫζোథऩᝫᄉὋᮋڙឞቷ̓ᄉॆయ᠌Ӭᡐ 30 ܸЮଡѢಉល֖ఝൣ᜵යὋࣲஂ̶ᄰःಉលၸὋԦӴ
ౝ࠱̅30 ܸЮፋ̀ኔܬǌݟӴ̠ڙឞቷ̓ᄉॆయ᠌Ӭᡐ30 ܸЮలଡѢऩᝫὋѶՎӴ̠ᝢԺКᦉ̓ǌ
Card Issuer provides Card Holders with services such as account information inquiry, account reconciliation, loss report, consultation and complaint, etc. Card Holder may use Citibank China Debit Card and password to check account information of
the Card through methods launched by Citibank China such as telephone banking, online banking, Citi Mobile, business sites
of Card Issuers and etc.
Should there be any dispute concerning account information, Card Holder shall request for inquiry and correction within 30
days from the date of Account Statement. Card holder shall make relevant payment for such inquiry and Card Issuer shall
give a reply within 30 days. If Card Holder does not raise objection to such transactions within 30 days from the date of
Account Statement, it will be deemed that Card Holder has agreed with such transactions.
32.18
ǊǊ˝ᆷγӴ̠ᄉᠪ᧚߶КὋӴ̠ःซᔴʽѴ᮲ᬖὙ
ǊǊ 1 ) ̓ڙௐὋؒݯၸᔈூ˖ڍύӴԢࠚᆉὋ̾ൢᜁʿกѫߔǋុӉኍൿቊԨၸਖ਼ᄉࠚᆉ֖Ӵྞ
ǊǊ2) ᔴʿกѫߔ߶ᜈឳӴ٧ǋϷܿǋϛ᪃ᄧኍᬃҪྫྷቊԨࠆਖ਼ࠚᆉ֖Ӵྞζো
ǊǊ3) Ӈ᜵ᣏζڙᒬүХʼᄉþնᇧÿФ̴គᰔႂពǋᆀζǋӇ᜵࠱˓̠ࠚᆉ˞Үնᅻ̴̠Ὃၴᒯᄯଋᣀ᠌ፋʿกѫߔ
ଡΘᄉ᠌ਖ਼
ǊǊ4) Ӈ᜵࠱Ӵྞ֖ࠚᆉஉڙʶᡐὋ̾ൢʿਠˎܾՐᜁ̴̠ᣏᄦၸǋᣀѢ
ǊǊ5) Ӈ᜵᧓ၸ̅ኤӬݟၶǋႂពՁᆉὈӬʶᄉஜߙϡࠚᆉὋ̾ൢᜁ̴̠ᣏᆠដᄦၸ
ǊǊ6) Ӈ᜵ᬣˎप̓њ్Ὃ̾ൢᜁʿกѫߔѽၸǋԪᤴ͡Ӵǌ
ǊǊځӴ̠ࠪӴྞγክʿ֖ؒࠚᆉ᭚ᤴᄉКᦉ૮ܾၿӴ̠ઝǌ
To ensure the safety of the cardholder ‘s funds, cardholder shall take cautious on the following risks:
1 ) During transaction, use the Citibank Debit Card and related PIN prudently to avoid the criminal stealing the card and PIN
through peeking, card exchange, or else.
2) To avoid the criminal getting password and information of the card through installing card reader, camera or false keyboard.
3) Do not trust notes pasting on ATM, and other fishing calls or SMS. Do not release the password to anybody else. Do not
transfer fund directly to the account the criminal provide.
4) Do not place your debit card and password together to prevent embezzling or fund outflow should you lost your card.
5) Do not use simple number (such as birthday, phone number) as your password to avoid decoding by other parties.
6) Do not discard transaction slip improperly to avoid the fraudsters using it to manufacture fake cards.
Cardholder shall be responsible for all related loss caused by password leak or improper safekeeping of the card.
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32.19
ǊǊԦӴౝԺᒬᛠф߿ࡂ͉ʹύӴ̓ՓӴ̠ԦᤞᆀζᅻὋڙৰхʽӴ̠ःॆᆷγФڙԦӴౝ႐ߚᄉՁ
ᆉэᆷథὋ˄ᄰःܫၿФఴ̠ၸࣲγԺଋஅᆀζᄉ࿃খǌឞኍᆀζᅻʶፂԦӴౝՓӴ̠ᄉᮔ႐ՁᆉԦѢὋ
Ԁःᜁ˝በԀᤞǌࠪӉહͭʿᬌ̅ځӴ̠ᄉܫǋሧҮᝬనҫǋሧҮᝬᤁᖸʹ͉Ф̴᭣ԦӴౝᄉ႟
ʿॆᛠ˝࠭ᒰᄉᆀζᅻᤞढᤌǋܾ᠋ᩱឧὋᆀζЮࠓᄉᩱὋᏪӴ̠ᥒԩ͉ʹ૮ܾᄉὋԦӴౝʿઝ͉ʹ᠉͉ǌ
Card Issuer may decide to send SMS notification to inform the Card Holder of any debit card transactions, in which cases the Card
Holder shall ensure that his/her phone number left to the Card Issuer is valid and accurate, and the phone shall remain connected to
receive the SMS notification. The SMS notification, once sent to the phone number that the Card Holder has left to the Card Issuer,
is deemed delivered. The Card Issuer shall not be liable for any losses or damages incurred by the Card Holder due to any delays,
failures, errors or omissions of the message content arising from (including but not limited to) the malfunction of the Card Holder's
mobile device, mobile communication service providers and mobile communication carriers or arising from any other negligence or
willful misconduct which is not on part of the Card Issuer.
32.20
ǊǊᔈூ˖ڍύӴӴ̠ڙႁឯᛪ˖܌зᄉᠪݟథԪఝὋݟᝬڦڠὋᐎጆႂពὋͰڦኍὋःበԀᅻԦӴౝǌՠѶὋၿ
लᡐᄉ͉ʹढឧ૮ܾڨၿӴ̠ઝǌ
Should there be any change made to information filled in by Card Holder, such as communication address, contact telephone,
address and etc., Citibank China Debit Card Holder shall immediately notify Card Issuer . Otherwise, any delay or loss incurred thereby will be borne by Card Holder.
32.21
ǊǊӴ̠Վᔈூ˖ڍԺՓФԦѢᅻὋ࠱Ӵ̠धበ̅ᔈூ˖ڍӉહʽ࡚ѫஂᛠὈᄉ͉ʹథ᠌ਖ਼ʿክܪʹڙԢ˝
ʹᄫᄉधበὈЮᄉ൛ᮉѲ̶ፋᔈூ˖ڍὋၸ̾ຌϩકᩘӴ̠ᔈூ˖ڍᄉలᤆϗҫὋґᤗϗҫ௦˞ϗҫᤆ௦̯ϗҫὋ
˓Ѿᄉᤆ௦ᤋࣛᄉǌឞኍຌϩકᩘᒬᅻҁӴ̠ௐၶǌ
Card Holder agrees that Citibank China can, by sendingnotice to the Card Holder, transfer the funds in any or all of Card Holder's
accounts in Citibank China (no matter where and for what purpose it is opened, including any branches of Citibank China) to repay
or set off Card Holder's Outstanding Debt with Citibank China, no matter such debt is principal or collateral, individual or joint. Such
repayment or set-off will take effect once the notice reaches the Card Holder.
32.22
ǊǊᔈூ˖ڍύӴӴ̠ྱڙጝਖ਼๖ௐᭉஂ̶͉ʹᮨܰၸὋࣲʿ३֖̾ਖ਼Ԧၶጬ˝ၿધፏஂ̶൛ᮉǌځᝬ
Ꭹፎᬩኍࠆԓ࠭ځᒰӴ̠ܾ̓᠋Ꮺᤴᄉ૮ܾὋ̾ԢӴ̠ڙਖ਼̈ᐎᎩʼၸᔈூ˖ڍύӴ࠭ᒰᄉ᮲ᬖ֖૮ܾὋ
ၿӴ̠ᒬᛠઝὋԦӴౝʿઝ͉ʹ᠉͉Ὃ࡚ͭԦӴౝᄉ᠉͉ᬓܰǌ
Citibank China Debit Card Holder does not need to pay any extra fees for consumption in designated commercial venues. Card
Holder shall not refuse to pay due to the dispute with the designated commercial venues. Any losses because of the objective
reasons such as transaction failure due to the communication system malfunction shall be borne by Card Holder. Any risks and
losses caused by Card Holder using Citibank China Debit Card on Internet shall be also borne by Card Holder. Card Issuer shall not be
held liable, except for matters it is responsible for.
32.23
ǊǊӴ̠࠱ʿ͉͗ʹύӴ̓ࡂ͉ʹύӴ̓᜵යԦӴౝࠪၿ͉ʹࠑଡΘᄉ᠍ֵనҫ͉ʹ᠍ֵనҫᄉ
᧙বᑞ᠆᠉ǌݟ౦Ӵ̠͉ࠪʹࠑᤈᛠઅឃὋӴ̠ःˀࠑᝌфឞኍ́ᝫӴ̠ࠪԦӴౝᄉ˦ҫ࠱ʹݟʿ͗˝ځ
Ӵ̠ˀឞ˧ࠑᫍᄉ͉ʹ́ᝫ͉ʹӴ̠Ժᑞథᄉ᧪͉ࠪʹࠑᄉԥឃકᩘాᏪԩҁॕֽǌӴ̠ڙఴՋጝᮉʽᄉాѽ
࠱ʿ͗ᜁᣀᝧ̾Ф߱ழयҪ̾ܪѫǌ
Card Holder will not require Card Issuer to be responsible for quality or performance of the goods or services provided by the designated commercial venues based on or related to any Debit Card transaction. If Card Holder decides to file a complaint against any
designated commercial venues, such dispute shall be settled between Card Holder and the designated commercial venues. Card
Holder's responsibility to Card Issuer shall not be impaired in any manner by such disputes or any right of setoff or claim that Card
Holder may have against any commercial venues. Card Holder's rights under this agreement shall not be transferred or sublet in
any manner.
32.24
ǊǊԦӴౝ͗̅ඇత҃߿ᄉయ᠌ӬὈӾᤞࠪ᠌ӬὋॆతథ͉ʹ̓ԤழԲథጝ߿ᄉᬓܰǌӴ̠ᒬ᠌Ӭᡐ 7 ܸЮ
లஅҁࠪ᠌ӬὋः˞ҮՓԦӴౝಉលǌӴ̠ʿ३̾లஅҁࠪ᠌Ӭ˝ၿՓԦӴౝଡѢឃයǌݟӴ̠ࠪࠪ᠌ӬథऩᝫὋः
ᒬ᠌Ӭᡐ 30 ܸЮՓԦӴౝಉល֖᜵යఝൣὋՠѶ˝Ӵ̠அҁࠪ᠌Ӭ˄ࠪ᠌Ӭൣᆷឧǌ
Card Issuer will print and send account statement on the specified date each month (Statement Date), unless there is no transaction occurred in that month or other agreements have been made. If Card Holder does not receive account statement within seven
days upon the statement date, Card Holder shall send inquiry to the Card Issuer. Card Holder shall not claim against Card Issuer on
the ground that Card Holder does not receive account statement. If Card Holder has objections to the account statement, Card
Holder shall send inquiry and correction requirement to Card Issuer within 30 days upon the statement date, otherwise it will be
deemed as Card Holder has received and agreed with the account statement.
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32.25
ǊǊ͡ᤴǋԪᤴᔈூ˖ڍύӴὋၸ͡ᤴͺऋᄉᔈூ˖ڍύӴԢгၸ̴̠ᔈூ˖ڍύӴᤈᛠគᰔ᠈ྫྷᄉὋԦӴౝः
ԢௐူܪὋॸ᜵ௐሧᤞՂกСὋࠪၿ̅Ӵ̠ᤊᐿብርథС్൛ፋԦӴౝᤴ૮ܾᄉὋԦӴౝథాႁឯก।γએࣲΙก
ᤜቂӴ̠థСॆ̠̂ᄉก।᠉͉ǌ
Card Issuer shall promptly handle the matters in relation to falsification and alteration of Citibank China Debit Card, or use of
such falsified or invalid Citibank China Debit Card or illegally using other person's card for fraud. Such cases may be handed over
to judicial authorities when necessary. For losses caused to Card Issuer by Card Holder's act of violating the Terms and Conditions, Card Issuer has the right to seek legal protection and claim against the Card Holder or the related parties to undertake
the liabilities.
32.26
ǊǊၿ̅ʿԺઇҦΘႂǋᝬኍࠆԓ࠭ځᒰᔈூ˖ڍύӴఆௐกၸᄉὋԦӴౝ࠱ХͳৰхଡΘॸ᜵ᄉࣞүὋᬓ
ၿ̅ԦӴౝᄉ᧗ܷܾᄯଋ࠭ᒰᄉܰὋԦӴౝʿઝᄰС᠉͉ǌࠪ̅̓ڙር˖ὋځఆௐᄉᎩፎᝬᬩФ̴
ԓځᤴᄉᩱ᠌ဗ៵ὋԦӴౝ࠱ࠃᬄ̓ৰхᤈᛠ᠌ҫူܪὋ̾γᬩӴ̠ԢԦӴౝԤழᄉాᄝʿԩ૮ܾǌ
ǊǊᔩӴ̠ၸኃʻழଡΘᄉܘϘనҫӉહͭʿᬌ̅ᆀζ֖ሧҮஂ̶ኍҩᑞὈ
Ὃ˄ၿ̅ឞኃʻழᄉԓ࠭ځᒰʼᤗܘϘనҫ̖
ၶ၅ႷࠪӴ̠ᤴ͉ʹ૮ܾὋԦӴౝࠪʿઝ͉ʹ᠉͉ǌԦӴౝ࠱ХͳৰхଡΘॸ᜵ᄉࣞүǌ
In the cases that Citibank China Debit Card cannot be used temporarily due to force majeure or objective reasons such as power
supply cutoff and communication malfunction, Card Issuer will provide necessary assistance on a case by case basis, however,
Card Issuer shall not be held liable for any losses caused thereby, except for any losses that are directly caused by the intentional misconduct or material negligence of the Card Issuer.
In the cases that Card Holder use any value added services provided by third parties (include but not limited to SMS or mobile
payment functions), and any defects or losses arising from his/her use of the value added services, Card Issuer shall not be held
liable Card Issuer will however provide necessary assistance on a case by case basis.
32.27
ǊǊᔈூ˖ڍύӴథా࡚̅ᔈூ˖ڍǌ˝γᬩӴ̠᠌ਖ਼ᠪ᧚߶КὋԦӴౝڙԦဗӴ̠ᄉᔈூ˖ڍύӴߚڙᜁ̴̠
гၸኍၸ᮲ᬖௐὋథాఆௐࠪឞ᠌ਖ਼ᤈᛠൢ̶ǌᔩԦဗӴ̠ڙၸӴር˖థʿᥕߵఴብርФ̴ᤊὋᤊกᄉᛠ˝ᄉὋԦ
ӴౝథాጻൢФၸӴాѽǌ
Ownership of Citibank China Debit Card belongs to Citibank China. To safeguard the security of the funds in Card Holder's
account, if Card Issuer discovers any risk of the Citibank China Debit Card being illegally used by any other person, Card Issuer
has the right to stop payment operation on such account. If it is discovered that Card Holder fails to comply with the Terms and
Conditions or violates the laws or conducts any illegal acts, Card Issuer has the right to terminate the Card Holder to use the
card.
32.28
ǊǊԦӴౝథాΙཱก।ᄉ߿ӨүࠑڍՂกСФ̴థాСࠪӴ̠ᄉᔈூ˖ڍύӴ۲ఴ᠌ਖ਼ᤈᛠಉលǋ
шፆ֖੭Ѳǌ
Based upon the laws, Card Issuer has the right to assist national judicial authorities or other authorities to freeze up or deduct
the amount from the basic account of Citibank China Debit Card if they have such request.
32.29
ǊǊᔈூ˖ڍύӴᄉᄰСஅᮉᄫԢஅಕэសǑᔈூᩏᛠ˖ڍὈథᬌМՂύӴညʶᛪǒ
For charge items and commission standard related to Citibank China Debit Card, please refer to "Citibank (China) Co., Ltd. Debit
Card Fee Table".
32.30
ǊǊఴብርᄉνஇᔈூ˖ڍύӴஅᮉᄫ֖ಕэኍԦၶុஞὋᔈூ˖ڍԺኃ32.31్߿ᄉழयΙกᤈᛠМնᅻǌ
Мնᅻయ໗ՐὋνஇՐᄉብርஅᮉᄫ֖ಕэၶὋࠪӴ̠ХథጝోҦǌڙМնᅻయЮὋݟӴ̠థ͉ʹႠ᫇
तᝫᄉὋԺ̾˹᭦्यՓᔈூ˖ڍଡѢǌӴ̠ࠪځఴብርᄉνஇஅᮉᄫ֖ಕэᄉុஞథऩᝫᏪф߿ʿвፘ፝ၸᔈூ˖
ڍύӴᄉὋԺՓԦӴౝଡѢᩘӴႁឯὋԦӴౝ˝ФҨူᩘӴ፝ǌМնᅻయ໗ὋӴ̠లଡѢᩘӴႁឯᄉὋ˝Վ
ብርᄉνஇஅᮉᄫ֖ಕэᄉុஞǌ
For any amendment of the Terms and conditions or adjustment of Citibank China Debit Card fee charge items and standards,
Citibank will make public announcement or give notice in accordance with the law through the rule in the Clause 32.31. After the
announcement or notice period, the amended Terms and Conditions or charge items will take effect and have binding force
upon Card Holder. During the announcement or notice period, if Card Holder has any questions or suggestions, Card Holder can
raise it to Card Issuer in writing. If Card Holder decides not to continue to use Citibank China Debit Card because of any objection of the amended Terms and Conditions or adjusted fee charge items and standards, Card holder may apply for card cancellation and Card Issuer will handle the card cancellation process. If Card Holder does not apply for card cancellation after the
announcement or notice period, it is deemed that Card Holder has agreed with amendment of the Terms and Conditions or
adjustment of fee charge items and standards.
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32.31
ǊǊᔈூ˖ڍԺፂᒬᛠф߿ᖸˉᎩཁМᇧǋ̠ࢹᤞǋࠪ᠌Ӭ݂࠘ǋζѥǋႂߔᥪ͇ǋႂពǋᆀζ֖ ᎩቢМնኍழय˖
ᄉʶሗіሗՓӴ̠Ԧᤞᅻ͇ǌݟᅻ̠̾ࢹᤞὋѶథᅻ࠱ᤞڙ˧˝ᜁӴ̠அҁݟᅻ̾ᥪ࠘ᤞὋ
Ѷథᅻ࠱࠘ڙѢ˧Րጊଋᄉ̊Ր˝ᜁӴ̠அҁݟᅻ̾ႂߔᥪ͇ǋႂពǋᆀζኍႂߔழयԦᤞὋѶథᅻ࠱
ڙԦᤞ˧˝ᜁӴ̠அҁݟᅻ̾ᖸˉᎩཁМᇧᎩቢМնኍМնழयᤞὋѶڙМնͺѢՐᄉ̊Ր˝ᜁӴ̠அҁǌ
ǊǊࡂᥪ࠘ᤞ֖̠ࢹᤞᏪᝒὋӴ̠ᆷᝢФڙᔈூ˖ڍᄅᄉ͉ʹڦڠዜۋӉહͭʿᬌ̅ͰڦǋӬͮڦڠǋᥪ࠘ڦڠኍὈ
ʽᄉణள˝ڦڠథᤞڦڠὋၸᔴډӉહ᭣ឃௐఴብርᮉʽᄉՉዜᅻǋ͇̾Ԣఴ్൛్֖͇Ԧၶጬᄉก।˹ᄉᤞ
ڦڠὋӉહ́ᝫᤈЙඞ̂ឃርࣿՐᄉʶࠅǋ̃ࠅǋвࠅ֖੯ᛠርࣿ˖ᄉᤞǌ̾ځʽৰ्࠭ᒰᅻǋ͇֖ก।˹లᑞ
ᜁӴ̠ଋஅᄉὋΙཨ̖ၶᤞᄉก।Ր౦Ὑ B ځӴ̠ଡΘᆷᝢᄉᤞڦڠʿэᆷᄉ C ᤞڦڠԪఝՐలԢௐ˹᭦նᅻ
ᔈூ˖̠֖ڍඞกᬒᄉ D Ӵ̠ધፏኣஅᄉǌԦၶʼᤗৰ्ௐὋᥪ࠘ᤞᄉὋ̾ᅻǋ͇֖ก।˹ᤝ˧ٿ˝ᤞ˧
ᄯଋᤞᄉὋᤞ̠ॆᤞڙڣٿ੯ʼৰх˧˝ᤞ˧ǌ
Citibank China has the right to determine, in its own discretion, to send Card Holder notice or document in one or more of the
following methods: announcement in service outlets, delivery in person, enclosure in account statements, letter, email, telephone, SMS and/or website notice. In circumstances where the notice is delivered in person, Card Holder shall be deemed as
having received the notice on the date of service; under the circumstances of service by mail, Card Holder shall be deemed as
having received the notice upon 5 days of the dispatch date; where the notice is sent electronically by email, telephone or SMS,
Card Holder shall be deemed as having received the notice on the delivery date; if the notice is served by an announcement in
service outlets or on website, Card Holder shall be deemed as having received the notice upon 5 days after such notice is made.
The Card Holder agrees that if any notices, files or legal documents related to the dispute arising from the Terms and Conditions (including the first instance, second instance, retrial and enforcement procedure after such dispute is brought into civil
legal proceeding) is served in person or via mail, the latest address(s) the Customer provides to Citibank China under any type
of address (including but not limited to residential address, company address or mailing address) shall be the effective address
(s) for service to the Card Holder. Any notice, file or legal document shall be deemed to have been served and lead to the legal
consequences of service even if it is not acknowledged receipt by the Card Holder due to the following reasons: (a) the address
for service provided or confirmed by the Card Holder is not accurate; (b) any change of the address for service is not notified to
Citibank China and the court in writing; (c) the Card Holder refuses to sign for receipt. Under above circumstances, any notice,
file or legal document shall be deemed to have been served on the date of it being returned if it is served via mail, or on the date
when the person serving it records the situation on return receipt if it is served in person.
32.32
Ǌᔈூ˖ڍύӴ᠌ਖ਼ԩᔈூ˖ڍǑ᧚ᚷֵ̖Ԣనҫ్൛్֖͇ǒᄉጝోǌᔩఴብርˀǑ᧚ᚷֵ̖Ԣనҫ్൛్֖͇ǒథуὋ
Ѷ̾ఴብርᄉЮࠓ˝эǌ
Citibank China Debit Card account is subject to the “Terms and Conditions for Financial Products and Services” formulated by
Citibank China. Should there be any conflict between the Terms and Conditions hereunder and the “Terms and Conditions for
Financial Products and Services” , provisions in the Terms and Conditions hereunder shall prevail.
32.33
ǊǊఴብርԩ˖ӧ̠ඞР֖ڍก।ክᣧὋలࡉ̂ࠁཱࠑڍథСก।ǋกǋብ੯ᛠǌ
The Terms and Conditions hereunder shall be governed by the laws of the People's Republic of China. Any matters not mentioned hereunder shall be dealt with based upon the relevant PRC laws and regulations.
32.34
ǊǊఴብርၿᔈூ˖߿҃᠉᠆ڍǌ
The Terms and Conditions hereunder are formulated by Citibank China.
32.35
ǊǊఴብርݟథᔭྟὋ̾˖ྟយដ˝эǌ
The Terms and Conditions hereunder are written in both Chinese and English. If there is any discrepancy, the Chinese version
shall prevail.
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ᔈூஂ̶ˉҫ
ePay Services
33.1 ǊǊᔈூஂ̶ˉҫ˝ʶሗӴஂ̶ˉҫὋૈࠆਖ਼ᭉ҄ӴᏧଢӴឳԨӴྞζোὋ̨ଡΘӴՁǋࠚᆉǋ֖ζোդ
ᆀζᰍᆉЮࠓὈ
ǋࠆਖ਼ᢵ͇͊ζোኍፑሥ˝þᝢζোÿ
ὈᝢζোᄉጷՋᤈᛠζোᰍǋ̓૾ా Ӊહͭʿᬌ̅
̈ᐎᎩǋǋႂ֖ႂពឥᮂኍຘ᥊ᤈᛠ൛ᮉஂ̶ᄉˉҫǌ
Citibank ePay is a type of cardless payment service where the Customer could authorize transaction and make payment
through the channels including but not limited to Internet, mobile phone, television as well as telephone and voice mail by providing the Debit Card numbers, passwords, mobile phone numbers, SMS (including one time passwords), ID numbers and other
identification verification information (hereinafter referred to as “Verification information” ) without swiping the Debit Card.
33.2 ǊǊࠆਖ਼ڙᩏᛠႁឯधᔈூஂ̶ˉҫҩᑞґᮋڙᩏᛠՋกधύӴ᠌ਖ਼Ὃࠆਖ਼ၸᔈூஂ̶ழयࠪύӴ᠌ਖ਼ᤈᛠୱ
ͺௐॸᮋᥕߵᩏᛠᄉύӴᄰС్൛్֖͇ǌ
The Customer applying for Citibank ePay service shall open a debit card account in Citibank China beforehand and shall comply
with Debit Card Terms and Conditions in operation of the debit card account through the use of Citibank ePay service.
33.3 ǊǊࠆਖ਼ڙႁឯधᔈூஂ̶ˉҫௐὋՓᩏᛠଡΘᄉࠆਖ਼˓̠ζোᠪःॆ˝ڨᄽࠃǋэᆷǋ߸ஞᄉὋ˄ࠆਖ਼Վᩏᛠ˝ᔈ
ூஂ̶ˉҫ˧ᄫᄉὋ࠱ˀႁឯधᔈூஂ̶ˉҫᄰСᄉ˓̠ζোὋӉહͭʿᬌ̅ՁǋύӴӴՁଡΘፋᔈூஂ̶ˉ
ҫᄉᄰСనҫଡΘழǌࠆਖ਼ᤈʶՎڙథСζোԦၶԪఝᄉৰхʽԢௐᅻᩏᛠὋՠѶၿԦၶᄉ᮲ᬖ֖᠉͉ၿࠆਖ਼ᒬᛠઝǌ
The Customer applying for Citibank ePay service shall ensure to the Bank that all personal information the Customer provides
are authentic, accurate and complete, and shall agree the Bank to disclose Customer's information, including but not limited to
the mobile phone number and the Debit Card number, to relevant service providers. The Customer shall further agree to notify
Citibank China immediately should there be any change to the Customer's information which has been provided to the Bank.
Otherwise, any delay or loss incurred thereby will be borne by the Customer.
33.4 ǊǊᔈூஂ̶ˉҫҩᑞ࠱̅ᩏᛠଋԩࠆਖ਼ˉҫႁឯՐᄉኃʻ˓ࢹͺधǌ
Citibank ePay service will be activated in three working days after the service application has been accepted by Citibank China.
þஂ̶ࣰԻÿ
Ὀ
33.5 ǊǊࠆਖ਼ःᆷᅻ௳ࣲଋԩὋᔈூஂ̶ˉҫҩᑞधՐὋᔩࠆਖ਼ኃʻழనҫଡΘଡΘᄉӴஂ̶నҫࣰԻ
ழԺᤈᛠӴஂ̶ᄉὋࠆਖ਼ၸᔈூஂ̶ˉҫԀ˝ࠆਖ਼ࣂՎଋԩឞኍኃʻழథСӴஂ̶ˉҫᄉѶǋ్൛్֖͇˧ጝోǌ
The Customer shall fully understand and acknowledge that under the circumstance that the cardless payment needs to be
made through Cardless Payment Platform (hereinafter referred to as “Payment Platform” ) provided by Third Party Service
Providers after the activation of Citibank ePay service, the Customer's using of ePay service will be deemed as the Customer
has agreed to be bound by the Terms and Conditions relating to cardless payment formulated by the Third Party.
33.6 ǊǊᩏᛠࠪኃʻழనҫଡΘԢФଡΘᄉஂ̶ࣰԻʿଡΘ͉ʹ्यᄉγઝ͉ʹ्यᄉ᠉͉ὋӉહͭʿᬌ̅Ὑ
The Bank makes no representation, warranty or guarantee as to, and shall not be responsible for, the Third Party Service Providers and the Payment Platform provided by the Third Party Service Providers, including but not limited to :
ǊǊၿ̅ኃʻழనҫଡΘ ֖ФଡΘᄉஂ̶ࣰԻԓځӉહͭʿᬌ̅ஂ̶ࣰԻʹ͉ځԓ˖ځறǋ˖ൢǋᬩǋढᤌǋᩱឧ
33.6.1
ᜁԲᛠॕֽὈ࠭ᒰᔈூஂ̶֖  ̓กൣ࣡ᤈᛠ
Citibank ePay service cannot be used and/or transactions cannot be processed normally because of the Third Party Service
Providers and/or the Payment Platform provided by the Third Party Service Providers (including but not limited to the breakdown, ceasing, failure, delay, error of the Payment Platform or the Payment Platform being otherwise influenced).
ǊǊၿ̅ኃʻழనҫଡΘ  ֖ФଡΘᄉஂ̶ࣰԻԓځԺᑞ࠭ᒰᄉ͉ʹФ̴᮲ᬖʿѽՐ౦ǌ
33.6.2
Other potential risks or adverse consequences caused by the Third Party Service Providers and/or the Payment Platform provided by the Third Party Service Providers.
33.7 ǊǊࠆਖ਼ڙᔈூஂ̶ር˖ၸᄉՁᆉःॆˀࠆਖ਼႐ߚڙᩏᛠᄉՁʶᒰǌ๑ܰఆʿஂᮉనҫǌ
The mobile phone number used in Citibank ePay transaction shall be the same as the one registered with Citibank China. Citibank ePay service is currently not available to the mobile using overseas mobile operator.
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33.8 ǊǊࠆਖ਼ःؒݯγክࣂႁឯᔈூஂ̶ˉҫᄉύӴӴՁǋࠚᆉǋᢵ͇͊ζোǋ֖ζো
դᆀζᰍᆉЮࠓὈ
ኍᝢ
ζোὋࠆځਖ਼ܾ˧ᛠ˝ὋӉહͭʿᬌ̅లॆǋలਠγክ࠭ᒰʼᤗ͉ʹᝢζোᄉὋၿ̖ၶᄉ᮲ᬖԢ૮ܾၿ
ࠆਖ਼ᒬᛠઝǌ
The Customer shall keep the Debit Card numbers, passwords, ID numbers, mobile phone numbers, SMS (including one time
passwords) and other Verification Information which are used to apply for cardless payment in a proper manner. The Customer
shall assume the incurred risks and losses should the Verification Information leaked out due to Customers' intentional or negligent behavior, including but not limited to improper or imprudent safekeeping.
33.9 ǊǊ͉ࠪ̅ʹᝢζোԦѢᄉᔈூஂ̶̓ૈ̽ὋᩏᛠڨՎၿࠆਖ਼ఴ̠ԦѢὋ˄ឞኍ̓ૈ̽ʶፂԦѢԀᜁ˝૾ా
ᩏᛠឞ̓ૈ̽੭Ѳࠆਖ਼ᩏᛠӴ᠌ਖ਼Юᠪ᧚Ὃࣲʿ३͉̾ʹူၿધፏஂ̶ः̶ᄉᄰС൛ᮉǌᩏᛠڙൣᆷ࡞ᛠᝢζোᰍ
ᄉґଡʽʿࠪ̓ځ̖ၶᄉ͉ʹ᮲ᬖ֖૮ܾ᠆᠉ǌ
Any transaction instruction made by using Verification Information shall be deemed to be made by the Customer himself/herself. Once the transaction instruction is sent, it is regarded that the Bank is authorized to debit fund from the Customer's Debit
Card account, and the due payment shall not be refused by the Customer for any reason. Subject to the Bank's fulfilling of its
obligation to verify the Verification Information in a proper manner, the Bank assumes no risks or losses incurred from the cardless transaction.
33.10ǊǊࠆਖ਼ၸᔈூஂ̶ˉҫὋӬቷஂ̶ᮨऎ֖ඇጌஂ̶ᮨऎԩᩏᛠ֖ኃʻழనҫଡΘӴஂ̶ᬌᮨᄉРՎጝోὋ̾ᣖ
ͯᏧ˝эǌᩏᛠဗൿᄉᔈூஂ̶ᄉѹݼᬌᮨ* ˝Ӭቷ2000 ЊὋඇӴඇጌ20000 Њǌ
ǊǊࠆਖ਼Ժᔈூ 24 ࠴ௐనҫབጲ 8008301880๑ܰႂឯષ੩ 86-20-3880-1267 ۆលὈុஞஂ̶ * ӬቷԢඇጌ
ஂ̶ᬌᮨǌᩏᛠኃʻழనҫଡΘԺᑞʿௐνஇஂ̶ᬌᮨᏪᮋፂࠆਖ਼ՎὋࠆਖ਼ः႐థСМնᎩቢឬǌ
* ஂ̶
ѹݼᬌᮨԢុஞʿၸ̅ଁʼஂ̶Ὀ
Citibank ePay transaction amount is subject to the single transaction limit and daily amount limit pre-set by Citibank China and
the Third Party respectively, and the lower limit(s) shall prevail. Currently the single transaction limit is RMB 2,000 and the daily
amount limit is RMB 20,000 respectively pre-set by Citibank China*. The Customer may adjust* the transaction limits by calling
Citibank China 24-hour service hotline: 800-830-1880 (or overseas 86-20-3880-1267). Citibank China and the Third Party
have the right to adjust the transaction limits from time to time without the Customer's prior consent. The Customer shall be
alert to relevant announcements and notices per published on websites. (*Citibank ePay transaction limits and adjustments are
not applicable to Mobile Payment)
33.11ǊǊࠆਖ਼ݟൗԨ๖ᔈூஂ̶ˉҫҩᑞὋѶ࠱ʶࣲԨ๖ᎩʼᩏᛠԢଁʼᩏᛠǌԨ๖ᔈூஂ̶ˉҫҩᑞԺᒰႂႂពᩏᛠὙ
800-830-1880 Ꮷ86-20-3880-1267ǌ
The Online Banking and Mobile Banking would be cancelled if Customers inactivated Citibank ePay service. The customer may
inactivate Citibank ePay service through Citibank China 24-hour service hotline: 800-830-1880 (or overseas
86-20-3880-1267)
þᩏᐎÿ
ὈРՎѢᄉʶᮉˉҫὋ௦࠱ࠆਖ਼ᄉ
33.12ǊǊᔈூஂ̶ˉҫ˖ᄉଁʼஂ̶ˉҫ௦ၿሧҮζᤁᖸᐎՋ˖ڍᩏᐎᐦ͊МՂ
ǋՁᆉˀᩏᛠӴ᠌Ձᤈᛠፄ߿ὋᆀζোǋឥᮂኍୱͺழयὋ̾ፄ߿ᄉᩏᛠӴ˝ஂ̶ፆኪᣑͳὋࠃဗಉᎠពǋ
ᩏᛠӴͷᮨಉលǋ๖ஂ̶ኍǌ
As one kind of Citibank ePay service, Mobile Payment service is jointly launched by the mobile communications operators and
China UnionPay Co. Ltd (CUP). By binding the Customer's mobile phone and mobile phone number with his/her bankcard
accounts, the Customer is able to pay mobile phone bills, make bankcard balance inquiries and payment transactions through
SMS, voice mails, etc. on their mobile phones.
ǊǊࠆਖ਼ڙᩏᛠႁឯधᔈூஂ̶ˉҫҩᑞௐध˧ՐὋԺᤤસ௦ՠधଁʼஂ̶ˉҫǌࠆਖ਼ႁឯध֖ၸଁʼஂ̶ᄰ
33.12.1
СˉҫనҫᄉὋԀᛪᇧࠆਖ਼ଋԩࣲՎሧҮᤁᖸ̅Ф߽ழᎩቢʼМ࣊ᄉС̅ଁʼஂ̶ᄉథСѶǋ్൛్֖͇ǌ
The Customer may choose to activate Mobile Payment service when/after applying for Citibank ePay service. The Customer is
deemed to accept and acknowledge the provisions, Terms and Conditions published on the official website of the mobile communications operators when activating Mobile Payment service.
ǊǊࡉክథʼᤗኃ 33.4 ్ᄉ߿Ὃଁʼஂ̶ˉҫᄉधௐᫍ̾ሧҮζᤁᖸՓࠆਖ਼Ԧᤞˉҫधᆀζᅻ˝э
33.12.2
Notwithstanding the Clause 33.4 above, the activating time of the Mobile Payment service shall be when the activating SMS is
sent to the Customer by the mobile communications operators.
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33.12.3
ǊǊࠆਖ਼࠱ᆀζஅҁଁʼஂ̶ࠚᆉ
The password for Mobile Payment will be sent to the Customer through SMS;
33.12.4
ǊǊࡂሧҮζᤁᖸᄰС̂ࠁὋࠆਖ਼ԺՓሧҮ10086 ᐎ10010 ႂពࠆਖ਼నҫ˖ॶᤈᛠ֦លǌ
For any inquiry with regard to the mobile communications operators, the Customer may call the hotlines of China Mobile (10086)
or China Unicom (10010).
33.12.5
ǊǊࠆਖ਼Ԩ๖ଁʼஂ̶ˉҫҩᑞࣲʿ͗ՎௐᒬҮԨ๖ᔈூஂ̶ˉҫҩᑞǌࠆਖ਼Ԩ๖ᔈூஂ̶ˉҫҩᑞःΙཱኃ33.1 1 ్ᄉ߿
Ҩူǌ
Citibank ePay service will not be automatically inactivated upon the Customer's inactivating Mobile Payment service. The
Clause 33.11 shall apply for the Customer to inactivate Citibank ePay service.
33.13ǊǊࠆڙਖ਼ᤊԥఴ్൛ᮉʽᄉᄰС߿ᄉৰхʽὋᩏᛠథాધፏ੯ᛠࠆਖ਼̈ᐎᎩǋ֖ႂពኍԦᤞᄉᔈூஂ̶ᄰСૈ̽Ὃ
˄ʿઝ͉ʹ᠉͉ǌ
In the event that the Customer fails to observe and comply with any terms hereof, the Bank has the right to reject the Customer's ePay instructions through Internet, mobile phone or telephone and assumes no liabilities.
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